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§”·π–π”°“√„™â™ÿ¥«‘™“

1. °“√»÷°…“™ÿ¥«‘™“π’È ºŸâ‡√’¬π®–µâÕß»÷°…“‚§√ß √â“ß

™ÿ¥«‘™“ ´÷Ëßª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬ “√– ”§—≠ º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ

∑’Ë§“¥À«—ß  ¢Õ∫¢à“¬‡π◊ÈÕÀ“„Àâ‡¢â“„® ‡æ◊ËÕ®–‰¥â∑√“∫

 “√–‡π◊ÈÕÀ“·≈–®ÿ¥‡πâπ¢Õß·µà≈–µÕπ

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬π®–µâÕß¡’æ®π“πÿ°√¡¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…-‰∑¬  À√◊Õ

¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…-Õ—ß°ƒ…ª√–°Õ∫°“√»÷°…“™ÿ¥«‘™“π’È¥â«¬

‡æ◊ËÕ®–‰¥â§âπÀ“§«“¡À¡“¬¢Õß§”»—æ∑å∑’Ëª√“°Ø„π

™ÿ¥«‘™“ ´÷Ëß®–‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πå„π°“√»÷°…“∑”°‘®°√√¡

·≈–·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

3. ºŸâ‡√’¬πµâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘µ“¡§”·π–π”„π™ÿ¥«‘™“ ·≈–∑”

°‘®°√√¡∑ÿ°¢—ÈπµÕπ ‡æ◊ËÕ‡æ‘Ë¡æŸπ∑—°…–·≈–§«“¡√Ÿâ

ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂À“§«“¡√Ÿâ‡æ‘Ë¡‡µ‘¡‰¥â®“°·À≈àß°“√

‡√’¬π√Ÿâµà“ßÊ ∑’Ë‡ πÕ·π–‰«â∑â“¬‡≈à¡
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À¡«¥«‘™“¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…‡ªìπæ◊Èπ∞“π ”§—≠∑’ËºŸâ‡√’¬π∑ÿ°§πµâÕß‡√’¬π√Ÿâ‡æ◊ËÕ

‡ √‘¡ √â“ßæ◊Èπ∞“π§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å·≈– √â“ß»—°¬¿“æ„π°“√§‘¥·≈–°“√∑”ß“π

Õ¬à“ß √â“ß √√§å ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ… ‰¥â∂Ÿ°°”Àπ¥„Àâ‡ªìπ«‘™“æ◊Èπ-

∞“π∑’ËºŸâ‡√’¬π∑ÿ°§πµâÕß‡√’¬π„π∑ÿ°√–¥—∫°“√»÷°…“ (ª√–∂¡»÷°…“ ¡—∏¬¡»÷°…“-

µÕπµâπ ·≈–¡—∏¬¡»÷°…“µÕπª≈“¬) ‡π◊ËÕß®“°¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…‡ªìπ¿“…“ “°≈

 “¡“√∂„™â‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ„π°“√µ‘¥µàÕ ◊ËÕ “√°—∫ºŸâÕ◊Ëπ‰¥âµ“¡§«“¡µâÕß°“√ „π

 ∂“π°“√≥åµà“ßÊ ∑—Èß„π™’«‘µª√–®”«—π·≈–°“√ß“πÕ“™’æ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß

„π√–¥—∫¡—∏¬¡»÷°…“µÕπª≈“¬ °“√∑’ËºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂„™â¿“…“‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°µâÕß

§≈àÕß·§≈à«·≈–‡À¡“– ¡¢÷ÈπÕ¬Ÿà°—∫∑—°…–°“√„™â¿“…“ ºŸâ‡√’¬πµâÕß¡’‚Õ°“ ‰¥âΩñ°

∑—°…–°“√„™â¿“…“„Àâ¡“°∑’Ë ÿ¥∑—Èß„π·≈–πÕ° ∂“π»÷°…“ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß

°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬°“√»÷°…“ πÕ°√–∫∫´÷Ëß à«π„À≠à®–‡ªìπºŸâ„À≠à∑’ËµâÕß°“√‡√’¬π¿“…“

‡æ◊ËÕπ”‰ª„™â„π™’«‘µª√–®”«—π·≈–°“√ß“π Õ“™’æ‡ªìπÀ≈—° °“√®—¥°√–∫«π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ

®÷ßµâÕß Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫∏√√¡™“µ‘·≈–≈—°…≥–‡©æ“–¢Õß¿“…“∑’Ë®”‡ªìπ °‘®°√√¡

°“√Ωñ°∑—°…–∑“ß¿“…“®÷ßµâÕß„™â√Ÿª·∫∫∑’ËÀ≈“°À≈“¬·≈–Ωñ°ºŸâ‡√’¬π„Àâ√Ÿâ«‘∏’°“√

‡√’¬π¿“…“¥â«¬µπ‡Õß§«∫§Ÿà‰ª¥â«¬ ‡æ◊ËÕ„ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂‡√’¬π√Ÿâ‰¥âµ≈Õ¥™’«‘µ

µ≈Õ¥®π„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ… ‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ„π°“√§âπ§«â“À“§«“¡√Ÿâ„π°“√‡√’¬π  “√–

°“√‡√’¬π√ŸâÕ◊ËπÊ„π°“√ª√–°Õ∫Õ“™’æ ·≈–°“√»÷°…“µàÕ

„π°√≥’∑’ËºŸâ‡√’¬πµâÕß°“√‡√’¬π “√–∑’Ë¡’§«“¡≈÷°·≈–‡¢â¡¢÷Èπ‡æ‘Ë¡‡µ‘¡ºŸâ‡√’¬π

 “¡“√∂‡≈◊Õ°‡√’¬πµ“¡§«“¡∂π—¥ §«“¡ π„®·≈–§«“¡·µ°µà“ß¢Õß·µà≈–

∫ÿ§§≈‰¥â

‚§√ß √â“ß™ÿ¥«‘™“¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…
 “√– ”§—≠
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√Ÿª·∫∫ æƒµ‘°√√¡ ·≈–‡¢â“„®Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈¢Õß«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß™π™“µ‘Õ◊Ëπ∑’Ë¡’µàÕ
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„ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂Ωñ°Ωπ∑—°…–∑“ß¿“…“‰¥âÕ’°∑“ßÀπ÷Ëß
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™’«‘µª√–®”«—π·≈–°“√ß“πÕ“™’æ µ≈Õ¥®π»÷°…“µàÕ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡À¡“– ¡
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µÕπ∑’Ë 1   ¿“…“‡æ◊ËÕ°“√ ◊ËÕ “√

1. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂øíß·≈â«‡¢â“„® πÈ”‡ ’¬ß§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°¢ÕßºŸâæŸ¥

·≈–∫∑Õà“π‰¥â

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂‡¢â“„®§”™’È·®ß §”∫√√¬“¬ §”·π–π”∑’Ë

æ∫„π “√ π‡∑» §Ÿà¡◊Õ ·≈–∫∑Õà“πµà“ßÊ‰¥â

3. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂«‘‡§√“–Àå µ’§«“¡®“°°“√øíßÀ√◊ÕÕà“π‰¥â

4. ºŸâ ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂∂à“¬‚Õπ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈∑’Ë‰¥âøíßÀ√◊ÕÕà“π¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈

√Ÿª·∫∫Õ◊Ëπ∑’Ë¡’§«“¡À¡“¬‡¥’¬«°—π‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°µâÕß

º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë§“¥À«—ßµ“¡¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ µ.1.1

 “√– ”§—≠¢Õß¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ µ1.1

°“√øíß·≈–°“√Õà“π®“° ◊ËÕª√–‡¿∑µà“ßÊ·≈â« “¡“√∂

µ’§«“¡‡ªìπ∑—°…–∑’Ë®”‡ªìπµàÕºŸâ‡√’¬π ∑—Èß„π™’«‘µª√–®”«—π

·≈–»÷°…“µàÕ„π√–¥—∫ Ÿß¢÷Èπ ºŸâ‡√’¬π®”‡ªìπµâÕß √Ÿâ®ÿ¥‡πâπ∑“ß

¿“…“·≈–®ÿ¥‡πâπ∑“ß‰«¬“°√≥å √«¡∑—Èß·∫∫·ºπ¢Õß§”æŸ¥

‡¢â“„®πÈ”‡ ’¬ß§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷° ÕÕ°‡ ’¬ß∫∑Õà“π∑’Ë∂Ÿ°µâÕßµ“¡À≈—°

°“√ÕÕ°‡ ’¬ß «‘‡§√“–Àåµ’§«“¡·≈–/À√◊Õ· ¥ß§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπ

‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ ◊ËÕÀ√◊Õ∂à“¬‚Õπ ‡ªìπ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈„π√Ÿª·∫∫Õ◊Ëπ∑’Ë¡’§«“¡À¡“¬

‡¥’¬«°—π‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°µâÕß
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°“√æŸ¥·≈–‡¢’¬π‡æ◊ËÕ ◊ËÕ “√¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈ §«“¡§‘¥ §«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°

§«“¡µâÕß°“√ ‡ªìπ∑—°…–æ◊Èπ∞“π∑’Ë®”‡ªìπ„π™’«‘µª√–®”«—π

¢ÕßºŸâ‡√’¬π ºŸâ‡√’¬πµâÕß»÷°…“§”»—æ∑å  ”π«π ‚§√ß √â“ß

∑“ß¿“…“ ‚¥¬„™â‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’·≈–°“√®—¥°“√®“°·À≈àß°“√

‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà„π™ÿ¡™π

 “√– ”§—≠¢Õß¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ µ1.2

1. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß§”∂“¡·≈â«‡≈◊Õ°§”µÕ∫∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡‰¥â

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíßª√–‚¬§·≈â«‡≈◊Õ°§”∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡‡µ‘¡„π

ª√–‚¬§∑’Ë‰¥â¬‘π‰¥â

3. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß§” —Ëß §”™’È·®ß·≈â« “¡“√∂· ¥ß„Àâ‡ÀÁπ«à“

‡¢â“„®„π ‘Ëß∑’Ëøíß‰¥â

4. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß∫∑ π∑π“·≈â«  “¡“√∂ √ÿª§«“¡§‘¥

√«∫¬Õ¥‰¥â

5. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß¢âÕ§«“¡·≈â« “¡“√∂‡≈◊Õ°ª√–‚¬§À√◊Õ

¿“æ¡“‡√’¬ßµ“¡≈”¥—∫‡Àµÿ°“√≥å‰¥â

6. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß¢âÕ§«“¡·≈â« “¡“√∂√–∫ÿ ∂“π∑’Ë∑’Ë‡°‘¥

‡Àµÿ°“√≥å‰¥â

7. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß¢âÕ§«“¡·≈â« “¡“√∂∫Õ°®ÿ¥ª√– ß§å¢Õß

°“√æŸ¥‰¥â

º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë§“¥À«—ßµ“¡¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ µ1.2
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°“√π”‡ πÕ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈ ‡√◊ËÕß√“«ª√– ∫°“√≥å §«“¡§‘¥

√«∫¬Õ¥ §«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπ ‚¥¬ºà“π ◊ËÕ∫ÿ§§≈  ◊ËÕ “√¡«≈™π

·≈–‡ªìπ§«“¡®”‡ªìπæ◊Èπ∞“π„π°“√ ◊ËÕ “√ ºŸâ‡√’¬π§«√»÷°…“

·≈–Ωñ°°“√øíß·≈–Õà“π‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡‡¢â“„®‚§√ß √â“ß∑“ß¿“…“

 ”π«π §”»—æ∑å ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ°“√ ◊ËÕ “√∫√√≈ÿµ“¡«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å

 “√– ”§—≠¢Õß¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ µ1.3

1. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß¢âÕ§«“¡∑’Ë¡’≈—°…≥–‡ªìπª√–°“»¢à“«·≈–

 “¡“√∂ √ÿª„®§«“¡ ”§—≠‰¥â

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß¢âÕ§«“¡À√◊Õ∫∑ π∑π“·≈â« “¡“√∂‡¢’¬π

∂à“¬∑Õ¥‡ªìπ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈∑’Ë¡’§«“¡À¡“¬‡¥’¬«°—π‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°µâÕß

3. ºŸâ‡√’¬πÕà“π¢âÕ§«“¡®“° ◊ËÕ ‘Ëßæ‘¡æå·≈– “¡“√∂‡¢’¬π

∂à“¬∑Õ¥‡ªìπ¢âÕ§«“¡¢Õßµπ‡ÕßÕ¬à“ßßà“¬Ê ¡’

§«“¡À¡“¬‡¥’¬«°—π‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°µâÕß

4. ºŸâ‡√’¬πÕà“π¢âÕ§«“¡®“° ◊ËÕ ‘Ëßæ‘¡æå ·≈â« “¡“√∂®—¥

‡√’¬ß≈”¥—∫ ª√–‚¬§À√◊Õ√Ÿª¿“æ∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫‡√◊ËÕß

∑’ËÕà“π‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°µâÕß

º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë§“¥À«—ßµ“¡¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ µ1.3
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Dear Editor

For the past month it has been very cold in Sydney and when I left

Thailand I didnût bring enough (1) with me. Two weeks ago there was a

clothing sale in the city and I went to the (2) to see if I could find a

bargain. They had lots of warm winter clothes in every shape and form - I

knew I would find a bargain. I did -a red jacket with a hood-it fitted

perfectly. The (3) wanted $ 10 or Bt220, but I bargainned him down to

$9. I was very pround of my purchase and it was warm when I (4) it.

That was until I washed it. It was too delicate for the washing machine and

now it has a tear down the side. I wonder what will happen next time I wash it.

Title : Cheap but Expensive

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ∂Ÿ°·µà·æß

Directions : Read the following letters and then complete them  with the given words.

§” —Ëß : Õà“π‡π◊ÈÕ§«“¡„π®¥À¡“¬µàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«‡µ‘¡‡π◊ÈÕ§«“¡„π®¥À¡“¬„Àâ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å®“°

µ—«‡≈◊Õ°∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„Àâ

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 1
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Dear Debbs

Many people believe if you pay very (5) for something you do not get

quality. If a friend complains about a (6) product and she paid very little for it you

could say : çYou get what you (7) foré.

1. a. warm clothes b. T-shirts c. jackets d. money

2. a. seaside b. store c. library d. station

3. a. shopper b. advertiser c. salesman d. customer

4. a. wash b. wore c. bought d. paid

5. a. much b. little c. immediately d. proudly

6. a. good b. bad c. pretty d. perfect

7. a. purchase b. bargain c. ask d. pay
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a clothing sale (n.) °“√≈¥√“§“‡ ◊ÈÕºâ“

bargain (n.) °“√µàÕ√Õß√“§“

to fit (v.) ‡À¡“– ¡°—∫√Ÿª√à“ß, æÕ¥’°—∫√Ÿª√à“ß,  «¡„ à‰¥âæÕ¥’

shape (n.) √Ÿª∑√ß, ¢π“¥

form (n.) ·∫∫¢Õß‡ ◊ÈÕºâ“ ‡§√◊ËÕß·µàß°“¬ = design

proud (adj.) ¿“§¿Ÿ¡‘„®

delicate (adj.) ∫Õ∫∫“ß, ≈–‡Õ’¬¥ÕàÕπ

a washing machine (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß —́°ºâ“

to tear down (v.) ©’°, ¢“¥

a side (n.) ¥â“π¢â“ß

to wonder (v.)  ß —¬, ¢âÕß„®, Õ¬“°√Ÿâ

quality (n.) §ÿ≥¿“æ

to complain (v.) ∫àπ, ª√—∫∑ÿ°¢å, √âÕß‡√’¬π

to pay very little for ◊́ÈÕ¡“¥â«¬√“§“∂Ÿ°

product (n.) º≈‘µ¿—≥±å

seaside (n.) ™“¬∑–‡≈

a shopper (n.) π—° ◊́ÈÕ

an advertiser (n.) π—°‚¶…≥“

a customer (n.) ≈Ÿ°§â“

to purchase (v.) to buy =  ´◊ÈÕ

to believe (v.) ‡™◊ËÕ«à“

perfectly (adj.) Õ¬à“ß§√∫∂â«π

to pay for (v.) ™”√–, ®à“¬, ´◊ÈÕ¡“

T-shirt (n.) ‡ ◊ÈÕ¬◊¥

immediately (adj.) suddenly, at once = ∑—π∑’∑—π„¥

perfect (adj.)  ¡∫√Ÿ≥å, §√∫∂â«π

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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1. a

2. b

3. c

4. b

5. b

6. b

7. b

‡©≈¬
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A man was walking down the street past a

Mental Institution which had a tenfoot wooden fence

surrounding it. He heard a number of people shouting

ç13....13....13é and he became curious. He found

a knothole big enough to look through, bent over

and peered in. He was immediately poked in the

eye by a finger as a new chant went up .....

ç14......14......14....!!!!!é

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 2

Title : Curiosity Brings Pain

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : §«“¡Õ¬“°√ŸâÕ¬“°‡ÀÁππ”¡“´÷Ëß§«“¡‡®Á∫ª«¥

Directions : Study the following passage and do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : ®ß»÷°…“‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕßµàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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Mental Institution (n.) Mental Hospital = ‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈

wooden fence (n.) √—È«‰¡â

to surround (v.) ≈âÕ¡√Õ∫

to shout (v.) √âÕßµ–‚°π

curious (adj.) Õ¬“°√ŸâÕ¬“°‡ÀÁπ, curiosity ‡ªìπ§”π“¡¢Õß curious

knothole (n.) √Ÿµ–ªŸ

to look through (v.) ¡Õß≈Õ¥

to bend over (v.) °â¡µ—«≈ß

to peer in (v.) ≈Õ∫¡Õß

chant (n.) shout = ‡ ’¬ßµ–‚°π

curiosity (n.) §«“¡Õ¬“°√ŸâÕ¬“°‡ÀÁπ

to poke (v.) to hurt °√–·∑°

to look closely (v.) ¥ŸÕ¬à“ß≈–‡Õ’¬¥∂’Ë∂â«π

to look through (v.) ¡Õß≈Õ¥

neurotic (adj.) ¡’Õ“°“√‚√§®‘µª√– “∑

mad (adj.) ‡ªìπ∫â“, ‡ ’¬ µ‘

affair (n.) ‡√◊ËÕß à«πµ—«

patient (n.) §π‰¢â

neurologist (n.) ·æ∑¬åÀ√◊ÕºŸâ‡™’Ë¬«™“≠∑“ß¥â“πª√– “∑

human beings (n.) ¡πÿ…¬™“µ‘

attention (n) §«“¡‡Õ“„®„ à §«“¡ π„®

to draw attention ¥÷ß§«“¡ π„®

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
1. In the passage, what is the meaning of çpeeredé?

     a. looked closely

     b. looked into secretly

     c. looked at a hole quickly

     d. looked through a hole quickly and secretly

2. Possibly, how many people had been poked in the eyes before?

a. 10

b. 12

c. 13

d. 14

3. Actually, who were shouting over the fence?

     a. mad persons

     b. neurotic patients

     c. a group of neurologists

     d. mad doctors and nurses

4. Psychologically, what canût we learn from this joke?

     a. If there is hole, there is a right to peep.

     b. Shouting can draw other peopleûs attention.

     c. Many people can do anything dangerously.

     d. Human-beings are interested in the affairs of others.

5. The man was hurt in his eye owing to .

     a. his curiosity

     b. his carelessness

     c. the shouting

     d. wooden fence
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1. d.

2. c.

3. b.

4. b.

5. a.

‡©≈¬
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Some years ago I worked in an advertising agency as a

copywriter. In this company the chairman and managing director

would often travel overseas together. When they did, it was a

great time for the office staffs because noboby did any work.

Most people would arrive late. The lunch hour went for two

hours, and nearly everyone left work early. When the boss

wasnût there we all had a great time - because when the  cat1ûs

away, the mice will play.

When the catûs away, the mice will play. means that when the

person in charge is absent, the staffs do little work and enjoy

themselves. If the teacher was not in the classroom and all the

students were laughing and yelling, you could say çwhen the

cat2ûs  away, the mice will playé.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 3

Title : Free Minutes

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : π“∑’·Ààß§«“¡‡ªìπÕ‘ √–

Directions : Study the passage and then answer the questions.
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an advertising agency (n.) ∫√‘…—∑‚¶…≥“

a copywriter (n.) ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’ËΩÉ“¬®—¥∑”µâπ©∫—∫‡Õ° “√

a chairman (n.) ª√–∏“π∫√‘…—∑

a managing directing (n.) ºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√ΩÉ“¬®—¥°“√

an office staff (n.) æπ—°ß“π¢Õß∫√‘…—∑

in charge √—∫º‘¥™Õ∫(µàÕß“π,Àπâ“∑’Ë)

to be absent (v.) ‰¡àÕ¬Ÿà, ¢“¥

to yell (v.) √âÕßµ–‚°π

overseas (adj.) abroad, in a foreign country = µà“ßª√–‡∑»

a great time (n.) ‡«≈“∑’Ë¥’

nearly (adv.) ‡°◊Õ∫

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
1. The idea in this passage are conveyed by .

a. narrating

b. describing

c. explaining by comparing

d. explaining by giving examples

2. çThe caté1 in this passage can be referred to .

a. the office staff

b. the office director

c. everyone in the office

d. the advertising agency

3. çThe caté2 can be referred to .

a. the boss

b. the staff

c. the student

d. the teacher

4. ç I é in this passage may be .

a. a student

b. a boss

c. a teacher

d. an office worker

5. çThe miceé in the first paragraph probably means .

a. rats

b. students

c. staffs

d. the chairman and the director
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1. d

2. b

3. d

4. d

5. c

‡©≈¬
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Some years ago a women .........1..........(tell) British Rail that

she ..........2..........(have) a vision of a fatal crash in which a

freight train, pulled by engine 35216 ..............3.............. (be)

involved. Two years later, a freight train ...........4............(be)

involved in a fatal crash, the circumstances being exactly of

the kind she ............5............. (describe), except that the engine

number ...........6...........(be) 35299.

      An observant train-spotter, however,...........7...........(notice)

earlier that the engine number ...........8...........(be) changed.

The engine ............9...........(be), in fact, the old 35216. Obviously

BR ............10............ (be) sufficiently worried about the vision so

they order the change.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 4

Title : Magic Number

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ‡≈¢Õ“∂√√æ≥å

Directions : Study the incomplete passage and then complete it with the given

words

§” —Ëß : ®ß»÷°…“‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë¢“¥§«“¡ ¡∫Ÿ√≥åµàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«‡≈◊Õ°§”»—æ∑å∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„Àâ

  ®“°„∫ß“π¡“‡µ‘¡≈ß„π‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕß
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freight train (n.) goods train = √∂‰ø∫√√∑ÿ° ‘π§â“

goods (n.)  ‘π§â“

to involve (v.) ‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß („π∑’Ëπ’ÈÀ¡“¬∂÷ß§Ÿà°√≥’)

fatal crash (n.) °“√™π∑’Ë√ÿπ·√ß

circumstance (n.)  ¿“æ¢Õß°“√‡°‘¥‡Àµÿ(Õÿ∫—µ‘‡Àµÿ)

to describe (v.) ∫√√¬“¬

An observant train-spotter (n.) ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ëª√–®”®ÿ¥®Õ¥√∂‰ø

engine number (n.) À¡“¬‡≈¢∑’ËÀ—«√∂®—°√

worried (adj.) °—ß«≈

sufficiently (adv.) Õ¬à“ß‡æ’¬ßæÕ

except (prep.) ¬°‡«âπ

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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„∫ß“π

A B C D

1. told tells has told had told

2. had has has  had had  had

3. was is will be were

4. was is will be were

5. described had described describing to describe

6. was is had been were

7. had noticed notice notices noticing

8. was had been were is

9. was had been were is

10. was had been were is
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1. a

2. d

3. a

4. a

5. b

6. a

7. a

8. b

9. a

10. a

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 5
Title : Misunderstanding

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : §«“¡‡¢â“„®º‘¥

Directions : Read the following story and do the excercise.

§” —Ëß : Õà“π‡√◊ËÕß√“«µàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

1.  I reached for my glasses, and then remembered lûd left them at home.

2.  I couldnût see the object clearly.

3.  He said he didnût see a thing.

4.  The lifeguard looked through his binoculars.

5.  I ran as fast as I could to get the lifeguard.

6.  I bought a newspaper. There was an article about dolphins swimming

near the shore.

7.  I was pretty embarrassed.

8.  I was taking a walk on the beach and stopped to look at the waves.

9.  I thought I saw something struggling in the water.

10.  I read the article. I realized that I had seen a dolphin in the water - not a man!

11.  It looked like a man who was having trouble swimming.

12.  I never went anywhere without my glasses again.

13.  We arrived back at the spot where I had seen the man.

14.  A big wave came, and the man was gone.
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lifeguard (n.) ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë™à«¬™’«‘µ§π®¡πÈ”

binocular (n.) °≈âÕß àÕß∑“ß‰°≈

as fast as ‡√Á«‡∑à“∑’Ë®–‡√Á«‰¥â

pretty (adj.)  «¬ß“¡

embarrass (v.) ∑”„ÀâÕ÷°Õ—°, ∑”„Àâ‡¢‘πÕ“¬

struggle (v.) µàÕ Ÿâ

article (n.) ∫∑§«“¡

realize (v.) µ√–Àπ—°

dolphin (n.) ª≈“‚≈¡“

look like ¡Õß¥Ÿ‡À¡◊Õπ

spot (n.) ®ÿ¥,  ∂“π∑’Ë

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
‡¡◊ËÕ‡√“°≈à“«∂÷ß°“√°√–∑”∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ„πÕ¥’µ‡√“„™â Past Simple Tense §◊Õ ª√–∏“π

+ Verb ™àÕß∑’Ë 2 ·µàÀ“°µâÕß°“√æŸ¥∂÷ß‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ°àÕπÀπâ“‡Àµÿ°“√≥åπ’È®–µâÕß

„™â Past Perfect ‡™àπ When Sarah arrived at the party, Paul had already gone

home.

·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
1. Put the events in order. Use the illustrations to get started.

2. Write a paragraph about a real (or imaginary) experience in the past. Organize your

paragraph in chronological order using adverbs.
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1. 4

2. 9

3. 8

4. 7

5. 10

6. 13

7. 1

8. 2

9. 11

10. 3

11. 5

12. 12

13. 6

14. 14

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 6

Title : Personal Secrets

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : §«“¡≈—∫ à«πµ—«

Directions : Read the dialog between Inez and Joan

§” —Ëß : „ÀâÕà“π∫∑ π∑π“√–À«à“ß Inez ·≈– Joan

Inez :  Do you like Mike?

              Have you been on a date with him?

Joan : Why are you asking so many questions?

              Well,..... donût tell anyone.

Inez : I promise not to tell.

Joan : Itûs true now and always. We are in love.
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
‡¡◊ËÕµâÕß°“√®–∫Õ°„§√Ê«à“„§√‰¥â°≈à“« ‘Ëß„¥¡’«‘∏’°“√æŸ¥ 2 ·∫∫¥â«¬°—π §◊Õ ¬°§”æŸ¥π—Èπ

· ¥ß(direct speech)  ‡™àπ

Tom said çIûm feeling illé.

À√◊Õ Õ“®„™â  reported speech : ¥—ßπ’È

Tom said that he was feeling ill.

‡¡◊ËÕ¡’°“√„™â reported  speech, °‘√‘¬“À≈—°¢Õßª√–‚¬§µ“¡ª°µ‘®–‡ªìπ past ‡™àπ

Tom said that he was feeling ill.( ÷́Ëß that „π∑’Ëπ’È “¡“√∂µ—¥∑‘Èß‰¥â)

‚¥¬∑—Ë«‰ª, the present form „π direct speech ®–‡ª≈’Ë¬π‡ªìπ past form „π reported

speech °√‘¬“„π reported speech  “¡“√∂‡ªìπ past simple ‡À¡◊Õπ„π direct speech

‰¥â À√◊Õ‰¡à°Á “¡“√∂‡ª≈’Ë¬π past simple „Àâ‡ªìπ past perfect „π reported speech °Á‰¥â

‡™àπ direct speech Tom said : çI woke up feeling ill, so I didnût go to worké

reported speech Tom said : (that) he woke up feeling ill, so he didnût go to work.

À√◊Õ Tom said : (that) he had woken up feeling ill, so he hadnût gone to work.

‰¡à®”‡ªìπ‡ ¡Õ‰ª∑’Ë®–µâÕß‡ª≈’Ë¬π present form „π direct speech „Àâ‡ªìπ past form „π

reported speech ∂â“ ‘Ëß∑’ËæŸ¥π’È¬—ß§ß‡ªìπ§«“¡®√‘ßÕ¬Ÿà

direct speech Tom said : çNew York is more lively than London.é

reported speech Tom said : (that) New York is more lively than London.

·µà°Á‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë∂Ÿ°µâÕß‡™àπ°—πÀ“°®–‡ª≈’Ë¬π present form „π direct speech „Àâ‡ªìπ past

form „π reported speech

Tom said that New York was more lively than London. ·µà®–µâÕß‡ª≈’Ë¬π

present form „π direct speech „Àâ‡ªìπ past form „π reported speech ‡¡◊ËÕ‡π◊ÈÕ§«“¡

∑’ËæŸ¥µà“ß‰ª®“°§«“¡‡ªìπ®√‘ß
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°“√„™â Say ·≈– Tell  „π reported speech
∂â“¡’°√√¡∑’Ë‡ªìπ∫ÿ§§≈¡“√Õß√—∫„Àâ„™â tell ∂â“‰¡à¡’„Àâ„™â say ‡™àπ

Sonia told me (that) you were ill.

Sonia said (that) you were ill.

„π°“√¢Õ„Àâ„§√∫“ß§π∑” ‘Ëß„¥ ‘ËßÀπ÷Ëß‡√“®–„™â infinitive tell ·≈– ask

( ”À√—∫°“√ —Ëß·≈–¢Õ√âÕß) ‡™àπ

ë direct  reported  çstay in bed for a few days,é the doctor said to me.

  The doctor told me to stay in bed for a few days.

ë direct reported  ç donût shut,é I said to Jim.

   I told Jim not to shut.

ë direct reporeted  çplease donût tell anybody what happened,é Ann said to me.

  Ann ask me not to tell anybody what (had) happened.

  ç........said to do somethingé °Á„™â‰¥â‡™àπ°—π

ë The doctor said  to stay in bed for a few days (·µà‰¡à„™â çThe doctor

  said me.....é)
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
Read these reported speech. A mistake is underlined in each sentence. Rewrite the

sentences with correct information.

1. I asked her if she does like Mike.

2. I asked her if she was on a date with him.

3. She asked me why was I asking so many questions.

4. Then she told me to not tell anyone.

5. I said I will promise not to tell.

6. She said that have been in love.
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1. I asked her if she like Mike.

2. I asked her if she had been on a date with him.

3. She asked me why I was asked so many questions.

4. Then she told me not to tell anyone.

5. I said I would promise not to tell.

6. She said that they were in love. À√◊Õ She said that they had been in love.

‡©≈¬
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Title :  Self Improvement

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß :  °“√ª√—∫ª√ÿßµπ‡Õß

Directions :  Study the following words or phrases and then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß :  „Àâ»÷°…“§”À√◊Õ«≈’µàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

 astrologer  genealogist  interior designer

 car detailer  headhunter  party planner

 fortune-teller  hypnotherapist  personal shopper

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 7
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astrologer (n.) π—°‚À√“»“ µ√å

genealogist (n.) π—°æ—π∏ÿ°√√¡»“ µ√å

interior designer (n.) π—°ÕÕ°·∫∫µ°·µàß¿“¬„π

car detailer (n.) µ—«·∑π„Àâ§”ª√÷°…“∑“ß¥â“π√∂¬πµå

headhunter (n.) ºŸâ®—¥À“ß“π

party planner (n.) π—°«“ß·ºπ®—¥ß“π‡≈’È¬ß

fortune-teller (n.) À¡Õ¥Ÿ

hypnotherapist (n.) ºŸâ√—°…“‚√§‚¥¬°“√ –°¥®‘µ

personal shopper (n.) ºŸâ√—∫¥”‡π‘π°“√®—¥´◊ÈÕ

stuff (v.) Õ—¥, ¬—¥

horoscope (n.) ™–µ“√“»’

anniversary (n.) §√∫√Õ∫ 1 ªï

filthy (n.)  °ª√°

awful (adj.) πà“°≈—«

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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Noun Clause ª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬ Conjunction + Subject + Verb + .............

1. ‡¡◊ËÕ Noun Clause ∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπ Subject ¢Õß Verb

   ‡™àπ What I want is not known to you.

2. ‡¡◊ËÕ Noun Clause ∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπ Object ¢Õß Verb ·≈– Preposition

   ‡™àπ I donût know what will look good. (Object ¢Õß Verb)

   I appreciate on what he said. (Object ¢Õß Preposition)

3. ‡¡◊ËÕ Noun Clause ∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπ Complement À√◊Õ‡ªìπ à«π ¡∫Ÿ√≥å

    ‡™àπ His wish is that he can win a scholarship.

    (√“¬≈–‡Õ’¬¥¢Õß Noun Clause ‰¥â°≈à“«‰«â„π∫∑Õ◊Ëπ∫â“ß·≈â«)
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Whose services do these people need? Choose the correct words or phrases.

1. 

Iûd be interested in having someone predict my future, though Iûm not sure that I

really believe in all that stuff.

2. 

You know how Tina always used to bite her fingernails, just like me? Well, she saw

someone who used hypnosis to treat her, and she hasnût bitten nails since.

3. 

 Iûd really like to know more about my family. I donût even know who my great-

 grandparents were!

4. 

 Iûd like to have someone read my horoscope.

5. 

I havenût been able to find a job for about nine months.

I think Iûd better find someone to help me.

6.

I want to have all my freinds over for party, but I just donût know how to put it

together.

7.

I donût know what to get for my parentûs wedding anniversary, and I hate shopping!

8.

Look at my car! Itûs filthy. I just never have time to clean it myself.

9.

My apartment looks awful. I want to buy new furnishings, but I donût know will look

good. I need help!
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1. fortune-teller

2. hypnotherapist

3. genealogist

4. astrologer

5. headhunter

6. party planner

7. personal shopping

8. car detailer

9. interior designer

‡©≈¬
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There have always been pirates of some kind on the sea.

Greek and Roman sea pirates robbed for loot and for slaves.

The Vikings also plundered and raided other ships. At the

time of the Spanish conquests in America, the seas swarmed

with pirates called buccaneers. Spanish ships, loaded with

gold and silver, were attacked often as they sailed back to

Spain from the New World. The fact that the Spanish ships

were fast-sailing and carried guns fore and aft saved some

of them from the hands of buccaneers. The ships that were

not fast enough were victims of French and English buccaneers

who watched for ships with valuable cargoes. They would

sometimes follow them for hundreds of miles before launching

an attack. And often the ship loaded with treasure would

surrender in defeat.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 8

Title : Sea Devil

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ¿Ÿµ‘∑–‡≈

Directions : Study the passage and then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : ®ß»÷°…“‡√◊ËÕßµàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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a devil (n.) ªï»“®, «‘≠≠“≥,  ‘Ëß™—Ë«√â“¬

a pirate (n.) buccaneer (n.) ‚®√ ≈—¥

to rob (v.) ª≈âπ

loot (n.) goods  ‘π§â“

slaves (n.) ∑“ 

conquestion (n.) ª√“∫, ¡’™—¬™π–‡Àπ◊Õ

to swarm (v.) √ÿ¡≈âÕ¡, ‡µÁ¡‰ª¥â«¬

attack (n.,v.) ‚®¡µ’

to load (v) ∫√√∑ÿ°

to sail back to ·≈àπ‡√◊Õ°≈—∫

fore (n.) front = ¥â“πÀπâ“

aft (n.) after = ¥â“πÀ≈—ß

to save (v.) §ÿâ¡§√Õß, ∑”„Àâª≈Õ¥¿—¬

a victim (n.) ºŸâ‡§√“–Àå√â“¬, ºŸâª√– ∫‡§√“–Àå°√√¡

valuable (adj.) ¡’§à“

a cargo (n.)  ‘π§â“

to launch (v.) ‡√‘Ë¡µâπ

treasure (n.) ∑√—æ¬å ¡∫—µ‘, ¢Õß¡’§à“

to surrender (v.) ¬Õ¡·æâ

defeat  (v.,n.) °“√ Ÿâ√∫ = fight, ª√“∫, ‡Õ“™π–

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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„∫ß“π
Direction : Write the words to complete each definition.

§” —Ëß : ®ß‡¢’¬π§”»—æ∑å∑’Ë¡’§«“¡À¡“¬‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫§”®”°—¥§«“¡∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„Àâ

1. A is a thief at seas.

2. The Vikings is an example of a

3. A pirate can be called a

4. A verb with three syllables that means you are lost is ________________

5. A noun with two syllables that means valuable or precious thing is ______________

6. A verb that means çattacké is

7. A verb that means çcarryé is

8. A verb that means taking others possessions without right or stealing is

9. A verb that means coming with a lot of number is

10. A verb that means start is
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1. pirate

2. pirate

3. buccaneer

4. surrender

5. treasure

6. raid

7. load

8. rob

9. swarm

10. launch

‡©≈¬
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çWhoûs calling please?é Who are you?

çWhich department?é There are a lot of different departments

or offices here. Which one do you want?

çJust a moment.é Wait.

çWill you hold on?é Will you wait?

çWould you hold the line, please?é

çIûll connect youé Iûm ringing it for you.

çIûm putting you through.é Please wait.

çThe lineûs engagedé I canût get to him because

çThe lineûs busy.é heûs talking to someone else.

çYour call has been placed in a Some other people are waiting to talk to

queueé him. Stay on the phone and he will talk to

you in your turn.

çWould you like to leave a message?é Do you want me to tell him something?

çCould he ring you back?é Tell me your name and phone number and

hang up your phone. Mr. David will ring

you later.

You may hear It means

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 9

Title : Telephone Language

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : °“√æŸ¥‚∑√»—æ∑å

Idiom :  ”π«π°“√æŸ¥‚∑√»—æ∑å

  If you say çHello. Could I speak to Mr.Philip, please?é
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Situation
When you phone, the person you want to speak to may answer immediately.

But when you phone a large store or office, an operator may answer the phone. Then

he or she will try to find the person you want.

 Hello. Could I speak to

Mr.David, please?

Speaking. I am Mr.David.
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Exercise
Here is a conversation between two people. Number these picture in order 1-6. Read them all

carefully first.

π’Ë§◊Õ∫∑ π∑π“¢Õß§π Õß§π „Àâ‡√’¬ß≈”¥—∫À¡“¬‡≈¢°“√ π∑π“µ—Èß·µàÀ¡“¬‡≈¢ 1-6 Õà“π„Àâ¥’°àÕπ

≈ßÀ¡“¬‡≈¢°”°—∫

 A. çjust a moment Iûll put you throughé.

 B. çSorry I have to go out. Could she ring me back after lunch.

 C. çCould I speak to Mrs. Jane, please?

 D. çOf course, Could I have your name and number?é

 E. çWinston David 0-2377-4417é.

 F. çThe lineûs engaged. Will you hold on?é
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A. 2

B. 4

C. 1

D. 5

E. 6

F. 3

‡©≈¬
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1.Page................
After leaving university she joined a
law firm, but her real love was politics,
and at the age of 29 she became labour
Member of Parliament for

2. Page..............
13 Farm animal (5)

3.Page..............
Sir,
I am writing to complain about

4.Page............
A 10-year-old girl was in
hospital last night after she

5.Page............
Capricorn
Although you could be having
problem at work this week, your
social life has never been better.

6.Page..........

CHAMPIONS LOSE 2-1

ON OTHER PAGES
Home news 2-5

International news 6-10

Financial news 11-12

Leading articles 13

Letters 14

Arts & Entertainment 15-16

Obituaries 17

classifield advertisements 17

Horoscope 18

Cartoons 18

TV and Radio 19-20

Sport 21-24

Weather 24

Crossword 24

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Title : The Media

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß :  ◊ËÕ

Directions : Study the following newspaper extracts then do the excercise.

§” —Ëß : „Àâ»÷°…“À—«¢âÕ‡√◊ËÕß¢ÕßÀπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 10
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7.Page..........

Tonight temperatures will drop to

around 3˚ in the north, but in the
south they will stay around 8˚.Rain

8.Page............

The US dollar dropped nearly 2

pfennigs against this German mark

9.Page............

8.00 Thatûs showbiz. Boring

chat show presented by Leonora

10.Page............

American Officials flew to Moscow

yesterday for urgent discussions

11.Page............

FOR SALE 1992 Ford Escort 4-door

12.Page...........

It is always a pleasure to hear Emily

Baker sing in a title role, and last

nightûs performance in Carmen was

13.Page..............

This time the Government has gone

too far. When will they realise that

they were elected to serve the poeple.

14.Page............

Ron Miller is pushing the boat out after work tonight.....

Whoûs Ron Miller?
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parliament (n.) √—∞ ¿“

pfennigs (n.) ‡À√’¬≠∑Õß·¥ß¢Õß‡¬Õ√¡—π¡’§à“  = 1/100 ¡“√å§

chat (n.) °“√æŸ¥§ÿ¬, °“√ π∑π“

title role (n.) ∫∑∫“∑À≈—°

obituary (n.) ‡ªìπ°“√∫—π∑÷°¡√≥°√√¡, ÷́Ëß‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ºŸâµ“¬

capricorn (n.) √“»’¡—ß°√‡ªìπ√“»’∑’Ë 10 „πÀ¡Ÿà 12 √“»’ ¡’≈—°…≥–

‡ªìπ√Ÿª·æ–¿Ÿ‡¢“

push out π”.........ÕÕ°‰ª

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
À≈—ß§” although ‡√“„™â Subject + Verb

‡™àπ Although it rained a lot, we enjoyed our holiday.

     I didnût get the job although I had all the necessary qualifications.

∫“ß§√—Èß‡√“„™â  though ·∑π∑’Ë although

‡™àπ I didnût get the job though I has all the necessary qualifications.

„π¿“…“æŸ¥¡—°„™â though ‰«âÀ≈—ßª√–‚¬§‡ ¡Õ

‡™àπ The house isnût very nice. I like the garden though.

°“√„™â after  „π°“√‡™◊ËÕ¡ª√–‚¬§ („Àâ —ß‡°µ®“°ª√–‚¬§µàÕ‰ªπ’È)

Iûll phone you after I get home from work.

®“°ª√–‚¬§µ—«Õ¬à“ß®–‡ÀÁπ«à“·¡âª√–‚¬§π”®–‡ªìπ Future Tense ·µàª√–‚¬§∑’Ëµ“¡

¡“´÷ËßÕ¬ŸàÀ≈—ß after ®–„™â Present Simple Tense

§”Õ◊ËπÊ ∑’Ë„™â‡™àπ‡¥’¬«°—∫ after ‰¥â·°à when, while, before, as soon as, until, ·≈– till

‡√“ “¡“√∂„™â Present Perfect Tense À≈—ß after ,when, until, ·≈– as soon as ‰¥â

¥â«¬

‡™àπ Canût borrow that book after youûve finished it ?

∫àÕ¬§√—Èß∑’Ë‡√“„™â Present Simple Tense ·≈– Present Perfect Tense ∑¥·∑π ´÷Ëß

°—π·≈–°—π‰¥â

‡™àπ Iûll come after I finish or Iûll come after Iûve finished ·µàÀâ“¡„™â Present

Perfect Tense À“°ª√–‚¬§∑—Èß Õß∑’Ë‡™◊ËÕ¡¥â«¬ after, when, until, ·≈– as soon as

‡°‘¥¢÷Èπæ√âÕ¡Ê°—π¥—ßπ’È®–µâÕß„™â‰¥â‡©æ“– Present Simple Tense ‡∑à“π—Èπ
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
On  which page(s) would you expect to find those newspaper extracts? Write the page

number in the spaces provided.

„Àâ‡≈◊Õ°«à“¢âÕ§«“¡„πÀπâ“„¥¢ÕßÀπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫À—«‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë°”Àπ¥ ‡¢’¬πÀ¡“¬‡≈¢≈ß„π

™àÕß«à“ß∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„Àâ
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1. 17

2. 24

3. 14

4. 2-5

5. 18

6. 21-24

7. 24

8. 11-12

9. 19-20

10. 6-10

11. 17

12. 15-16

13. 13

14. 18

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 11

Title : Using Machines

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ‡§√◊ËÕß„™â‰øøÑ“
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

television (TV) (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß√—∫‚∑√∑—»πå

radio (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß√—∫«‘∑¬ÿ

video recorder (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß∫—π∑÷°¿“æ

camera (n.) °≈âÕß∂à“¬√Ÿª

washing machine (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß´—°ºâ“

sound-about (walkman) (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß«‘∑¬ÿ-‡∑ª‡¥‘πøíß

computer (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß§Õ¡æ‘«‡µÕ√å

coffee-maker (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß™ß°“·ø

channel (n.) ™àÕß√“¬°“√‚∑√∑—»πå

to dial (v.) À¡ÿπ

disk (n.) ·ºàπ°≈¡„™âÕ—¥‡ ’¬ß

drawer (n.) ≈‘Èπ™—°

file (n.) ·øÑ¡

menu (n.) √“¬°“√

to plug in (v.) ‡ ’¬∫

to press a bottom (v.) °¥ªÿÉ¡

to record (v.) Õ—¥‡ ’¬ß

screen (n.) ®Õ¿“æ

to switch on/off (v.) ‡ªî¥/ªî¥

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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§” —Ëß

Direction
1. Wrtie in the English words for the machine in the pictures. Which of them do you have

  at home. Do you know how to use them? Have you ever had any problems using

  them?

„Àâ‡¢’¬π™◊ËÕ‡§√◊ËÕß„™â‰øøÑ“‡ªìπ¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…µ“¡√Ÿª¿“æµà“ßÊ ¥Ÿ«à“∑’Ë∫â“π¢Õß∑à“π¡’Õÿª°√≥å‡À≈à“π’È‰À¡

∑à“π√Ÿâ«‘∏’°“√„™âß“π‡§√◊ËÕß„™â‰øøÑ“‡À≈à“π’ÈÀ√◊Õ‰¡à·≈–‡§¬¡’ªí≠À“„π°“√„™âÀ√◊Õ‰¡à

2. Which of the words in the box go with the machines? Often more than one in

possible. The first one had been done for you.

„Àâæ‘®“√≥“¥Ÿ«à“»—æ∑å∑—ÈßÀ¡¥§”„¥∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„Àâ “¡“√∂„™â°—∫‡§√◊ËÕß„™â‰øøÑ“¥—ß°≈à“« §”»—æ∑å∑’Ë„Àâ¡“

 “¡“√∂„™â‰¥â¡“°°«à“ 1 §√—Èß ‰¥â∑”¢âÕ·√°‡ªìπµ—«Õ¬à“ß„Àâ·≈â«
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„∫ß“π

Exercise
1. channel            television (TV)

2. dial

3. disk

4. file

5. menu

6. to plug in

7. to press a buttom

8. to record

9. screen

10. to switch on/off
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1. television (TV)

2. telephone / radio

3. computer

4. computer

5. computer

6. radio/ television / all types of electricity/recorder

7. microwave/camera

8. video recorder / radio recorder

9. computer, TV

10. all types of electricity machine

‡©≈¬
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What do you think?
1.Do you support charities? 5. What is the best way of reducing poverty?

 regularly  though education
 from time to time  by creating more jobs
 not right now  through population control
 other.............  other ..................

2. Would you like to spend time working 6. Which of these things are you most
in a developing country? concerned about?

 Yes. It would be an interesting.  The environment
 experience.  crime and safety
 May be when Iûm a lot older.  unemployment
 No. Thatûs definitely not for me.  other..........
 other.....................

3. What the best way of raising money 7. Which of these kinds of volunteer work
   to support charities ? would you prefer?

 though donations  helping the elderly
 though taxes  helping the poor
 though special fund-raising activities  helping the sick
 other .................  other..................

4. Who do you think has the greatest 8. What advice would you give to someone
   responsibility to help the poor?    who wanted to do volunteer work?

 the government  Go for it! Itûs one of the most
 all citizens     rewarding things you can do.
 the poor themselves  Be selective about who you decide
 other.................     to work for.

 Donût do it. Itûs waste of time.
 other.......................

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 12‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 12

Title : Viewpoints

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ∑√√»π–

Directions : Complete this survey with information about yourself.

§” —Ëß : „Àâ‡≈◊Õ°§”µÕ∫∑’Ë‡ªìπ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈ à«πµ—«¢Õß∑à“π
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charity (n.) °“√∑”∫ÿ≠, °“√∑”∑“π

from time to time ‡ªìπ§√—Èß§√“«

right now ‡¥’Î¬«π’È

definitely (adv.) Õ¬à“ß·πàπÕπ

donation (n.) °“√∫√‘®“§, °“√·®°®à“¬‡æ◊ËÕ°“√°ÿ»≈

the poor (n.) §π®π

volunteer (n.) Õ“ “ ¡—§√

waste of time ‡ ’¬‡«≈“

‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
   article the  “¡“√∂„™â‡µ‘¡Àπâ“ adjective ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ª≈’Ë¬π adjective π—Èπ

„Àâ‡ªìπ noun ‰¥â ‡™àπ the poor, the brave, the wounded ‡ªìπµâπ

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
„ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬πÕÕ°·∫∫ ”√«®‡ªìπ¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…®”π«π 5 ¢âÕ ·≈â«„™â ”√«®‡æ◊ËÕπÊ „π°≈ÿà¡·≈– √ÿªº≈

°“√ ”√«®

[Design a survey with personal information (5 questions) and survey your friendûs information

the present it in brief.]
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Title : Words Study

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : °“√»÷°…“§”»—æ∑å

Directions : Study the following words then do the exercise.

Yen Lisa France Guilder

British Peseta Spain Portuguese

Belgiun USA Escudo

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 13
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬

Yen (n.) Àπà«¬‡ß‘πµ√“¢Õß≠’ËªÿÉπ

British (n.) ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ª√–‡∑»Õ—ß°ƒ…

Belgiun (n.) ª√–‡∑»‡∫≈‡¬’¬¡, ™“«‡∫≈‡¬’¬¡

Lira (n.) Àπà«¬‡ß‘πµ√“¢ÕßÕ‘µ“≈’/·´π¡“√‘‚π/µÿ√°’

Peseta (n.) ‡ß‘πµ√“¢Õß ‡ªπ

USA (n.) ª√–‡∑» À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“

France (n.) ª√–‡∑»Ω√—Ëß‡» 

Spain (n.) ª√–‡∑» ‡ªπ

Escudo (n.) Àπà«¬‡ß‘πµ√“¢Õß‚ª√µÿ‡° 

Guilder (n.) Àπà«¬‡ß‘πµ√“¢Õßª√–‡∑»‡π‡∏Õ√å·≈π¥å

Portuguese (n.) ™“«‚ª√µÿ‡° 
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Country Nationality Currency

·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
Put those countries, nationalities or currencies into the correct column below. Then

complete the table.

„Àâ‡¢’¬π™◊ËÕª√–‡∑»  —≠™“µ‘À√◊Õ °ÿ≈‡ß‘πµ√“∑’Ë∂Ÿ°µâÕß≈ß„πµ“√“ß∑’Ë°”Àπ¥
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Country Nationality Currency

USA American dollar

France French Franc

Spain Spanish Peseta

Portugal Portuguese Escudo

Netherland Dutch Guilder

Japan Japanese Yen

England British Pound

‡©≈¬
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°“√„™â¿“…“·≈–∑à“∑“ßª√–°Õ∫°“√ π∑π“∑’Ë

 Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß‡®â“¢Õß¿“…“Õ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°µâÕßµ“¡

°“≈‡∑»– µ≈Õ¥®π§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπµàÕ«—≤π∏√√¡§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà

¢Õß‡®â“¢Õß¿“…“™à«¬„ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂ ◊ËÕ “√‰¥âÕ¬à“ß¡’

ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ ºŸâ‡√’¬πµâÕß»÷°…“§”»—æ∑å  ”π«π ‚§√ß √â“ß

∑“ß¿“…“·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫‡®â“¢Õß¿“…“

µÕπ∑’Ë 2        ¿“…“·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡

 “√– ”§—≠

 “√– ”§—≠¢Õß¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ µ 2.1
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1. ºŸâ‡√’¬πÕà“πÀ√◊Õøíß·≈â« “¡“√∂‡≈◊Õ°·∫∫·ºπ¢Õß§”æŸ¥∑’Ë

 Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß¿“…“µ“¡∫√‘∫∑¢Õß

 ∂“π°“√≥åµà“ßÊ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡À¡“– ¡

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬πøíß∫∑ π∑π“ ∫∑Õà“π·≈â«∫Õ°§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏åÀ√◊Õ

™—Èπ∑“ß —ß§¡¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈„π‡√◊ËÕß‰¥â

3. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂‡≈◊Õ°„™â§”æŸ¥À√◊Õ∑à“∑“ß∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡°—∫

∫√‘∫∑∑“ß —ß§¡¢Õß‡®â“¢Õß¿“…“‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡À¡“– ¡

4. ºŸâ ‡ √’ ¬π “¡“√∂‡≈◊Õ°„™â ”π«πæŸ¥∑’Ë ‡À¡“– ¡°—∫

«—≤π∏√√¡¿“…“¢Õß‡®â“¢Õß¿“…“‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡À¡“– ¡

º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë§“¥À«—ß
µ“¡¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ µ 2.1-2.5

°“√‡¢â“„® ‡ÀÁπª√–‚¬™πå ‡ÀÁπ§ÿ≥§à“ µ√–Àπ—°∂÷ß

§«“¡‡À¡◊Õπ·≈–·µ°µà“ß¢Õß¿“…“ ·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡∑“ß¿“…“

‡ªìπ ‘Ëß®”‡ªìπ∑’ËºŸâ‡√’¬πµâÕß‡√’¬π√Ÿâ ®¥®” ·≈–Ωñ°„Àâ‡ªìππ‘ —¬

 “√– ”§—≠¢Õß¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë µ 2.2-2.5
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 1   A Small Gift for House Owner

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 2   Culture Shock!

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 3   Dictionary Entry

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 4   Different Customs

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 5   Greeting Around the World

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 6   See You Later

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 7   Ten Keys to a Better Nightûs Sleep

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 8   Typically English

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 9   Vocabulary Game with Compound Noun

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 10  Word Formation

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 11  World Guide to Good Manners

1. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂∫Õ°§«“¡‡À¡◊Õπ·≈–·µ°µà“ß¢Õß§”»—æ∑å

∫“ß§”∑’Ë§πÕ—ß°ƒ…·≈–Õ‡¡√‘°—π„™â

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬π‡¢â“„®§”»—æ∑å∫“ß§”∑’Ë§πÕ—ß°ƒ… ·≈–§πÕ‡¡√‘°—π

Õà“π·≈–‡¢’¬πµà“ß°—π

3. ºŸâ‡√’¬π√Ÿâ§«“¡À¡“¬¢Õß§”»—æ∑å®“°Õß§åª√–°Õ∫∫“ßÕ¬à“ß

¢Õß§” (prefix)

º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë§“¥À«—ßµ“¡¡“µ√∞“π°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ
µ 2.1-2.5 ·≈– µ 2.1-2.5

¢Õ∫¢à“¬‡π◊ÈÕÀ“
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 1

Title : A Small Gift for House Owner

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ¢Õß¢«—≠¢Õ∫§ÿ≥ ”À√—∫‡®â“∫â“π

Directions : Study key vocabulary and conversation and then check that you

know what these word mean.

Section A   : Key Vocabulary (§”»—æ∑å ”§—≠)
°‘®°√√¡∑’Ë 1  : „ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬π»÷°…“§”»—æ∑å∑’Ë ”§—≠Ê„π∫∑π’È ·≈–„ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬πæŸ¥µ“¡§”»—æ∑å·≈–µ—«Õ¬à“ß

  °“√„™â§”»—æ∑å

1. to guess (v.)  ß —¬

2. nice (adv.) ¥’

3. to invite (v.) ‡™◊ÈÕ‡™‘≠

4. custom (n.) ª√–‡æ≥’/«—≤π∏√√¡

5. dessert (n.) ¢π¡À«“π

6. be expect to (v.)  ‘Ëß∑’Ë§«√®–∑”
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°‘®°√√¡∑’Ë 2 : Grammar Focus (À≈—°‰«¬“°√≥å)

„ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬π»÷°…“À≈—°‰«¬“°√≥åµàÕ‰ªπ’È

When you visit someone, youûre supposed to bring a small gift.

  , you arenût supposed to arrive early.

  be supposed to À¡“¬∂÷ß ‘Ëß∑’Ë§«√®–∑” be expected to

  If you want to visit someone, youûre expected to call first and ask.

,itûs the custom to check with the host.

,itûs not acceptable to arrive without

calling first.
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1.Listening (°“√øíß§√—Èß∑’Ë 2)
°‘®°√√¡∑’Ë 3 „ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬π»÷°…“∫∑ π∑π“µàÕ‰ªπ’È

Line Situation : Jane is a visitor in English.

1. Jane : Guess what! I just got invite to my teacherûs house for dinner.

2. Susan : Oh, how nice.

3. Jane : Yes, but what do you do when youûre invited to someoneûs house

  here?

4. Susan : Well, itûs the custom to bring a small gift.

5. Jane : Really, like what?

6. Susan : Oh, maybe some flowers or dessert.

7. Jane : And is it all right to bring a friend along?

8. Susan : Well, if you want to bring someone, youûre expected to call first and

  ask if itûs O.K.
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„∫ß“π

°‘®°√√¡∑’Ë 4 Match information in column A and B to make sentences about customs in

the United States and Canada. Then compare with a partner.

A B

1. If the service in a restaurant is very bad,................. a. youûre supposed to call first.

2. It youûve been to a friendûs home for dinner,........... b. you arenût expected to leave

   a tip.

3. When you want to smoke in public,.............. c. you arenût supposed to hug

   or kiss them.

4. When you go out on a date,..................              d. youûre expected to ask the

5. If you plan to visit someone at home,................    people near you.

6. When you meet someone for the first time. e. Itûs the custom to call and

   thank them.

f. Itûs acceptable to share the

  expences.
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1. b

2. e

3. d

4. f

5. a

6. c

‡©≈¬
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Each society has its own beliefs, attitudes, custom, behaviors,

and social habits. These give people a sense of who they are, how

they are supposed to behave, and what they should or should not do.

People become aware of such rules when they meet  people

from different culture. For example, the rules about when to eat

vary from culture to culture. Many North Americans and Europeans

organize their timetables around three mealtimes a day. In other

countries, on the other hand, itûs not the custom to have strict rules

like this-people eat when they want to, and every family has its

own timetable.

When people visit or live in a country for the first time, they

are often surprised at the differences that exist between their own

culture and the culture in the other country. For some people,

traveling abroad is the thing they enjoy most in life, for others,

though, cultural differences make them feel uncomfortable,

frightened, or even insecure. This  is known as çculture shock.é

When youûre visiting a foreign country, it is important to

understand and appreciate cultural differences. This can help people

avoid  misunderstanding, develop friendships more easily, and feel

more comfortable when traveling or living aboard.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 2

Title : Culture Shock!

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : µà“ß —ß§¡µà“ß«—≤π∏√√¡ ∑’Ëæ÷ß§«√√–«—ß

Directions : Read the article and do the exercises.

§” —Ëß : Õà“π∫∑§«“¡·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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Here are several things to do in order to avoid culture shock.

1. Avoid quick judgments ; try to understand people in another culture from their own

point of view.

2. Become aware of what is going on around you, and why.

3. Donût think of your cultural habits as çrighté and other peoleûs as çwrongé.

4. Be willing to try new things and to have new experiences.

5. Try to appreciate and understand other peopleûs values.

6 Think about your own culture and how it influences your attitudes and actions.

7. Avoid having negative stereotypes about foreigners and cultures.

8. Show interest in as well as respect, sincerity acceptance, and concern for things that

are important to other people.
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society (n.)  —ß§¡

behave (v.) æƒµ‘°√√¡

belief (n.) §«“¡‡™◊ËÕ

conscious (adj.) ¡’ ”π÷°, ¡’ µ‘

attitude (n.) ∑—»π§µ‘

timetable (n.) µ“√“ß‡«≈“

custom (n.) ∏√√¡‡π’¬¡ªØ‘∫—µ‘

mealtime (n.) ¡◊ÈÕÕ“À“√

behavior (v.) ∑à“∑’, æƒµ‘°√√¡

uncomfortable (adj.) ‰¡à –¥«° ∫“¬

habit (n.) π‘ —¬, §«“¡‡§¬™‘π

frightened (v.) ∑”„Àâµ°„®°≈—«

insecure (adj.) ‰¡àª≈Õ¥¿—¬

stereotype (n.) ∑—»π§µ‘, ∑—Ë«‰ª¢Õß°≈ÿà¡ —ß§¡

foreigner (n.) ™“«µà“ß™“µ‘

as well as ‡™àπ‡¥’¬«°—π

in order to ‡æ◊ËÕ

judgment (n.) °“√µ—¥ ‘π„®

definition (n.) §«“¡À¡“¬

appreciate (v.) ™◊Ëπ™¡ ¬‘π¥’ ´“∫ ÷́Èß

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
To be supposed to

∫“ß§√—Èß it is supposed to = it is said to = ‡ªìπ∑’Ë°≈à“««à“

‡™àπ letûs go and see that film, Itûs supposed to be very good.

·µà∫“ß§√—Èß·ª≈«à“ something is supposed to happen = ∫“ß ‘Ëß∫“ßÕ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°

§“¥«à“®–‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ

‡™àπ The train was supposed to arrive at 11.30 but it was an hour late.

·≈– Youûre not supposed to do something = it is not allowed to do it

(‰¡àÕπÿÿ≠“µ„Àâ°√–∑”)

‡™àπ Youûre not supposed to park your car here.
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

A. Use your own words to write definitions for these words.

1. culture

2. culture shock

3. stereotypes

B. What thing to do in order to avoid culture shock?
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A.

1. Culture = development of intellect through education and training.

2. Culture shock = surprising at the differences that exist between their own culture

  and the culture in the other country.

3. stereotype = one considered typical of a kind and without individuality

B.

According to the several things in order to avoid culture shock.

‡©≈¬
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Perfume  ûp3:fju:m/n [C,U] 1 a sweet smelling liquid, otlen made

from plants, used esp. on the body : He caught a faint whiff of

some expensive French perfume. 2 a pleasant smell : the fragrant

perfume of the flowers.

perfume/ ûp3:fju:m; : US p rûfju:m v (esp. passive) 3 to put

perfume in or on sth : [Vh] perfumed deodorants/candles [Vnpr] a

hand lotion perfumed with rosemary 4 (of flowers, etc) to give a

pleasant smell to sth. [Vn] Roses perfumed the air. perfumed adj.

having or producting a strong perfume ; heavily perfumed hyacinths.

perfumery / p  fju:m  ri n. a place where perfumes are made

or sold : the perfumery counters of department stores.

e

e

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 3

Title : Dictionary Entry

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : §”»—æ∑å®“°æ®π“πÿ°√¡

Directtions : Study the dictionary page and then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : ®ß»÷°…“»—æ∑å®“°æ®π“πÿ°√¡·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

e
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a part of speech (n.) ™π‘¥¢Õß§”

a syllable (n.) æ¬“ß§å

a definition (n.) §”®”°—¥§«“¡

possible meaning §«“¡À¡“¬∑’Ë‡ªìπ‰ª‰¥â

hand lotion §√’¡∑“¡◊Õ

liquid (n.) ¢Õß‡À≈«

sweet- smelling (n.) ¡’°≈‘ËπÀÕ¡

pleasant smell (n.) °≈‘ËπÀÕ¡

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
1.  How many part of speeches is the word çperfumeé?

a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4

2.  How many definitions (meaning) is the word çperfumeé?

a. 2 b. 4 c.5 d. 6

3-6 Which definition (meaning) of perfume is the underlined words?

3. She sometimes buys some expensive foreign perfume.

a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4

4. Fresh apples usually perfume the air.

a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4

5. The perfume of roses and jasmines helps us relax and become fresh again.

a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4

6. Some kind of lotion perfumed with vitamin E and pimrose oil.

a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4

7-10 Choose the best possible meaning of the underlined word

7. All of us will visit the place where perfumes are made on the way to the eamps.

a. perfume b. perfumes c. perfumed d. perfumery

8. Most rose are sweet -smelling.

a. perfume b. perfumes c. perfumed d. perfumery

9. How much are two bottles of this kind of cologn?

a. perfume b. perfumes c. perfumed d. perfumery

10. How many syllables is the word çperfumeryé?

a. two b. three c. four d. five
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1. b

2. d

3. a

4. d

5. b

6. c

7. d

8. c

9. b

10. b

‡©≈¬
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Indonesia Korea Muslim Samoa Thailand

Countries

Different Customs

Canada

and

The U.S.

Donût arrive

early if youûre

invited to

someoneûs

house.

Never point

to anything

wi th your

foot.

Donût pass

something to

an older person

or super ior

with only one

hand.

Donût eat with

your left hand.

Donût eat

when youûre

walking in

public.

Never touch

anyone

except a

child on the

head.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 4

Title : Different Customs

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ¢π∫∏√√¡‡π’¬¡ª√–‡æ≥’∑’Ë·µ°µà“ß°—π

Directions : Read the following article and then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : „ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬πÕà“π∫∑§«“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«µÕ∫·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

early (adv.) °àÕπ‡«≈“

to point (v.) ™’È

older person

(compound noun) ºŸâ ŸßÕ“¬ÿ

left hand (n.) ¡◊Õ´â“¬

public (n.) ∑’Ë “∏“√≥–

except (prep.) πÕ°‡Àπ◊Õ®“°

superior (n.) ºŸâ∑’Ë¡’µ”·Àπàß Ÿß

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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„∫ß“π

Exercise

1. Which country is not allow people point to anything with your foot?

2. What customs should a visitor to your country show about?

3. Does your culture follow of those customs?
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1. Indonesia

2. Never touch anyone except a child on the head.

3. Yes, it does.

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 5

Title : Greetings Around the World

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : °“√· ¥ß°“√∑—°∑“¬¢Õß™“«‚≈°

Directions : Study about the ways to greet people from some countries

§” —Ëß : „Àâ»÷°…“«‘∏’°“√· ¥ß °“√∑—°∑“¬¢Õß∫“ßª√–‡∑»∑’Ëπ”¡“¬°µ—«Õ¬à“ß

There are many ways to greet people. There are a few example from some countries.

Draw lines from the greeting to the place. Each has two answers.

Brazil

Canada

1. a bow Egypt 1. a hug

India

Japan

Jordan

3. the salaam Korea 4. the namaste or wai

Mexico

Russia

Saudi Arabia

Thailand

5. a strong, short handshake the United States 6. a softer, longer handshake
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

Brazil (n.) ª√–‡∑»∫√“ ‘́≈

Canada (n.) ª√–‡∑»·§π“¥“

Egypt (n.) ª√–‡∑»Õ’¬‘ªµå

India (n.) ª√–‡∑»Õ‘π‡¥’¬

Japan (n.) ª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ

Jordan (n.) ª√–‡∑»®Õ√å·¥π

Korea (n.) ª√–‡∑»‡°“À≈’

Mexico (n.) ª√–‡∑»‡¡Á°´‘‚°

Russia (n.) ª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬

Saudi Arabia (n.) ª√–‡∑»´“Õÿ¥’Õ“√–‡∫’¬

Thailand (n.) ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬

the United States of America ª√–‡∑» À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“

a bow (n.) °“√‚§âß§”π—∫

a hug (n.) °“√ «¡°Õ¥

the salaam (n.) °“√„™â¡◊Õ·µ–Àπâ“Õ°À√◊Õ

·µ–Àπâ“º“°(Õ«¬æ√„Àâ¡’§«“¡ ÿ¢)

the namaste or wai °“√¬°¡◊Õ‰À«â

a strong, short handshake °“√ —¡º— Õ¬à“ßÀπ—°·πàπ·≈–„™â‡«≈“ —ÈπÊ

a softer, longer handshake °“√ —¡º— ¡◊Õ‡∫“Ê ·≈–„™â‡«≈“π“π

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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Brazil

1. a bow  Canada 1. a hug

Egypt

India

Japan

Jordan

3. the salaam Korea 4. the namaste or wai

Mexico

Russia

Saudi Arabia

5. a strong, short Thailand 6. a softers, longer

handshake the United States  handshake

 of America

1. a bow (Japan, Korea)

2. a hug (Brazil, Russia)

3. the salaam (Jordan, Saudi Arabia)

4. the namaste or wai (India, Thailand)

5. a strong, short handshake (Canada the United States)

6. a softer, longer handshake (Egypt, Mexico)

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 6

Title : çSee You Lateré

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ç®–æ∫§ÿ≥‰¥âÕ’°‡¡◊ËÕ‰À√àé

David thinks Jane will see him later

that day, because she said çSee you

lateré. But in Australia çSee you lateré

means çGoodbyeé.
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Grammar Focus (®ÿ¥‡πâπ‰«¬“°√≥å)
çSee you lateré „πª√–‡∑»Õ‡¡√‘°“À√◊ÕÕ—ß°ƒ…

·ª≈§«“¡À¡“¬‰¥â«à“®–æ∫°—πÕ’° ‡¡◊ËÕ‰√‡«≈“„¥ ·µà

„πª√–‡∑»ÕÕ ‡µ√‡≈’¬ ·ª≈§«“¡À¡“¬‰¥â«à“ ≈“°àÕπ

π’Ë§◊Õ§«“¡·µ°µà“ß∑“ß¥â“π¿“…“·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡
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∫∑ π∑π“

1. If we really want to see someone later, we arrange a time and place as follow.

À“°‡√“µâÕß°“√æ∫„§√ —°§π„π¿“¬À≈—ß ‡√“µâÕßπ—¥À¡“¬‡«≈“·≈– ∂“π∑’Ë ¥—ß∫∑ π∑π“µàÕ‰ªπ’È

A : Could I see you later?

B : Sure, when?

A : After work in the canteen?

B : O.K. Iûll see you later.

2. Do you know how to finish a conversation?

   When you want to stop talking, you can say.

§ÿ≥√Ÿâ«‘∏’°“√∑’Ë®–À¬ÿ¥°“√ π∑π“À√◊Õ‰¡à?

‡¡◊ËÕ§ÿ≥µâÕß°“√À¬ÿ¥°“√æŸ¥§ÿ¬ §ÿ≥§«√®–æŸ¥«à“

çIûd better let you go.é

çIûd better not keep you.é

çSorry, but Iûve got to rush.é

çIûd better go.é
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¬°µ—«Õ¬à“ß ‡™àπ

You can give a reason, If you have one.

§ÿ≥ “¡“√∂„Àâ‡Àµÿº≈∂÷ß “‡Àµÿ¢Õß°“√À¬ÿ¥ π∑π“‰¥â ¥—ßπ’È

ç Iûve got to do the shopping.é

              go to a meeting.é

              go to the library.é

              catch my bus.é

You can also use this language to finish a telephone conversation.

§ÿ≥ “¡“√∂„™â ”π«π¿“…“π’È‡æ◊ËÕÀ¬ÿ¥°“√ π∑π“∑“ß‚∑√»—æ∑å‰¥â‡™àπ°—π ¥—ßπ’È

çWell, Iûd better go. See you later.é
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Exercise
Which sentences go together? Write the correct letter in each box. The first one done

had been done for you.

1. çSee you later.é

2. çWell, Iûd better not keep you.é

3. çCould I see you later?é

4. çWill I see you at the party?é

5. çWell, Iûd better go. Iûve got to collect the kids from school.é

a. çSorry, Iûm busy this evening.é

b. çHave a good weekend.é

c. çGoodness, is it nearly three thirty? Iûve got to collect mine too.é

d. çSee you later.é

e. çYes, Iûll be there. Iûm going to play my guitar.é

 b
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1.  b

2.  d

3.  a

4.  e

5.  c

‡©≈¬
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Sleep is a basic human need. as basic as the need for oxygen. Getting a

good nightûs sleep is not only directly related to how we feel the next day,

but to our long-term health as well. Still, many of us suffer from at least

occasional insomnia. Even more of us report at least one night of restless

sleep per week that leaves us feeling ill and irritable. This is a serious

problem. If you think otherwise, consider this. People who sleep four hours

or less per night are twice as likely not to survive in six years as those who

sleep the normal eight hours or so.

Given the seriousness of sleep, how can we make sure that we rest well

and stay healthy? While there are no foolproof methods, here are some

suggestions from sleep experts. If you do have trouble sleeping and these

methods donût help, itûs important that you see a doctor before insomnia

causes your health to suffer. Start with these suggestions, though.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 7

Title : Ten Keys to a Better Nightûs Sleep

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : °ÿ≠·® 10 ª√–°“√™à«¬„ÀâπÕπÀ≈—∫¥’¢÷Èπ

Directions : Read the article then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : „ÀâÕà“π∫∑§«“¡·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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If you canût sleep in the middle of the night, donût get up. Exposing yourself to bright light

will affect your body clock and worsen your insomnia. Stay in bed.

Avoid naps except for a brief ten-to fifteen-minute nap between 2:00 and 4:00 P.M.

Restrict your time in bed to the average number of hours youûve actually slept per night

during the previous week. Donût try to make up for lost sleep. It canût be done.

Get regular exercise each day, but finish at least six hours before bedtime. Exercising the

evening can help keep you awake.

Take a hot bath for thirty minutes within two hours of bedtime. The bath will warm you,

relax you, and make you feel sleepy.

Keep your bedroom dark, quiet, and well ventilated.

Keep a regular schedule seven days a week. Avoid the urge to sleep late on weekends.

Although it may feel good while youûre doing it, sleeping late on the weekends can lead

to insomnia during the week.

 Get at least half an hour of sunlight within thirty minutes of waking. The morning sun helps

set your body clock. Without the sunlight, your body doesnût know itûs awake.

 Donût drink alcohol. Although having a drink before bed makes you sleepy, alcohol

changes its effects after a bit of time. These secondary effects of alcohol can wake you

up during the second half of your nightûs sleep.

Keep the face of the clock in your bedroom turned away, and donût find out what time

it is when you awaken in the night.

Pleasant dreams!
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as well ¥â«¬

restruct (v.) ‡¢â¡ß«¥ ®”°—¥

insomnia (n.) ‚√§πÕπ‰¡àÀ≈—∫

ventilate (v.) √–∫“¬Õ“°“»

foolproof (adj.) ∑’Ë‰¡à‡§¬º‘¥æ≈“¥, ‰¡à´—∫´âÕπ

schedule (n.) °”Àπ¥°“√, √“¬°“√, µ“√“ß

restless (adj.) ¢“¥°“√æ—°ºàÕπ

nap (n.) °“√ß’∫À≈—∫„π√–¬–‡«≈“ —ÈπÊ

urge (v.) ‡√àß, °√–µÿâπ

turn away ªØ‘‡ ∏

find out §âπæ∫

pleasant (adj.) √◊Ëπ√¡¬å, ‡æ≈‘¥‡æ≈‘π

restrict (v.) ®”°—¥

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
°“√„™â while ‡æ◊ËÕ‡™◊ËÕ¡ clause ‡¢â“¥â«¬°—π„π compound sentence ‚¥¬¡’ clause „¥

clause Àπ÷Ëß‰¡à‡ªìπ action the happening

‡™àπ The doorbell rang while we were asleep. ( ÷́Ëß„π∑’Ëπ’ÈÕ“®„™â when ·∑π while ‰¥â)

 ”À√—∫°“√„™â as ‡™◊ËÕ¡®–„™â°—∫ ‘Ëß∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπæ√âÕ¡°—π ‡™àπ As I walked into the room the

phone started ringing.

 ”À√—∫ when ®–„™â‡™◊ËÕ¡√–À«à“ß‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷ÈπÕ¬à“ßÀπ÷ËßÀ≈—ß ‘Ëß∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷ÈπÕ’°Õ¬à“ßÀπ÷Ëß

‡™àπ When I got home, I had a bath.
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
1. What should you do if you have trouble getting to sleep?

Think of four suggestions. Then read this article, and compare your ideas to the

authorûs.

2. Do you think the suggestions in the article are helpful?

How many of them do you follow?
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 8

Title : Typically English

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : √Ÿª·∫∫§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà¢Õß§πÕ—ß°ƒ…

Directions : Read the article and do the exercise. The first one has been done for you.

§” —Ëß : Õà“π∫∑§«“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥ µ—Èß·µà¢âÕ B-C ¢âÕ A ‰¥â∑”‡ªìπµ—«Õ¬à“ß„Àâ·≈â«

Fish, chips and cricket
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typically (adv.) √Ÿª·∫∫

garden (n.)  «π¥Õ°‰¡â

newspaper (n.) Àπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå

pub (n.) √â“π¢“¬‡§√◊ËÕß¥◊Ë¡

foreign language ¿“…“µà“ßª√–‡∑»

really (adv.) ·∑â®√‘ß

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬

Grammar Focus (®ÿ¥‡πâπ‰«¬“°√≥å)
∫∑§«“¡¥—ß°≈à“«‡ªìπ°“√∫√√¬“¬√Ÿª·∫∫™’«‘µ§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà¢Õß§πÕ—ß°ƒ…

´÷Ëß‡ªìπ‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë‡°‘¥ ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ·≈–‡ªìπ§«“¡®√‘ß ®÷ß„™â√Ÿªª√–‚¬§‡ªìπ Present

Simple Tense
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A. have

B. live in

C. drink tea

D. have fish and chips

E. watch BBC television

F. study at Oxford or Cambridge university

G. read the times newspaper

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 9

Title :  Vocabulary Game with Compound Noun

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß :  ‡°¡ å°“√µÕ∫§”»—æ∑å∑’Ë‡ªìπ Compound noun (§”∂“¡º ¡)

Directions : Examine the following incomplete words then study the grammar focus and

  do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : „Àâæ‘®“√≥“§”»—æ∑å∑’Ë‰¡à ¡∫√Ÿ≥åµàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«»÷°…“®ÿ¥‡πâπ∑“ß‰«¬“°√≥å·≈–∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

1. B _ _ _ _ BO _ _ D

2. SW _ _ _ _ _ _ P _ _ L

3. G _ _ _ _ h _ _ _ _R

4. M _ _ _ B _ _ L

5. DI _ _ _ GB _ _ _ D

6. B _ _ _ P _ N

7. G _ _ U _ D F _ _ OR

8. F _ _ K _ _ _ E

9. S _ _ F_ _ W _ R

10. T _ _ _ HP _ _ T _

11. W _ _ _ DT _ _ _ _ C _ _ _ _ R

12. TEN _ W _ _ _ _ T _ _ _ K
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
∫àÕ¬§√—Èß∑’Ë‡√“„™â§” noun 2 §”√«¡°—π‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß§” noun „À¡à„Àâ‡ªìπ ‘Ëß¢Õß/∫ÿ§§≈/

§«“¡§‘¥ œ≈œ ‡™àπ a tennis ball, a bank manager, a road accident, income

tax,the city center

    ∫àÕ¬§√—Èß∑’Ë compound noun ∑’Ë§”·√°®–≈ß∑â“¬¥â«¬ ing ´÷Ëß®–„Àâ§«“¡À¡“¬«à“‡ªìπ ‘Ëß∑’Ë

„™â ”À√—∫°“√∑”∫“ß ‘Ëß∫“ßÕ¬à“ß‡™àπ a washing machine, a frying pan, a swimming

pool, the dining room

∫“ß§√—Èß compound noun ®–ª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬§”∑’Ë¡“°°«à“ 2 §” ‡™àπ

ë I waited at the hotel reception desk (= a desk).

ë We watched the World Swimming Championships on television.

ë If you want to play table tennis (= a game), you need a table tennis table

  (= a table ).

compound noun ∫“ß§”‡√“‡¢’¬πµ‘¥°—π‡ªìπ§”‡¥’¬« ∫“ß§”°Á‡¢’¬π·¬°°—π ‡™àπ

a headache,toothpaste,a weekend, a stomach ache,a table tennis

„π°“√ √â“ß compound noun ∫“ß§”®–¡’§«“¡À¡“¬·µ°µà“ß°—π ‡™àπ

   a wine glass (Õ“®‡ªìπ·°â« wine ∑’Ë«à“ß‡ª≈à“)

   a glass of wine (‡ªìπ·°â«∑’Ë¡’ wine ∫√√®ÿÕ¬Ÿà)

a shopping bag (Õ“®‡ªìπ bag ∑’Ë«“ß‡ª≈à“)

a bag of shopping (‡ªìπ bag ∑’Ë∫√√®ÿ‰«â¥â«¬ ‘Ëß¢Õß∑’Ë´◊ÈÕ¡“)

   ‡¡◊ËÕ‡√“ √â“ß compound noun ‚¥¬°“√„™â  noun + noun π—Èπ noun µ—«·√°®–∑”

Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπ adjective ∑’Ë¡’√Ÿª‡ªìπ singular ·µà§«“¡À¡“¬¡—°‡ªìπ plural ‡™àπ a mango

tree is a tree that has mangoes.

„π∑”πÕß‡¥’¬«°—π a four - hour journey = two 15 - year old boys ÷́Ëß„π∑’Ëπ’È hour

·≈– year ®–‰¡à‡µ‘¡ S
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
Complete the  above  incomplete  words (1-12)
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1. Blackboard

2. Swimming pool

3. Grassshoper

4. Meatball

5. Diving board

6. Ballpen

7. Ground floor

8. Fork knife

9. Sunflower

10. Toothpaste

11. Worldtrade center

12. Ten-wheel truck

‡©≈¬
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1. Look at the entry for the word photograph in the Oxford Wordpower

Dictionary

photograph/                       (also informal photo) noun [C] a

picture that is taken with a camera : to take a photo a colour

photograph o This photo is a bit out of focus.  o to have a photo

enlarged. Thatûs a lovely photograph of you. Look at negative and slide.

Photograph verb [T] to take a photograph of sb/sth.

Photographer  noun [C] a person who takes

photographs

Photographic  adj connected with photographs or

photography

: photographic equipment.

Photography noun [U] the skill or process of taking

photographs

: wildlife photography.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 10

Title : Word Formation

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : °“√ √â“ß§”

Directions : Study the word photograph given below.

Word formation

ef   t gra:f US-graef/eΩ
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≈—°…≥–∑“ß‰«¬“°√≥å

1. °“√ √â“ß§”
§”»—æ∑å à«π„À≠à “¡“√∂π”¡“ √â“ß‡ªìπ§”„À¡à‰¥â ‚¥¬„ à‡æ‘Ë¡§”‡µ‘¡∑â“¬ (suffix) ·≈–§”‡µ‘¡Àπâ“

(prefix) ‡™àπ

teach ‡ªìπ§”°√‘¬“ ¡’§«“¡À¡“¬«à“  Õπ

   ‡¡◊ËÕπ” suffix -er ¡“‡µ‘¡∑â“¬ §◊Õ teach+er

teacher ¡’§«“¡À¡“¬«à“ §√Ÿ

exhibit ‡ªìπ§”°√‘¬“ ¡’§«“¡À¡“¬«à“ · ¥ßπ‘∑√√»°“√ ‡¡◊ËÕπ” suffix - ion ¡“‡µ‘¡∑â“¬

∑”„Àâ‰¥â§”π“¡ §◊Õ exhibition = π‘∑√√»°“√

2. §«“¡À¡“¬§”
§”»—æ∑å à«π„À≠à¡’À≈“¬§«“¡À¡“¬ ·≈–µà“ß™π‘¥¢Õß§” ·¡â«à“®–‡¢’¬π√Ÿª‡¥’¬«°—π ‡™àπ

dance ‡ªìπ‰¥â∑—Èß§”°√‘¬“·≈–§”π“¡ = °“√‡µâπ√”,‡µâπ√”

photograph ‡ªìπ§”π“¡ = √Ÿª∂à“¬, √Ÿª¿“æ

photograph ‡ªìπ§”°√‘¬“ = ∂à“¬√Ÿª, ∂à“¬¿“æ

photographer (n) ‡ªìπ§”π“¡ = ™à“ß∂à“¬√Ÿª

photographic (adj) ‡ªìπ§”§ÿ≥»—æ∑å = ·Ààß°“√∂à“¬¿“æ

photography (n) = «‘™“°“√∂à“¬¿“æ

°“√‡≈◊Õ°„™â§”·≈–§«“¡À¡“¬¢Õß§” §«√µâÕßæ‘®“√≥“™π‘¥¢Õß§” (part of speech) ·≈–

‡π◊ÈÕÀ“ À√◊Õ∫√‘∫∑∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡°—∫§«“¡À¡“¬π—ÈπÊ ¥â«¬
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Directions : Choose the best word to complete the following statement.

§” —Ëß : ‡≈◊Õ°§”∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡ ‡µ‘¡≈ß„πª√–‚¬§

When Robin was in college, he enjoyed  (1)  but

he hated (2) class. He thought it was a very boring

subject, and the  (3) equipments were  so expensive

that he couldnût afford. Now the hobby is collecting

 (4)  and many kinds of  (5)  tools and

equipments. He is also an amateur  (6)  in the

 (7) club of Thailand. His masterpiece is called the

 (8)  of peace and war.
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1. photographing

2. Photography

3. photographic

4. photographs

5. photographic

6. photographer

7. photographer

8. photograph

‡©≈¬
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A  W o r l d  G u i d e  t o

Good manners
    How not to behave badly  aboard

çby Norman Ramshawé

Travelling to all corners of the world gets easier

and easier. We live in a global village, but

how well do we know and understand each

other?  Here is a simple test. Imagine you

have arranged a meeting at four oûclock. What

time should you expect your foreign business

colleagues to arrive? If theyûre German, theyûll

be bang on time. If theyûre American, theyûll

probably be 15 minutes early. If theyûre British,

theyûll be 15 minutes late, and you should allow

up to an for the Italians.

When the European Community began to

increase in size, several guidebooks appeared

giving advice on international etiquette. At

first many people thought this was a joke,

especially the British, who seemed to assume

that the widespread understanding of their

language meant a corresponding understand-

ing of English customs. Very soon they had to

change their ideas, as they realized that they

had a lot to learn about how to behave

with their foreign business friends.

For example :
The british are happy to have a

business lunch and discuss business

matters with a drink during the meal ;

the Japanese prefer not to work while

eating. Lunch is a time to relax and

get to know one another, and they

rarely drink at lunchtime.

The Germans like to talk business before

dinner ; the French like to eat first and

talk afterwards. They have to be well

fed and watered before they discuss

anything.

Taking off your jacket and rolling up

your sleeves is a sign of getting down

to work in Britain and Holland, but in

Germany people regard it as taking it easy.

American executives sometimes signal

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 11

Title : World Guide to Good Manners

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ∏√√¡‡π’¬¡ªØ‘∫—µ‘¢Õß™π™“µ‘µà“ßÊ

Directions : Study the following tips and then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“‡°√Á¥§«“¡√Ÿâ (tips) ·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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their feeling of ease and importance in

their offices by putting their feet on the

desk whilst on the telephone. In Japan,

people would be shocked. Showing the

soles of your feet is the height of bad

manners. It is a social insult only exceeded

by blowing your nose in public.

The Japanese have perhaps the strictest rules

of social and business behaviour. Seniority

is very important, and a younger man should

never be sent to complete a business deal

with an older Japanese man. The Japanese

business card almost needs a rulesbook of

its own. You must exchange business cards

immediately on meeting because it is

essential to establish everyoneûs status and

position.

When it is handed to a person in a

superior position, it must be given and

received with both hands, and you must

take time to read it carefully, and not just

put it in your pocket! Also the bow is a

very importance part of greeting someone.

You should not expect the Japanese to

shake hands. Bowing the head is a mark

of respect and the first bow of the day

should be lower than when you meet

thereafter.

The American sometimes find it difficult to

accept the more formal Japanese

manners. They prefer to be casual and

more informal, as illustrated by the universal

ùHave a nice day!û American waiters have

ùWhen in Rome, do as the Romans do.û

Here are some final tips for travellers.

- In France you shouldnût sit down in a

cafeû until youûve shaken hands with

everyone you know.

- In Afghanistan you should spend at least

five minutes saying hello.

- In Pakistan you mustnût wink.  It is offensive.

- In the Middle East you must never use

the left hand for greeting, eating,drinking,or

smoking. Also,you should take care not to

admire anything in your hostsû home. They

will feel that they have to give it to you.

- In Russia you must match your hosts drink

for drink or they will think you are unfriendly.

- In Thailand you should clasp your hands

together and lower your head and your

eyes when you greet someone.

- In America you should eat your hamburger

with both hands and as quickly as possible.

You shouldnût try to have a conversation

until it is eaten.

a one-word imperative ùEnjoy!û The British,

of course, are cool and reserved. The great

topic of conversation between strangers in

Britain is the weather-unemotional and

impersonal. In America, the main topic

between strangers is the search to find a

geographical link. ùOh, really? You live in

Ohio? I had an uncle who once worked

thereû.
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

to travel (v.) ‡¥‘π∑“ß

to understand (v.) ‡¢â“„®

to imagine (v.) ®‘πµπ“°“√«à“

to arrange a meeting ®—¥ª√–™ÿ¡,®—¥π—¥À¡“¬

a business colleague (n.) ‡æ◊ËÕπ∑’Ë‡ªìππ—°∏ÿ√°‘®

a foreign business colleague (n.) ‡æ◊ËÕπ∑’Ë‡ªìππ—°∏ÿ√°‘®™“«µà“ß™“µ‘

bang (v.) ‡§“–ª√–µŸ,  àß‡ ’¬ß¥—ß

on time punctual = (adj.) = µ√ß‡«≈“

to increase (v.) ‡æ‘Ë¡

to increase in sign („™â°—∫Àπ—ß ◊Õ) ‡æ‘Ë¡‡π◊ÈÕÀ“‡¢â“‰ª„π‡≈à¡,

‡æ‘Ë¡§«“¡Àπ“¢Õß‡≈à¡

a guidebook (n.) §Ÿà¡◊Õ

an etiquette (n.) ¡“√¬“∑

a joke (n) ‡√◊ËÕßµ≈°

to appear (v.) ª√“°Ø, ‡ªìπ (¡’§«“¡À¡“¬‡¥’¬«°—∫ verb to be)

to give advice to advise (v.) = „Àâ§”·π–π”

to assume (v.) °≈à“«Õâ“ß

widespread (adj.) ·æ√àÀ≈“¬

understanding (n.) §«“¡‡¢â“„®

to allow (v.) ¬Õ¡„Àâ

up to (+ µ—«‡≈¢)  Ÿß∂÷ß

to correspond (v.) ‚µâµÕ∫ ◊ËÕ “√

English custom (n.) ¢π∫∏√√¡‡π’¬¡¢Õß™“«Õ—ß°ƒ…

to behave (v.) ª√–æƒµ‘, ªØ‘∫—µ‘ß“π

to learn how to ‡√’¬π√Ÿâ«‘∏’°“√

for example µ—«Õ¬à“ß‡™àπ

a business lunch °“√®—¥‡≈’È¬ßÕ“À“√°≈“ß«—π‡æ◊ËÕ‡Àµÿº≈¢Õß°“√

¥”‡π‘π°“√∑“ß¥â“π∏ÿ√°‘®

to discuss (v.) Õ¿‘ª√“¬, æŸ¥§ÿ¬, ª√÷°…“

to discuss business matters °“√‡®√®“∑“ß∏ÿ√°‘®

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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during the meal √–À«à“ß°“√√—∫ª√–∑“πÕ“À“√

a time to relax ‡«≈“·Ààß°“√æ—°ºàÕπ

rarely (adv.) ·∑∫®–‰¡à

afterwards (adv.) À≈—ß®“°π’È

to be well fed ‰¥â√—∫°“√‡≈’È¬ßÕ“À“√®πÕ‘Ë¡À¡’æ’¡—π (Õ‘Ë¡·ª≈â)

to take off to remove = ∂Õ¥ÕÕ°

to roll up ¡â«π¢÷Èπ

to roll up sleeves ¡â«π·¢π‡ ◊ÈÕ

a sign of (n.) · ¥ß„Àâ‡ÀÁπ, ∫àß∫Õ°

to get down (v.) to be nervous, to be annoged = √Ÿâ ÷°Àßÿ¥Àß‘¥

executive (n.) ºŸâ∫√‘À“√

feeling of ease and importance §«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°ºàÕπ§≈“¬ ·≈–√Ÿâ ÷°«à“µπ‡Õß ”§—≠

whilst (adj.) while = ¢≥–∑’Ë

to be shocked (v.) √Ÿâ ÷°µ°„®

soles (n.)  âπ‡∑â“

insult (n.) ¥ÿ¥à“, ª√–≥“¡

social insult (n.) ∂Ÿ° —ß§¡ª√–≥“¡, ¥ŸÀ¡‘Ëπ

to exceed (v.) ¡“°‡°‘π

to blow your nose (v.)  —ËßπÈ”¡Ÿ°

strict  (adj.) ‡¢â¡ß«¥

strict rule (n.) °Æ‡°≥∑å∑’Ë‡¢â¡ß«¥

seniority (n.) √–∫∫Õ“«ÿ‚ 

a business card (n.) π“¡∫—µ√

to exchange (v.) ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π

immediately (adj.) ∑—π∑’∑—π„¥

essential (adj.) ®”‡ªìπ

to establish (v.) °àÕµ—Èß, °”Àπ¥‰¥âÕ¬à“ß™—¥‡®π

status (n.)  ∂“π¿“æ

position (n.) µ”·Àπàß

to hand (v.) to send, to give, to offer = ¡Õ∫„Àâ, ¬◊Ëπ„Àâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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a superior position (n.) µ”·ÀπàßÀπâ“∑’Ë√–¥—∫ Ÿß

to read...carefully (v.) Õà“πÕ¬à“ß≈–‡Õ’¬¥

not just put it in your pocket Õ¬à“‡æ’¬ß·µà„ à¡—π≈ß„π°√–‡ªÜ“‡ ◊ÈÕ

to bow (v.) ‚§âß, §”π—∫

to expect (v.) §“¥À«—ß, §“¥À¡“¬

to accept (v.) ¬Õ¡√—∫

thereafter (adj.) À≈—ß®“°π—Èπ

formal (adj.) ‡ªìπ·∫∫·ºπ, ‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√

informal (adj.) ‰¡à‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√

casual (adj.) ‡√’¬∫ßà“¬, µ“¡ ∫“¬ = informal

imperative (n.) ª√–‚¬§§” —Ëß

have a nice day! ¢Õ„Àâ¡’§«“¡ ÿ¢∑—Èß«—π

enjoy (v.) enjoy a nice day = have a nice day =  πÿ° π“π

stranger (n.) §π·ª≈°Àπâ“

the great topic of conversation À—«¢âÕ„À≠à„π°“√ π∑π“

weather (n.) ≈¡øÑ“Õ“°“»

unemotional (adj.) ‰¡à· ¥ß∂÷ßÕ“√¡≥å§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°

impersonal (adj.) ‰¡à‡ªìπ à«πµ—«

search (n.) §âπÀ“

a geographical link °“√‡™◊ËÕ¡‚¬ß‡¢â“°—∫‡√◊ËÕß∑“ß¿Ÿ¡‘»“ µ√å

wink (v.) ¢¬‘∫µ“

offensive (adj.) ‰¡à∂Ÿ°µâÕß, º‘¥

to take care of  π„®, „ à„®

to admire (v.) ™◊Ëπ™¡

host (n.) ‡®â“¿“æ, ‡®â“∫â“π

match your hosts drink for drink √à«¡¥◊Ë¡°—∫‡®â“¿“æ

unfriendly (adj.) ‰¡à¡’¡‘µ√‰¡µ√’

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

1. Adverb Clause
Adverb clause §◊Õ Õπÿª√–‚¬§∑’Ë∑”Àπâ“∑’ËÕ¬à“ß§”«‘‡»…≥å §◊Õ∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë¢¬“¬°√‘¬“ (verb)

¢¬“¬§”§ÿ≥»—æ∑å (adjective) ·≈–¢¬“¬§”«‘‡»…¥â«¬°—π (adverb) √Ÿª·∫∫¢Õß Adverb clause

¡’¥—ßπ’È§◊Õ

Subordinator + ª√–∏“π + °√‘¬“ +... + Main clause

‡™àπ when you are in Rome, do as the Romans do.

‡ªìπ Adverb clause of time

- If they are German, theyûll be bang on time.

  ‡ªìπ Adverb clause of condition (‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢)

- You must exchange business cards immediately on meeting because

  it is essential to establish everyoneûs status and position.

  ‡ªìπ Adverb clause of cause

  The Japanese prefer not to work.

While eating

‡ªìπ Adverb clause of time ™π‘¥≈¥√Ÿª‚¥¬√Ÿª‡µÁ¡¢Õßª√–‚¬§π’È§◊Õ While they were

eating and the first bow of the day should be lower than when you meet

thereafter. ‡ªìπ Adverb clause of comparison (‡ªìπ°“√‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫)

Adverb clause ¡’ 9 ™π‘¥ ¢÷ÈπÕ¬Ÿà°—∫°“√‡≈◊Õ°„™â §”‡™◊ËÕ¡ (subordinator) §◊Õ

1. Adverb clause of Time (∫Õ°‡«≈“) ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È when, while, before,

after, until, as soon as

2. Adverb clause of Clause (∫Õ° “‡Àµÿ) ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È because, thus, as

   (= because), so œ≈œ

3. Adverb clause of Comparison (°“√‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫) ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È as.....as,

   ....er......than, more ..........than,.........than

   ‡™àπ  He is taller than I (am). ª√–‚¬§À≈—ß than ‡ªìπ ª√–‚¬§≈¥√Ÿª ¡—°≈¥√Ÿª‡À≈◊Õ‡æ’¬ß

noun/pronoun µ—«‡¥’¬«

4. Adverb clause of Contrast (°“√¢—¥·¬âß) ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È altough,though,

   even though, even if, nevertheless, nonetheless œ≈œ

  ‡™àπ Although he was seriously sick, he works very hard.
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5. Adverb clause of Condtion (‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢) ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È if, unless (if ...not),

   providing that, provided that, on condition that...œ≈œ

   ‡™àπ If they are British, theyûll be 15 minutes late.

6. Adverb clause of Place ( ∂“π∑’Ë), ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È §◊Õ where, wherever

‡™àπ Wherever you go, do as the host do.

7. Adverb clause of Purpose (‡®µπ“, ®ÿ¥ª√– ß§å) ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È §◊Õ so that,

in order that, that = ‡æ◊ËÕ«à“ lest = (‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë®–‰¡à.........)

‡™àπ We work hard so that we are wealthy.

8. Adverb clause of Result (º≈≈—æ∏å) ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È so ........ that,

such .....that (.......¡“°®π°√–∑—Ëß)

‡™àπ He was so careless that he got lowmarks.

9. Adverb clause of Manner (∑à“∑“ß) ¡—°π”Àπâ“¥â«¬ as if, as though (= ¥Ÿ√“«°—∫«à“)

‡™àπ He asked us many questions as if he were an investigator.

µ”·Àπàß¢Õß Adverb clause
Adverb clause Õ“®π”Àπâ“ Main clause (ª√–‚¬§„®§«“¡À≈—°) À√◊ÕÕ¬ŸàÀ≈—ß Main

clause °Á‰¥â ¬°‡«âπ Adverb ∫“ß™π‘¥µâÕßÕ¬ŸàÀ≈—ß Main clause ‡∑à“π—Èπ §◊Õ Adverb clause

of purpose, result, comparison ·≈– manner

Adverb clause ≈¥√Ÿª
Adverb clause ∑’Ë‡ªìπª√–∏“π‡ªìπµ—«‡¥’¬«°—∫ Main clause  “¡“√∂≈¥√Ÿªª√–‚¬§∑’Ë

Õ¬ŸàÀ≈—ß§”‡™◊ËÕ¡‰¥â„Àâ‡À≈◊Õ‡æ’¬ß Verb ∑’Ë¡—°Õ¬Ÿà„π√Ÿª¢Õß non-finite verb (°√‘¬“‰¡à·∑â) ‡™àπ ≈¥

√Ÿª‡ªìπ ving, v. ™àÕß∑’Ë 3, to v. prepositional phrase ‡™àπ

While (you are) in the Middle East you should not admire anything in your hostûs

house.

The Japanese prefer not to work while (they are) eating.
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Activity : kinds of adverb clause

Underline the Adverb clause of the following Statement and Identity Kinds of Adverb

clause by writing only : place, time, manner, cause, condition, contrast, comparison,

purpose, and result in the space.

1. If you spend too much money, youûll get in trouble with your cash.

2. Think carefully before you start working.

3. We cannot say very enormous because çenormousé means very big.

4. In America, if something is a hundred years old, thatûs pretty old.

5. Her health has really recovered since she moved to a sunny climate.

6. If you win a lot of money, you should buy a new house.

7. She works so attentively that there is never any error in her report.

8. The national lottery creates more millionaires than any other

          kind of lottery ticket.

9. They remain silent and cool for a long time as if there is no one in the room.

10. We should spend less and save more so that we could be rich.

11. Although George was rich, he wasnût a happy man.

12. If I were you, I would get a better-paid job.

13. You have just got a job in Moscow, do you need to learn Russian language.

14. Where have you been since last saw you.

15. Please replace any tool where you removed it.
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Condition 1 if you spend too much money

Time 2 before you start working

Cause 3 because ùenormousû means very big

Condition 4 if something is a hundread years old

Time 5 since she moved to a sunny climate.

Condition 6 if you win a lot of money.

Result 7 so attentively that there is never any error in her report

Comparison 8 more.....than any other kind of lottery ticket

Manner 9 as if there is no one in the room.

Purpose 10 so that we could be rich

Contrast 11 although George was rich,

Condition 12 if I were you

Cause 13 so you need to learn Russian Language

Time 14 since I last saw you.

Place 15 where you removed it

‡©≈¬
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Adverb clause of condition

Adverb clause ∑’Ë¡’‚§√ß √â“ß‡©æ“–·∫∫¢Õßµπ‡Õß

Adverb clause of condition À√◊Õ‡√’¬°«à“ If clause ¡’‚§√ß √â“ß‡©æ“– “¡“√∂·∫àß

‡ªìπ 3 ™π‘¥µ“¡‡«≈“¢Õß‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë®–π”‰ªµ—Èß‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢ ¥—ßπ’È

1) °“√µ—Èß‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢°—∫‡Àµÿ°“√≥å„πÕπ“§µ (Future Possible)

¡’‚§√ß √â“ß¥—ßπ’È

Type I  If + ª√–‚¬§∑’Ë„™â°√‘¬“‡ªìπ Present Simple + ª√–‚¬§∑’Ë‡ªìπ Future Simple

‡™àπ If your guests are American, they will probably be 15 minutes late.

¡’∫àÕ¬§√—Èß∑’Ë Main clause „™â Present Simple ·∑π Future Simple ‡¡◊ËÕµâÕß°“√µ—Èß

‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢ °—∫ ‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’ËµâÕß‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ®√‘ß‡ ¡Õ ‡™àπ

If water boils, it changes into vapor.

2) °“√µ—Èß‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢°—∫‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë‡ªìπªí®®ÿ∫—π (ªí®®ÿ∫—π∑’Ë‰¡à‡ªìπ®√‘ß), (Present

unreal)

¡’‚§√ß √â“ß¥—ßπ’È

Type II  If + ª√–‚¬§∑’Ë„™â°√‘¬“‡ªìπ Past Simple + ª√–‚¬§‡ªìπ Future

 (∂â“ verb to be „™â  were °—∫ª√–∏“π∑ÿ°µ—«) in the past

‡™àπ If I were lucky, I would buy a new car.

3) °“√µ—Èß‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢°—∫‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë‡ªìπÕ¥’µ (Õ¥’µ∑’Ë‰¡à‡ªìπ®√‘ß) (Past unreal)

¡’‚§√ß √â“ß¥—ßπ’È

  Type III    If + ª√–‚¬§∑’Ë„™â°√‘¬“‡ªìπ Past Perfect + ª√–∏“π + would + have + v. ™àÕß∑’Ë 3

‡™àπ If  I had been in Songkhla yesterday, I would have met him there.
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Activity 2 : Adverb clause of condition
Identity the type of if cluase by writing

I, II or III in the blanks

„Àâ∫Õ°ª√–‡¿∑¢Õßª√–‚¬§ if clause µ“¡√Ÿª·∫∫∑’Ë°”Àπ¥ ‚¥¬‡¢’¬πÀ¡“¬‡≈¢ 1, 2 À√◊Õ 3 ≈ß„π

™àÕß«à“ßÀπâ“ª√–‚¬§

1. If you are in Rome, do as the Romans do.

2. What would you do if you saw a ghost?

3. If I were the Prime Minister, I would lower importation and

increase exportation.

4. I get a headache if I read too much.

5. If he had smoked less, he would have not been healthy.

6. If they had had enough money, he would have bought the car.

7. If students plan their schedule, they wonût be into trouble with it.

8. If you go to Chiang Mai during Songkran Festival, you see people

throwing water to one another.

9. Would she have understood the problem if her staffs had made his point

very clear to her?

10. I would play golf if I had more time.
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1. type I

2. type II

3. type II

4. type I

5. type III

6. type III

7. type I

8. type I

9. type III

10. type II

‡©≈¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Business lunch

1. Having a business lunch and discussing business matters during the meal  is usually

favorable for .

a. Japanese b. German

c. French d. British

2. If you want to talk business with the German, you should .

a. invite them to have dinner and discuss business immediately before the meal starts

b. invite them to have lunch and discuss business during the meal

c. invite them to have dinner and discuss business immediately before has already

finished

d. invite them to have dinner and discuss business after the meal and drinks have

   already finished

3. The French enjoy discussing business when .

   a. they are hungry b. they are full

   c. they are in a hurry d. they are in relaxation

4. Discuss business during lunch is unfavorable for .

   a. British

   b. Japanese

   c. German

   d. French

5. The Japanese regard lunch as .

   a . Itûs a time for business

   b . Itûs a time to relax

   c . Itûs a time to drink

   d . Itûs a time for both business and relaxation

6. The saying of çHaving been well fed and watered is half well doneé should be

recognised if your business negotiators are .

  a. British b. Japanese

  c. French d. German
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1. d

2. a

3. b

4. b

5. b

6. d

‡©≈¬
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Meeting with Japanese
When you have a business meeting with the Japanese, you should or should not do the

following thing. Please tick

   Manners Should Shouldnût Must Mustnût

1. Be punctual

2. Respect seniority

3. Exchange your business

    card at once

4. Put your feet on the desk

5. Hand things to the superior

    person with both hand

6. Shake hands

7. Bow the head
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1. must

2. must

3. must

4. mustnût

5. should

6. shouldnût

7. should

‡©≈¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Meeting time
1. If you arrange a meeting with your American freinds, they will be

a. 15 minutes early b. 15 minutes late

c. an hour late d. on time

2. Italians are always for meeting.

a. early b. on time

c. a little late d. too late

3. What nation usually pays the least attention to the meeting time?

a. American b. German

c. British d. Italian

4. What nation usually pays the most attention to their meeting time?

a. American b. German

c. British d. Italian

5. If you expect your guest to be punctual or on time at the meeting, you should have

  the meeting with .

a. American b. German

c. British d. Italian

6. You are holding a business meeting at 9.00 a.m., your British visitor may appear at the

  meeting at .

a. 9 a.m. sharp b. 8.45 a.m.

c. 9.15 a.m. d 10.00 a.m.

7. Your Thai friends are always late for every meeting so they behave like .

a. American b. German

c. British d. Italian

8. If you are invited to the party of your German friends, it is important for you to

  be .

a. on time b. 15 minutes early

c. 15 minutes late d. more than 15 minutes late
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1. a

2. d

3. d

4. a

5. b

6. c

7. d

8. a

‡©≈¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Rolling up sleeves
1. In Britain and Holland, rolling up your sleeves means you .

a. start working

b. finish working

c. take it easy

d. have the feeling of  ease and importance

2. In Germany, you would like to look easy - going and take everything easy so you

  should .

a. take off your jacket and roll up your sleeves

b. put on your jacket but roll up your sleeves

c. not take off your jacket or not roll up your sleeves

d. not put on your jacket and not roll up your sleeves
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1. b

2. a

‡©≈¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Showing your feet or toe

1. Showing your feet is very rude when you are in .

a. Japan

b. the USA

c. German

d. Holland

2. Showing your feet can signal American feel .

a. ease and importance

b. nervous

c. relax

d. shocked
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1. a

2. a

‡©≈¬
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1. Never wink

2. Never greet, eat, drink with
    your left hand

3. Nevers talk while you are eating

4. Eat hamburger with your both
   hands and as quickly as possible

5. Bow the head to greet

6. Clasp hands and lower
    your head to great

7. Start the conversation
    with strangers with weather-link

8. Start the conversation with
    strangers with weather link

9. Be the most punctual

10. Be the least punctual

11. Be early for the meeting

12. Showing your feet is very rude

13. Show your business card at once

14. Being fed well before business
    discussion
15. Start business talk before having
    dinner

16. Give the guests things they admire

17. Discuss  business dining lunch

18. Respect seniority

19. Rolling up sleeves when they are
    serious to work

Manners
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1. Pakistan

2. Middle East

3. American

4. American

5. Japanese

6. Thailand

7. British

8. American

9. German

10. Italian

11. American

12. Japanese

13. Japanese

14. French

15. German

16. Pakistan

17. Bristish

18. Japanese

19. British, Pakistan

‡©≈¬
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1. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…„π°“√ ◊∫§âπ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈®“°

§«“¡√Ÿâ  ◊ËÕ ‘Ëßæ‘¡æå ·≈– ◊ËÕÕ‘‡≈Á°∑√Õπ‘° å‰¥â

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂√Ÿâ§”»—æ∑å‡©æ“– “¢“«‘™“Õ◊ËπÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ„™â„π

°“√ ◊∫§âπÕß§å§«“¡√Ÿâ„πÀ¡«¥«‘™“Õ◊Ëπ

3. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂Õà“π∫∑Õà“π∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫ “¢“«‘™“Õ◊Ëπ‰¥â

‡¢â“„®

º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë§“¥À«—ß

¿“…“°—∫§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å
°—∫°≈ÿà¡ “√–°“√‡√’¬π√ŸâÕ◊ËπµÕπ∑’Ë 3

°“√„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…∑’Ë¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ∑’Ë

 ”§—≠„π°“√æ—≤π“‚≈°∑—»πå®“°°“√· «ßÀ“§«“¡√Ÿâ„π

·À≈àß¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈∑’ËÀ≈“°À≈“¬∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫ “√– “¢“«‘™“Õ◊Ëπ

 “√– ”§—≠
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 1

Title : Asking the Way

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ∂“¡‡ âπ∑“ß

1. If you have to find your way in a place you donût know very well, Do you usually

- ask someone on the street for directions?

- try to guess the way?

- go to a Tourist Information Office?

- use a map?

- ask a policeman?

- get lost?

2. Where do you expect to see the places in the chart below?

1. An airport    2. A Street    3. A School  put 1, 2 or 3 next to the place.

Sometimes more than one is possible. The first has one been done for you.

a library 2/3

a car hire office

a staircase

a bus stop

a canteen

a hospital

a church
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

ask someone on the street ∂“¡„§√∫“ß§π∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà∫π∑âÕß∂ππ

guess (v.) ‡¥“

Tourist Information Office  ”π—°ß“π∫√‘°“√¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈°“√∑àÕß‡∑’Ë¬«

map (n.) ·ºπ∑’Ë

policeman (n.) µ”√«®

get lost À≈ß∑“ß

a library (n.) ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥

car hire office  ”π—°ß“π∫√‘°“√‡™à“√∂

a staircase (n.) ¢—Èπ∫—π‰¥

a canteen (n.) ‚√ßÕ“À“√

a hospital (n.) ‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈

a church (n.) ‚∫ ∂å

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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„∫ß“π

Direction : Read the following sentences. Underline the correct word or phrase.

  The first one has been done for you.

§” —Ëß : Õà“πª√–‚¬§µàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«¢’¥‡ âπ„µâ§”À√◊Õ«≈’∑’Ë∂Ÿ°µâÕß ¢âÕ·√°‰¥â∑”„Àâ‡ªìπµ—«Õ¬à“ß·≈â«

a. Is there somewhere here where can I / I can hire a car?

b. Yes, you go through / to this set of door here.

c. Can you say / tell me where the classroom is?

d. Turn left and then you walk up / along there for about 200 metres.

e. .......Itûs next / next to the post office.
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¢âÕ 2
a library 2/3

a car hire office 1/2

a stair case 1/2

a bus stop 1/2/3

a canteen 3

a hospital 2

a church 2

„∫ß“π
a. I can hire a car

b. through

c. tell

d. along

e. next to

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 2

Title : Asking for Directions

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ¢Õ§”·π–π”‡°’Ë¬«°—∫‡ âπ∑“ß

Here are some different situations where people are asking for directions.

µàÕ‰ªπ’È§◊Õ ∂“π°“√≥å∑’Ë·µ°µà“ß°—π ÷́ËßºŸâ§π¡—°∂Ÿ°√âÕß¢Õ„Àâ∫Õ°‡ âπ∑“ß

In the street

In the street In the supermarket

In a building In a hospital
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

1. excuse me ¢ÕÕ¿—¬

2. to look for ¡ÕßÀ“

3. turn right ‡≈’È¬«¢«“

4. aisle (n.) ∑“ß‡¥‘π√–À«à“ß™—Èπ«“ß¢Õß

5. bottom shelf ™—Èπ«“ß¢Õß¥â“π≈à“ß

6. surgery (n.) °“√ºà“µ—¥

7. ward (n.) ‡√◊ÕππÕπ§π‰¢â

8. admission (n.) ‡¢â“√—°…“µ—«„π‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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Grammar Focus (®ÿ¥‡πâπ‰«¬“°√≥å)
- Excuse me. Iûm looking for the library.

  ‡ªìπª√–‚¬§„π√Ÿª Present Continuous ‡æ√“–‡ªìπ‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë°”≈—ß°√–∑”Õ¬Ÿà„π¢≥–∑’ËæŸ¥

- Excuse me. Whereûs the rice, please?

  ‡ªìπª√–‚¬§„π√Ÿª Present Simple Tense ‡æ√“–‡ªìπ‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπªí®®ÿ∫—π

- Excuse me. Could you tell me where Dr.Jensenûs surgery is?

  ‡ªìπ°“√„™â§” ÿ¿“æ„π¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…‡¡◊ËÕµâÕß°“√„Àâ§π„¥§πÀπ÷Ëß∑”Õ–‰√„Àâ ‡√“µâÕß°“√„™â§”«à“

  Would you

  Could you

  Would you mind

  Do you mind

Examples

  çWould you pass me the knife, please?é

  çCould you open this jar for me?é

  çWould you mind ringing again later?é

  çThe doctor is busy now.é

   Excuse me. Do you know where Ward k7 North is?

    ‡ªìπª√–‚¬§ Present Simple ∑’Ë∑”‡ªìπª√–‚¬§§”∂“¡À√◊ÕªØ‘‡ ∏ „™â°√‘¬“™à«¬ çdoé °—∫

    ª√–∏“π you, we, they ·≈–„™â does °—∫ª√–∏“π he she it.

} +V ing ...............?

} +Verb ™àÕß∑’Ë 1 ..............?
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Exercise I
These requests sound a bit rude. Write the sentences again. Make each one more polite,

using çCould youé and çpleaseé the first one has been done for you.

§”¢Õ√âÕß∑’Ë„Àâ¡“‰¡à§àÕ¬ ÿ¿“æπ—° „Àâ∑à“π‡¢’¬π·µà≈–¢âÕ„À¡à„Àâ ÿ¿“æ¡“°¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬„™â§”«à“ Could you

·≈– please ¢âÕ∑’Ë  1 ‰¥â∑”„Àâ‡ªìπµ—«Õ¬à“ß·≈â«

1. çCall your dogé

    Could you call your dog please?

2. çMove your caré

3. çPost this letteré

4. çSee me in my officeé
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Exercise II
What would you say? Choose the best way of asking for directions to the different

places in a department store. Tick in the box.

∑à“π§«√æŸ¥«à“Õ¬à“ß‰√? ‡≈◊Õ°«‘∏’∑’Ë¥’∑’Ë ÿ¥„π°“√¢Õ§”·π–π”«‘∏’°“√´◊ÈÕ ‘Ëß¢Õß∑’Ë·µ°µà“ß°—π¿“¬„π

Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“ ‡™Á§ ✔  Àπâ“

1. the electrical department

 Can you tell me where the electrical department is, please?

 Do you know anything about the electrical department?

2. the hardware section

 How about the hardware section?

 Whereûs the hardware section, please?

3. Childrenûs shoes?

 Can you tell me where the childrenûs shoes are, please?

 I was wondering if you could possibly give me some information about the location

   of the childrenûs shoes.

4. Sheets and towels

 What about the sheet and towels?

 Where can I buy sheets and towel, please?

5. the chemistûs

 I donût know where the chemistûs is.

 Do you know where the chemistûs is, please?
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Exercise I
1. Could you call your dog please?

2. Could you move your car please?

3. Could you post this letter please?

4. Could you see me in my office?

Exercise II
1. Can you tell me where the electrical department is, please?

2. Whereûs the hardware section, please?

3. Can you tell me where the childrenûs shoes are, please?

4. Where can I buy sheets and towels, please?

5. Do you know where the chemistûs is, please?

‡©≈¬
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Across

1. Boats sail on the of the sea.

7. Very good indeed

8. I like that food. Please give me some

.

9. You need a special if you want

to enter some countries.

11.  It shows you who has made something

you buy.

12. Draw a circle. The line is (See

also picture)

Down

2. Not sure about something.

3. This glass is of water. (See also

picture.)

4. You learn about them in chemistry.

5. Allows.

6. In war, one country often

another one.

10. (see picture.)

12 ➙

3

➙

10

➙

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 3

Title : Crossword Puzzle

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ª√‘»π“Õ—°…√‰¢«â

1 2 3  4

5 6

7

8 9

10

 12

11

Crossword Puzzle
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1 2 3 4

5 6

7

8 9

10

 12

11

S U R F A C E

P

E

R

M

I

T

S

N U H A

X C E L L E N T

E L M T

O R E V I S A

R A D E M A R K

I L L S

E N D L E S S

T W C C

‡©≈¬
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The custom of drinking tea started in China. It was later

brought to Japan by merchants and educated people

who had visited China. It was thought that tea cleansed

the body, purified the mind and made thinking easier.

In Japan a separate house or a room in the main

house is set aside for the tea ceremony. The room often

has low doors so that the person must stoop to a

humble position to enter.

Every part of the tea ceremony, even the order in

which people enter, takes place in a certain way. Special

green tea is prepared. It is mixed, served and drunk

following strict rules. Simple pots and cups are used to

show that beauty can be found in simple objects. In

fact, the tea bowls are uneven in shape and often

show marks of the potterûs hands.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 4

Title : Drinking Tea

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : °“√¥◊Ë¡™“

Directions : Study the passage and then answer the questions.

§” —Ëß : ®ß»÷°…“∫∑Õà“π·≈â«µÕ∫§”∂“¡
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ
§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

custom (n.) ¢π∫∏√√¡‡π’¬¡

merchant (n.) æàÕ§â“

educated people §π¡’°“√»÷°…“

to market.... +.......clean (v.) ∑”„Àâ...... –Õ“¥

to make......+ (o) + purified (v.) ∑”„Àâ∫√‘ ÿ∑∏‘Ï

to take place (v.) ‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ

to prepare (v.) ª√ÿß√ 

to serve (v.) ‡ ‘√åø

strict (adj.) ‡¢â¡ß«¥

rules (n.) °Æ‡°≥±å, ¢âÕ∫—ß§—∫

humble position Õ¬Ÿà„π∑à“∑“ß∑’Ë ÿ¿“æ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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„∫ß“π

Directions : Complete the following sentences with the word from the passage.

§” —Ëß : ‡µ‘¡ª√–‚¬§„Àâ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å ‚¥¬„™â§”»—æ∑å®“°‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„Àâ

People usally think that the custom of drinking tea comes from (1)

but it is originated in .(2) It was brought to Japan by (3) who

visited China.  Tea was thought to make the body (4) and also was the

.(5) It made thinking easier. (6) in Japan have low doors so

that people must bend or (7) to enter. (8) takes place in a

certain way.  Special green tea is ,(9) served and drunk following rules that

are very .(10)
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1. Japan

2. China

3. merchant

4. clean

5. mind

6. Tea rooms

7. stoop

8. Tea ceremony

9. prepared

10. strict

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 5

Title : Every Familyûs Different

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : µà“ß§√Õ∫§√—«µà“ß·∫∫°—π

Directions : Read the following diary and do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“¢âÕ§«“¡∫—π∑÷° à«πµ—«µàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

privacy (n.) §«“¡‡ªìπ à«πµ—«

get angry ‚°√∏

crazy (adj.) ∫â“§≈—Ëß, °√–µ◊Õ√◊Õ√âπ‡À≈◊Õ‡°‘π

unfortunately (adv.) ‚™§‰¡à¥’

relative (n.) ≠“µ‘

of course ·πàπÕπ

advantage (n.) ¢âÕ¥’ (ª√–‚¬™πå)

disadvantage (n.) ¢âÕ‡ ’¬‡ª√’¬∫, ¢âÕ¥âÕ¬

space (n.) ∑’Ë«à“ß

mischievous (adj.) ÿ́°´π, °«π‚¡‚À, ∑’Ë‡ªìπÕ—πµ√“¬Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß

upset (v.) ®‘µ„®«ÿàπ«“¬, °—ß«≈

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
all  “¡“√∂µ“¡¥â«¬ mass noun À√◊Õ plural noun ‰¥â‡≈¬ ‡™àπ All flowers are

beautiful ·µàà all of ‰¡à “¡“√∂µ“¡¥â«¬ noun ∑—π∑’‰¥â ®–µâÕß¡’§”∫“ß§”π”Àπâ“ noun

π—Èπ°àÕπ

‰¥â·°à the/this/that/these/those/my/his/Annûs...etc ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√™’È‡©æ“– ‡™àπ All of

the people are Thai.

all of  “¡“√∂µ“¡¥â«¬ it/us/you/them

‡™àπ All of us like this music.
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Combine these three sentences into one sentence using noun clauses.

1. Iûm the youngest person in my family. Itûs a problem. Everyone always tells me what

to do.

A problem with being the youngest person in my family is (that) everyone always tells

me what to do.

2. I have my own room. Itûs the best thing. I can do whatever I want.

3. Iûm always late for family outings. Itûs a problem. My relatives get angry with me.

4. I have a family that loves to celebrate holidays. Itûs an advantage. We have a lot of

great parties.

5. Iûm the most mischievous person in my family. Itûs a bad thing. My parents get upset.
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2. The best thing of having my own room is that I can do whatever I want.

3. A problems with beings late for family outings is that my relatives get angry with me.

4. An advantage of having a family that love to celebrate holidays is that we have a

   lot of great parties.

5. A bad thing with being the most mischievous person in my family is that my parents

  get upset.

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 6

Title : Everything You Need to Know

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß :  ‘Ëß∑’Ë§ÿ≥®”‡ªìπµâÕß√Ÿâ

1. What are the names of the place and things below?

    ∂“π∑’Ë·≈– ‘Ëß¢Õß¢â“ß≈à“ßπ’È ‡√’¬°™◊ËÕ«à“Õ¬à“ß‰√?

1 2 3

4 5 6

2. When you first arrive in a new town or foreign country, you sometimes need to find

   the places or things above.

   ‡¡◊ËÕ§ÿ≥‰ªÕ¬Ÿà„π‡¡◊ÕßÕ◊Ëπ∑’Ë¬—ß‰¡à‡§¬Õ¬Ÿà°àÕπÀ√◊ÕÕ¬Ÿà„πµà“ßª√–‡∑» §ÿ≥®”‡ªìπµâÕß√Ÿâ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ ∂“π∑’Ë

   À√◊Õ ‘Ëß¢Õß ¥—ß√Ÿª¿“æ¢â“ßµâπ
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ
§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

post box (n.) µŸâ∑‘Èß®¥À¡“¬

a news agentûs (n.) √â“π¢“¬Àπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå

railway station (n.)  ∂“π’√∂‰ø

bus stop (n.) ªÑ“¬√∂‡¡≈å

a phone booth or

a phone box (n.) µŸâ‚∑√»—æ∑å “∏“√≥–

a bank (n.) ∏π“§“√

travellerûs cheques (n.) µ—Î«·≈°‡ß‘π

to change money (v.) ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π °ÿ≈‡ß‘πµ√“, ·≈°‡ß‘π

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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„∫ß“π

Directions : Fill in the blanks below with a verb from the box. (Some verbs can be used

  more than once.) Then match the phrases with the pictures in 1.

§” —Ëß : „Àâπ”§”°√‘¬“∑’Ë„Àâ‰«â„π™àÕß ’Ë‡À≈’Ë¬¡¡“‡µ‘¡„π™àÕß«à“ß¢Õß«≈’ ®“°¢âÕ a ∂÷ß j (§”°√‘¬“

  ∫“ß§” “¡“√∂π”¡“„™â‰¥â¡“°°«à“ 1 §√—Èß) ·≈â«®—∫§Ÿà«≈’¥—ß°≈à“«‡¢â“°—∫√Ÿª¿“æ„π¢âÕ 1

a to stamps

b. to your family

c. to letters

d. to money

e. to a newspaper

f. to a train

g. to travellerûs cheques

h. to friends

i. to a bus

j. to postcards

buy   change    post     send     phone  catch
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a. to buy stamps

b. to phone your family

c. to send, post letters

d. to change money

e. to buy a newspaper

f. to catch a train

g. to change travellerûs cheques

h. to phone friends

i. to catch a bus

j. to post, send postcards

‡©≈¬
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Mary Allen was my best friend - like the sister I never had. We did

everything together : piano lessons, movies, swimming, horseback riding.

When I was 13, my family moved away. Mary and I kept in

touch through letters, and we saw each other on special occasions-

like my wedding and Maryûs. Soon we were busy with children and

moving to new homes, and we wrote less often. One day a card that

I sent came back stamped çAddress Unknown.é I had no idea how to

find Mary.

Over the years, I thought of Mary often. I wanted to share stories

of my children and then grandchildren. And I needed to share my

sorrow when my brother and then mother died. There was an empty

place in my heart that only a friend like Mary could fill.

One day I was reading the newspaper when I noticed a photo

of a young woman who looked a lot like Mary and whose last name

was Wagman-Maryûs married name. çThere must be thousands of

Wagmans,é I thought, but I wrote to her anyway.

She called as soon as she got my letter. çMrs. Tobin!é she said

excitedly. çMary Allen Wagman is my mother.é Minutes later I heard a

voice that I recognized instantly, even after 40 years. We laughed and

cried and caught up on each otherûs lives.

Now the empty place in my heart is filled. And thereûs one thing

that Mary and I know for sure : We wonût lose each other again!

Friends Again Forever!

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 7

Title : Friends Again Forever!

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ‡æ◊ËÕπ·∑âπ‘√—π¥√å°“≈

Directions : Study the following article and do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“∫∑§«“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
1. °“√„™â There ........ ·≈– it .............

   „™â there ‡¡◊ËÕæŸ¥∂÷ß∫“ß ‘Ëß‡ªìπ§√—Èß·√°«à“¡—π¡’Õ¬Ÿà

   „™â It  ”À√—∫ ‘Ëß¢Õß,  ∂“π∑’Ë,  ∂“π°“√≥å œ≈œ ∑’Ë‡©æ“–‡®“–®ß ‡™àπ

   They live on a busy road. There must be a lot of noise from the traffic.

   They live on a busy main road. It must be very noisy.

2. Adverb clause of Time (¢Õ„Àâ¥Ÿ√“¬≈–‡Õ’¬¥‡æ‘Ë¡‡µ‘¡®“° “√–∑’Ë 2)

   √Ÿª·∫∫¢Õß Adverb clause of time §◊Õ §”‡™◊ËÕ¡∑’Ë„™â∫Õ°‡«≈“ + ª√–∏“π + °√‘¬“ + °√√¡

   ‡™àπ I need to share my sorrow when my brother and then mother died.

to move away ¬â“¬

to keep in touch through letter µ‘¥µàÕ‚¥¬ºà“π∑“ß®¥À¡“¬

to have no idea ‰¡à√Ÿâ

sorrow §«“¡‡»√â“‚»°

instantly Õ¬à“ß©—∫æ≈—π∑—π„¥

catch up on µ“¡∑—π

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

A. Read the article. Complete these sentences with information from the story about

Elinor, the woman who tells the story. (Some sentences can be completed in more

than one way.)

1. As a child, Elinor liked it when ..................

2. As a 13 - year - old, Elinor didnût like it when...................

3. Later, it upset Elinor when ........................

4. Elinor was excited when ..............................

5. Elinor was very happy when ............................

B. Do you have any friends that you have known almost all your life?
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A.

1. When she did everything with Mary.

2. When her family moved away.

3. When the card that she sent came back stamped çAddress Unknowné

4. When she heard Maryûs voice.

5. When she and Mary wonût lose each other again.

‡©≈¬
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  The world we live in

7. Global warming

has damaged plants

and wildlife.

8. Reduced rainfall is

creating bigger

and bigger deserts.

 The water we drink

1. Rivers full of dead

fish are supplying

our drinking water.

2. Additives, such as

chlorine, have

ruined the taste of

our drinking water.

  The food we eat

3. Traffic pollution

is contaminating

agricultural crops

such as fruits and

vegetables.

4. Agricultural sprays

have caused

mysterious new

illnesses.

The air we breathe

5. Factories are

burning extremely

dangerous

chemicals.

6. Smog has

endangered

peopleûs lives in

many large cities.

Join Save Our Planet Today

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 8

Title : Global Dangers

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ¡À—πµ¿—¬¢Õß‚≈°

Directions : Study the article and then complete the following passage by choosing the

  best words from the article.

§” —Ëß : ®ß»÷°…“∫∑§«“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«∑”¢âÕ§«“¡„Àâ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å‚¥¬°“√‡≈◊Õ°§”»—æ∑å∑’Ë¥’∑’Ë ÿ¥

  ®“°‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕß

Here are just some of the dangers
facing you and your children.
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article (n.) ∫∑§«“¡

dead fish (n.) ª≈“µ“¬

to supply (v.) ¡’‰«â‡æ◊ËÕ„™â, √Õß√—∫

drinking water (n.) πÈ”¥◊Ë¡

full of (adj.) ‡µÁ¡‰ª¥â«¬

additive (n.)  “√‡µ‘¡·µàß

to ruin (v.) ∑”„Àâ‡ ’¬, ∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡‡ ’¬À“¬

taste (n., v.) √ ™“µ‘

pollution (n.) ¡≈æ‘…

to contaminate (v.) ∑”„Àâ‡ ’¬

agricultural (adj.) ·Ààß°“√‡°…µ√

spray (n., v.) ©’¥, æàπ

to cause (v., n.) ‡ªìπ‡Àµÿ„Àâ, °àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥,  “‡Àµÿ

mysterious (adj.) ‡√âπ≈—∫

illnesses (n.) Õ“°“√‡®Á∫ªÉ«¬, ªÉ«¬,  sickness

to breathe (v.) À“¬„®

factory (n.) ‚√ßß“π

to burn (v.) ‡º“, ‰À¡â

extremely (adv.) Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß, Õ¬à“ß¡“° (extremely ‡ªìπ adverb

∑’Ë„™â¢¬“¬ adjective ∑’Ë¡’§«“¡À¡“¬‰ª„π∑“ß∑’Ë‰¡à¥’)

dangerous chemicals (n.)  “√‡§¡’∑’Ë‡ªìπÕ—πµ√“¬

smog (n.) À¡Õ°, §«—π

to endanger (v.) ∑”„Àâ‡ªìπÕ—πµ√“¬, °àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥Õ—πµ√“¬

life (lives) (n.) ™’«‘µ

global (adj.) ·Ààß‚≈°

warming √âÕπ

global warming (n.) °“√∑’Ë‚≈°√âÕπ¢÷Èπ

to damage (v., n.) ∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡‡ ’¬À“¬, ∑”≈“¬, §«“¡‡ ’¬À“¬

wildlife (n.)  —µ«åªÉ“

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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plant (n.) æ◊™

to reduce (v.) ∑”„Àâ≈¥≈ß

rainfall (n.) rain = Ωπµ°

to create (v.) ∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥,  √â“ß

desert (n.) ∑–‡≈∑√“¬

to face (v.) ‡º™‘≠Àπâ“

planet (n.) earth = ‚≈°

traffic (n.) °“√®√“®√

traffic pollution (n.) ¡≈æ‘…®“°°“√®√“®√

earth (n.) ‚≈°

area (n.) ∫√‘‡«≥

to affect (v.) ¡’º≈°√–∑∫µàÕ

weather (n.) ¥‘πøÑ“Õ“°“»

to emit (v.) ª≈àÕ¬ÕÕ°¡“

barren (adj.) ·Àâß·≈âß

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ
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Directions : Complete the following passage by the best word from the above passage.

§” —Ëß : ®ß‡µ‘¡‡π◊ÈÕ§«“¡„π‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕßµàÕ‰ªπ’È ‚¥¬„™â§”»—æ∑å®“°‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕß¢â“ßµâπ

The article is about the (1) which our planet is facing. They are the

dangers from the (2) we drink, the (3) we eat, the air we

(4) and the (5) we live in. Chlorine (6) the taste

of our drinking water. Traffic pollution and agricultural spray (7) crops and

cause (8) new illnesses that are unknown to doctors. Dangerous smog

that is emitted from (9) endanger our lives. Thus our earth is getting warmer

and warmer. (10) warming has ruined plants and animals. It also affected

world weather such as it (11) rainfall so the area of bigger (12)

or barren land are created.
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1. dangers.

2. water

3. food

4. breathe

5. world

6. ruins

7. contaminate

8. mysterious

9. factories

10. Global

11. reduced

12. desert

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 9

Title : Grenadaûs Capital City

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ‡¡◊ÕßÀ≈«ß¢Õß‡°√π“¥“

Directions : Study the following article and do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“∫∑§«“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

On Tuesday morning we arrived at the port of St. Georgeûs, Grenadaûs capital

city. Most people decided to join the excursion round the island, which included a visit

to a spice plantation and Caribûs Leap, the cliffs where, in the 17th  century, the last of

the Carib Indians are said to have jumped to their death rather then become slaves.

Some of the group, including myself, preferred to look around St.Georgeûs itself. We

spent a fascinating morning in the market where you could buy all kinds of local

product : fruit, spices, straw hats and rugs (popular as souvenirs) and a bewildering

variety of fish. For lunch, we ate crab soup and turtle steaks (both local specialities), and

drank rum punch, which was a bit strong for my taste. Later on, we went sightseeing :

we saw the cathedral, the 18th century Fort Rupert (now the headquarters of the

Grenada police force) and, surprisingly, a zoo, before rejoining the rest of the party for

an early evening barbecue on a sandy beach a few kilometers a long the coast. Then

a last stroll along the harbour, and back to the ship.
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a spice plantation „ à‡§√◊ËÕß‡∑» (‡™àπ æ√‘°‰∑¬, ¬’ËÀ√à“ œ≈œ)

to jump to death (v.) °√–‚¥¥ (®“°∑’Ë Ÿß) ≈ß¡“µ“¬ À√◊Õ°√–‚¥¥πÈ”µ“¬

to slave (v.) ∑“  (√—∫„™â)

to include (v.) √«¡∑—Èß

to look around (v.) ‡∑’Ë¬« ™¡ √Õ∫ Ê

straw hat (n.) À¡«° “π

rug (n.) æ√¡º◊π‡≈Á° Ê

crab soup ÿ́ªªŸ

turtle steak  ‡µÁ°‡π◊ÈÕ‡µà“

rum punch ‡À≈â“√—¡

strong („™â°—∫‡§√◊ËÕß¥◊Ë¡) √ ®—¥

cathedral (n.) ‚∫ ∂å ¡À“«‘À“√¢Õß™“«§√‘ µå

headquarter (n.) °Õß∫—≠™“°“√

fascinating morning ‡™â“«—π∑’ËÕ“°“» ¥„ 

police force police = µ”√«®

bewildering (adj.) πà“µ◊Ëπµ“ µ◊Ëπ„®

variety (n.) §«“¡À≈“°À≈“¬ (™π‘¥, ª√–‡¿∑)

barbecue (n.) Õ“À“√ªîôß ¬à“ß

local product º≈‘µ¿—≥±å„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ

stroll (n.) (°“√) ‡¥‘π‡≈àπ

harbour, harbor ∑à“‡√◊Õ

excursion (n.) °“√‡¥‘π∑“ß∑àÕß‡∑’Ë¬«∑’Ë„™â‡«≈“ —Èπ Ê

souvenir (n.) ¢Õß∑’Ë√–≈÷°

specialities (n.) Õ“À“√, º≈‘µ¿—≥±å œ≈œ

∑’Ë‡ªìπ¢Õßæ‘‡»…¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëππ—Èπ Ê

local (n.) ∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ

coast (n.) ™“¬Ωíòß∑–‡≈

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ
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Here is the part of an article. Fill the gap with words from the box.

Last Tuesday, we made an (1) to St.George, the (2)

city of Grenada. We visited many places such as the spice (3), the cliff

where the carib indian jumped to death rather than become (4). We ate

the (5) of the island : crab soup and (6) steak. We also

went (7) and tasted an evening. (8) on sandy beach. We

had a (9) along the beach or the (10)

µ—«‡≈◊Õ°

a. turtle

b. slaves

c. sightseeing

d. plantation

e. harbour

f. specialities

g. capital

h. excursion

i. stroll

j. barbecue
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1. excursion

2. capital

3. plantation

4. slaves

5. specialities

6. turtle

7. sightseeing

8. barbecue

9. stroll

10. harbour

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 10

Title : Home Schooling

‡√◊ËÕß : ‡√’¬π√ŸâÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë∫â“π

Directions : Study the passage and do the exercise

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“∫∑Õà“πµàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Home Schooling
All children in the United States have to receive an education, but the law does

not say they have to be educated at school. A number of parents prefer not to send

their children to school. Children who are educated at home are known as çhome-

schoolers.é There are about 300,000 home-schoolers in the United States today. Some

parents prefer teaching their children at home because they do not believe that public

schools teach the correct religious values ; others believe they can provide a better

educational experience for their children by teaching them at home. Interestingly, results

show that home-schooled children quite often do better than average on national tests

in reading and math.

David Guterson and his wife teach their three children at home. Guterson says

that his children learn very differently from children in school. Learning starts with the

childrenûs interests and questions. For example, when there is heavy snowfall on a winter

day, it may start a discussion or reading about climate, snow removal equipment,

Alaska, polar bears, and winter tourism. Or a spring evening when the family is out

watching the stars is a good time to ask questions about satellites and the space

program. If the Brazilian rain forests are on the TV news, it could be a perfect time to

talk about how rain forests influence the climate, how deserts are formed, and how the

polar ice caps affect ocean levels.

Home schooling is often more interesting than regular schools, but critics say that

home-schoolers are outsiders who might be uncomfortable mixing with other people in

adult life. Critics also say that most parents are not well qualified to teach their children.

However, most parents donût have the time or the desire to teach their children at

home, so schools will continue to be where most children get their formal education.
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

to receive (v.) ‰¥â√—∫

an education (n.) °“√»÷°…“

a law (n.) °ÆÀ¡“¬

to be educated ‰¥â√—∫°“√»÷°…“

public school (n.) ‚√ß‡√’¬π√—∞∫“≈

religious values (n.) §à“π‘¬¡∑“ß»“ π“

to provide (v.) ®—¥À“, „Àâ

experience (n.) ª√– ∫°“√≥å

home-schooled children ‡¥Á°∑’Ë‰¥â‡√’¬πÕ¬Ÿà°—∫∫â“π À√◊Õµ“¡Õ—∏¬“»—¬

average (n.) √–¥—∫ª“π°≈“ß

interest (v.) §«“¡ π„®

snow removal equipment ‡§√◊ËÕß°«“¥À‘¡–

a discussion (n.) °“√Õ¿‘ª√“¬

a polar bear (n.) À¡’¢—È«‚≈°

satellite (n.) ¥“«‡∑’¬¡

a space program (n.) ‚§√ß°“√Õ«°“»

a rain forest (n.) ªÉ“¥‘∫™◊Èπ

to influence (n.) ¡’Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈æÕ

desert (n.) ∑–‡≈∑√“¬

to affect (v.) ¡’º≈°√–∑∫µàÕ

ice caps (n.) ¿Ÿ‡¢“πÈ”·¢Áß

a critic (n.) π—°«‘®“√≥å

well - qualified ¡’§ÿ≥ ¡∫—µ‘¥’

desire (v.) (§«“¡) ª√“√∂π“

to continue (v.) ∑”/¥”‡π‘π°“√µàÕ‰ª

to get formal education ‰¥â√—∫°“√»÷°…“„π√–∫∫ª°µ‘ („π‚√ß‡√’¬π)

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å∑’Ëπà“ π„®

Noun clause
Noun clause §◊ÕÕπÿª√–‚¬§∑’Ë∑”Àπâ“∑’ËÕ¬à“ß§”π“¡ (§◊Õπ“¡“πÿª√–‚¬§) Noun clause

®–«“ß‰«â„πµ”·Àπàß„¥Ê ∑’Ë§”π“¡Õ¬Ÿà§◊Õ

1). Õ¬Ÿà„πµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π¢Õßª√–‚¬§ §” Noun clause π—Èπ∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπª√–∏“π ‡™àπ

What causes many parents deny sending their children to formal school. (What

causes many parents = Noun clause ∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπ subject)

2). Õ¬Ÿà„πµ”·Àπàß°√√¡¢Õßª√–‚¬§ ‚¥¬‡ªìπ°√√¡¢Õß§”°√‘¬“ (object of verb) À√◊Õ°√√¡¢Õß

§”∫ÿæ∫∑ (object of preposition) ‡™àπ

- Critics says that home-schooler are outsiders.

- The law does not say (that) they have to be educated at school.

- They do not believe (that) public schools teach the correct religious values.

- It could be a perfect time to talk about

  how rain forests influence the climate, (how  = Noun clause 1)

  how deserts are formed, and how the (how  = Noun clause 2)

  polar ice caps affect ocean levels.  (polar = Noun clause 3)

„πª√–‚¬§π’È¡’ Noun clause 3 clause  —ß‡°µ‰¥â®“°§”π”Àπâ“ how.........., how ..............

and how .............. „πª√–‚¬§‡¥’¬«°—πÕ“®¡’ Noun clause ¡“°°«à“ 1 clause ‰¥â ·≈–„π

ª√–‚¬§π’È Noun clause ∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπ°√√¡¢Õß§”∫ÿæ∫∑ about (object of preposition).
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·∫∫·ºπ¢Õß Noun clause

Noun clause  —ß‡°µ‰¥â®“°

1. µ”·Àπàß¢Õß clause π—ÈπÊ ¿“¬„πª√–‚¬§ clause „¥Ê ∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà„πµ”·Àπàß¢Õß§”π“¡‰¥â‡√’¬°«à“

   ‡ªìπ Noun clause

2. §”‡™◊ËÕ¡∑’Ëπ”Àπâ“ Noun clause

Noun clause ¡’§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’Èπ”Àπâ“ §◊Õ

- that

- if À√◊Õ whether...........(or not)

- Question word (QW.) ∑ÿ°µ—«

‚¥¬ Noun clause ∑’Ë„™â§”‡™◊ËÕ¡µàÕ‰ªπ’Èπ”Àπâ“‡ªìπ Noun clause ∑’Ë‡ªìπ Indirect question

À√◊Õ‡√’¬°«à“ Reported question

¢âÕ —ß‡°µ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ Noun clause

1. Noun clause ∑ÿ° Noun µâÕß “¡“√∂ µÕ∫§”∂“¡ What ‰¥â

2. „π Noun clause Õ“®¡’ adjective clause À√◊Õ adverb clause ´âÕπÕ¬Ÿà‰¥â ‡™àπ

Critic also say that home-schoolers are outsders who might be uncomfortable mixing

with other people in adult life.

Noun clause Adjective clause
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Activity 1 Noun clause
Underline the Noun clause of the following sentence and then indicate of

function. Write in the space with S if the Noun clause is the subject and O if it is the

object.

1. I think you will have and active social life.

2. Iûd really like to know why some people are always getting in fights.

3. Then he discovered that the engine needs expensive repairs.

4. Do you know whether there is a warranty for this car or not?

5. How desserts are formed is still mysterious.

6. Can others guess what the topic sentence is?

7. Do you think the suggestion in this article are helpful?

8. We donût mind what the price of this book is.

9. He asked me if could be his assistant.

10. What causes the global warming is the topic of our program.
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‡©≈¬

 1. You will have an active social life.

 2. Why some people are always getting in fights?

 3. That the engine needs expensive repairs.

 4. Whether there is a warranty for this car or not.

 5. How desserts are formed?

 6. What the topic sentence is?

 7. The suggestion in this article are helpful.

 8. What the price of the book is?

 9. If I could be his assistant.

10. What causes the global warming?

o
o
o

o
s

o
o

o
o

s
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„∫ß“π

Directions : Write T if the statements are true and  F if they are false.

§” —Ëß : ‡¢’¬π T «à“¢âÕ§«“¡π—Èπ‡ªìπ®√‘ß ·≈– F «à“¢âÕ§«“¡π—Èπ‡ªìπ‡∑Á®

1. Home-schoolers are parents who prefer teaching their children at home.

2. Children who are taught at home can do a national test less than

  school children.

3. The Gutersons are one of the families who teach their own children at

  home.

4. Home schooling is more effective than regular schooling.

5. There is some argument about home schooling.

6. The Gutersons are the example of a family who prefer not to send their

  children to school.

7. The qualification of parents is one of the arguments that critics argue.

8. In the future, if is certain that formal education will be replaced by

  home schooling.

9. The second paragraph is the example of a home schooling family.

10. The American law says all American children have to educate at

   school.
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1. = T

2. = F

3. = T

4. = F

5. = T

6. = T

7. = T

8. = F

9. = T

10. = F

‡©≈¬
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Beautiful country house. Very quiet. Only
twenty minutes from Heathrow airport.
Four double bedrooms, large kitchen and
living-room, dining-room, study, three bath-
rooms, garage, lovely garden.

Low price for quick sale.

A g a r a g e  D l_ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ G b _ _ _ _ _

B g _ _ _ _ _   E b _ _ _ _ _ _ H s _ _ _ _

C k _ _ _ _ _ _  F  d _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 11

Title : House for Sale

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ª√–°“»¢“¬∫â“π

Directions : Read the advertisement and then do the exercise.

  Õà“π‚¶…≥“µàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

House for Sale

Better Homes
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

Grammar Focus (®ÿ¥‡πâπ‰«¬“°√≥å)
‚¶…≥“¥—ß°≈à“«‡ªìπ°“√ª√–°“»¢“¬∫â“π ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë

‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ„πªí®®ÿ∫—π®÷ß„™â√Ÿªª√–‚¬§ ‡ªìπ Present Simple Tense.

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬

garage (n.) ‚√ß√∂

garden (n.)  «π¥Õ°‰¡â

kitchen (n.) ÀâÕß§√—«

living room (n.) ÀâÕßπ—Ëß‡≈àπ

bedroom (n.) ÀâÕßπÕπ

dining room (n.) ÀâÕß√—∫ª√–∑“πÕ“À“√

bedroom (n.) ÀâÕßπÕπ

study room (n.) ÀâÕßÕà“πÀπ—ß ◊Õ
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A garage

B garden

C kitchen

D living room

E bedroom

F dining room

G bathroom

H study room

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 12

Title : Siblings

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : §«“¡‡ªìπæ’ËπâÕß

Directions : Study the following article and do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“∫∑§«“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

SIBLINGS
WHEN WE ARE CHILDREN, our sibling-that is, our brothers and sisters - are our first

friends and first enemies. At the end of life, they are often our oldest friends and oldest

enemies. The effect of sibling relationships in childhood can last a lifetime. Many experts

say that the relationship among brothers and sisters explains a great deal about family

life, especially today when brothers and sisters often spend more time with one another

than with their parents.

Studies have shown that sibling relationships between sister-sister pairs and brother-

brother pairs are different. Sister pairs are the closest. Brothers are the most competitive.

Sisters are usually more supportive of each other. They are more talkative, frank and

better at expressing themselves and sharing their feelings. On the other hand, brothers

are usually more competitive with each other.

Experts agree that the relationship among siblings is influenced by many factors.

For example, studies have shown that both brothers and sisters become more competitive

and aggressive when their parents treat them even a little bit differently from one

another. But parental treatment is not the only factor. Genetics, gender, life events,

people, and experiences outside the family all shape the lives of siblings. Recently, one

researcher demonstrated another factor in sibling relationships. It was discovered that

children dislike watching their siblings fight. In fact, they respond to arguments by taking

sides supporting one sibling and punishing the other.
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childhood (n.) «—¬‡¥Á°, §«“¡‡ªìπ‡¥Á°

take side ‡¢â“¢â“ß

a great deal ®”π«π¡“°

sibling (n.) §«“¡‡ªìπæ’ËπâÕß

one another §πÕ◊ËπÊ

treatment (n.) °“√ªØ‘∫—µ‘

each other ÷́Ëß°—π·≈–°—π

parental (n.) ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫æàÕ·¡à

talkative (adj.) ™à“ßæŸ¥, æŸ¥¡“°

frank (adj.) ‡ªî¥‡º¬, µ√ß‰ªµ√ß¡“„π°“√· ¥ßÕÕ°

in fact (n.) Õ—π∑’Ë®√‘ß, ¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß

influence (n.) ¡’Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈µàÕ

gender (n.) ‡æ»

last (adj.) §ß∑π, §ß¡’Õ¬Ÿà, ‡æ’¬ßæÕ

On the other hand „πÕ’°¥â“πÀπ÷Ëß

aggressive (adj.) °â“«√â“«

competitive (adj.) ∑’Ë·¢àß¢—π°—π

life event ‡Àµÿ°“√≥å„π™’«‘µ

a little bit ‡≈Á°πâÕ¬

genetic (adj.) ´÷Ëß‡°’Ë¬«‡π◊ËÕß°—∫æ—π∏ÿ°√√¡

recently (adv.) ‡√Á« Ê π’È

researcher (n.) π—°«‘®—¬

to demonstrate (v.)  “∏‘µ

discover (v.) §âπæ∫

main idea ®—∫„®§«“¡ ”§—≠

argument (n.) ¢âÕ‚µâ·¬âß

get along better ‰ª°—π‰¥â¥’

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
°√‘¬“∑’Ëµ“¡À≈—ß dislike ®–µâÕß‡ªìπ°√‘¬“∑’Ë‡µ‘¡ ing °≈ÿà¡°√‘¬“‡™àπ dislike ‰¥â·°à

enjoy, mind ·≈– canût stand.
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

A. Answer the following questions.

1. What is the main idea of the first paragraph?

a.  Siblings are our oldest friends in life.

b.  Some siblings have good relationships, but other siblings have bad relationships.

c.  Sibling relationships are among the most important relationships in life.

2. What is the main idea of the second  paragraph?

a.  Sisters get along better with their sisters than with their brothers.

b.  Females and males generally have different sibling relationships.

c.  Siblings spend a lot of time together because they have to.

3. What is the main idea of the third paragraph?

a.  There are many causes of good and bad sibling relationships.

b.  Research has shown that siblings hate to fight.

c.  Siblings often support or punish one of their brothers or sisters in an argument.
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B. How many of these statements are true? Check true (T) or false (F).

Then rewrite the false statements to make them true.

T F

1. Sister-brother pairs are the most competitive.

2. When parents treat each child a little differently,

   the children get along better.

3. Parental treatment is not the only factor that influences

   sibling relationships.

4. Children avoid arguments that their siblings have
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A.

1. = c

2. = b

3. = a

B.

1. F ·°â‡ªìπ Brother-brother pair

2. F ·°â‡ªìπ When parents treat each child a little differently, the children

become more competitive an aggressive.

3. T

4. F ·°â‡ªìπ children respond to argument by taking sides-supporting one sibling

 and punishing the other.

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 13

Title : Offering Help and Advice

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : °“√‡ πÕ§«“¡™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ·≈–¢âÕ·π–π”

Directions : Read the conversation below.
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Mrs Johnson : Yes, we really are enjoying our stay. Itûs a lovely city.

Hall porter : Good. Itûs the best time of year here.

  What have you planned for today, Mrs Johnson?

Mrs J : We thought weûd visit the modern art exhibition at the art gallery.

  Have you heard anything about it?

Hall P : I believe itûs very good. They have exhibits there from all over the world.

 You ought to visit the permanent exhibition, too. They have some wonderful

 old masters there.

Mrs Wheeler : Excuse me. Can you help me? My husband has just fallen on the steps

 outside the hotel. I think he may have broken something.

Hall P : Oh, dear. Weûd better call a doctor - could you do that, Jim?

Receptionist   : Iûll do it right away.

Hall P : Iûll help you to bring him in, Mrs Wheeler.

Hall P : Weûll have you comfortable in just a moment, Mr Wheeler. There you

  are...............

Mr Wheeler : Thank you. Iûm all right. I donût need a doctor.

Mrs W : Now, Bruce, donût be silly. That wound may need dressing. I think you

  should see a doctor.

Recep : Well, Iûll give you a couple of aspirin and then Iûll call the emergency

 dentist for you.

Woman : Yes, will you do that? Thanks.
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gallery (n.) ÀâÕß¿“æ, ÀâÕß· ¥ß»‘≈ª«—µ∂ÿ

ought to §«√ = should, had better

exhibition (n.) π‘∑√√»°“√ ¬àÕ¡“®“° a master piece

º≈ß“π™‘Èπ‡Õ°

wonderful (adj.) πà“Õ—»®√√¬å„®, ¬Õ¥‡¬’Ë¬¡

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬

‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å

Ought to

 “¡“√∂„™â·∑π should ‰¥â ÷́Ëß·ª≈«à“ ç§«√é ‚¥¬ ought to ®–µâÕßµ“¡¥â«¬ V. ™àÕß∑’Ë 1

‡ ¡Õ ‡™àπ Do you think I ought to supply for this job?

Had better

¡’§«“¡À¡“¬‡À¡◊Õπ should ‡ªìπ°“√·π–π”«à“„Àâ∑” ‘Ëßπ’È  ‘Ëßπ—Èπ®–¥’°«à“ ‚¥¬ had better

®–µ“¡¥â«¬ infinitive without to ·≈– had „π had better ®–‰¡à¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π√Ÿª

‡™àπ Youûd better be on line.

need  “¡“√∂„™â‰¥â 2 ·∫∫ §◊Õ

need+to V. ™àÕß∑’Ë 1 ´÷Ëß∫Õ°∂÷ß§«“¡®”‡ªìπ∑’Ë®–µâÕß∑”...‚¥¬

ª√–∏“π¢Õßª√–‚¬§®–µâÕß‡ªìπ∫ÿ§§≈ (‰¡à„™à —µ«åÀ√◊Õ ‘Ëß¢Õß)

‡™àπ I need to take more exercise.

need+V. ing „™â°—∫ ‘Ëß¢Õß∑’Ë®”‡ªìπµâÕß∂Ÿ°°√–∑”

‡™àπ The batteries in the radio need changing.
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

„Àâ‡√’¬ß≈”¥—∫√Ÿª¿“æµ“¡‡Àµÿ°“√≥å„π∫∑ π∑π“‚¥¬„ àÀ¡“¬‡≈¢„π·µà≈–¿“æ

(Number the picture in events order)

1. =

2. =

3. =

4. =

5. =

6. =
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¿“æ∑’Ë

1. = 4

2. = 6

3. = 2

4. = 1

5. = 3

6. = 5

‡©≈¬
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Edinburgh Castle
Open April - September every day 9.30 a.m - 6.00 p.m.

Cafés and bars :

Assembly Café :

open 10.00 a.m. - p.m.

for breakfast and lunch

Pleasance Jazz Club :

open  p.m. - 03.00 a.m.

Main Theatre Bar :

open  p.m. - 04.00 a.m.

Opening and closing times in Scotland

Open Close

Banks 09.15 4.45

Post offices 09.00  (Monday - Friday)

13.00 (Saturdays)

Shops 09.00  or 

INTERCITY London - Edinburgh

Kingûs Cross Edinburgh

Depart Arrive

06.00 10.50

08.00 13.30

10.00 15.25

Festival Guide : August 9th

Theatre : Waiting for Godot by Samuel

  Beckett The Festival Club

  3.45 p.m.-5.00 p.m., £6.00

Music : John Renbourn in Concert

  Acoustic Music Centre

  a.m. - 12.00 p.m., £6.00

Cinema : La Dolce Vita (Fellini)

  Film House

  8.00 p.m. -  p.m., £5.50

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 14

Title : The Edinburgh Festival

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ß“π‡∑»°“≈¢Õß‡¡◊Õß‡Õ¥‘π‡∫Õ√å°

Directions : Study the advertisement about The Edinburgh Festival and then ask and

  answer with  your partner.

§” —Ëß : „ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬πÕà“π‚¶…≥“‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ß“π‡∑»°“≈¢Õß‡¡◊Õß‡Õ¥‘π‡∫Õ√å° ·≈â«®—∫§Ÿà°—∫‡æ◊ËÕπµÕ∫

  §”∂“¡‚¥¬°“√ π∑π“

The Edinburgh Festival

The Edinburgh Festival is the largest arts festival

in the world.  It starts on the second Sunday

in August and finishes three weeks later.
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

festival (n.) ß“π©≈Õß

largest (adj.) ¬‘Ëß„À≠à∑’Ë ÿ¥

castle (n.) ª√“ “∑

April (n.) ‡¥◊Õπ‡¡…“¬π

September (n.) ‡¥◊Õπ°—π¬“¬π

theatre (n.) ‚√ß¡À√ æ

music (n.) ¥πµ√’

   cinema (n.) ‚√ß¿“æ¬πµ√å

café (n.) √â“π°“·ø

bank (n.) ∏π“§“√

post office (n.) ∑’Ë∑”°“√‰ª√…≥’¬å

shop (n.) √â“π¢“¬¢Õß

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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„∫ß“π

Ask and answer.
1. A. What time does the first train leave London?

   B. It leaves at six oûclock.

2. A. What time does it arrive in Edinburgh?

   B. It arrives

3. A. What time does the castle open?

   B.

4. A. What time does Waiting for Godot start?

   B.

5. A. What time does it finish?

   B.

6. A. What time do the banks open?

   B. They open 

7. A. What time do they close?

   B. They
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1. It leaves at six oûclock.

2. It arrives at ten-fifty oûclock.

3. The castle opens on April - September everyday 9.30 a.m. - 6.00 p.m.

4. Godot starts at 3.45 p.m.

5. It finishes at 5.00 p.m.

6. They open at 09.15 a.m.

7. They close at 4.45 p.m.

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 15

Title : Tell Us About Your Job

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ‡≈à“‡√◊ËÕßß“π¢Õß§ÿ≥„Àâ‡√“øíß∫â“ß

Directions : Read the interviews and then write the correct job title above each

  interview.

§” —Ëß : „ÀâÕà“π∫∑ —¡¿“…≥åµàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«‡¢’¬π™◊ËÕß“π∑’Ë∂Ÿ°µâÕß∫π∫∑ —¡¿“…≥å·µà≈–¢âÕ

 freelance artist  graphic designer    housepainter

musician orchestra conductor self-employed builder
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

to earn (v.) ∑”ß“π‡≈’È¬ß™’æ

to suppose (v.) ‡¢â“„®«à“

to employ (v.) «à“®â“ß

regular (adv.) µ“¡ª°µ‘

to construct (v.) °àÕ √â“ß

site (n.) ∑’Ë¥‘πª≈Ÿ°∫â“π

pretty (v.)  «¬ß“¡

weekend (n.) «—πÀ¬ÿ¥ ÿ¥ —ª¥“Àå

to phone (v.) ‚∑√»—æ∑å

job (n.) ß“π

paperwork (n.) º—ß°“√∑”ß“π

never seem to end (idiom) ‰¡à¡’∑’Ë ‘Èπ ÿ¥

impossible (v.) ‡ªìπ‰ª‰¡à‰¥â

musician (n.) π—°¥πµ√’

talent (adj.) §«“¡ “¡“√∂æ‘‡»…

to travel (v.) ‡¥‘π∑“ß

to challenge (v.) ∑â“∑“¬

to bother (v.) √∫°«π

moody (v.) Àßÿ¥Àß‘¥, ‰¡àæÕ„®

to affect (v.) º≈°√–∑∫

less (adv.) πâÕ¬

demand (n.) §«“¡µâÕß°“√

to spend (v.) „™â®à“¬

to finish (v.)  ”‡√Á®≈ÿ≈à«ß

wallpaper (n.) °√–¥“…∫ÿΩ“ºπ—ß

absolutely (adv.) Õ¬à“ß·πàπÕπ

horible color (adj.)  ’¡◊¥∑÷∫

responsible (n.) §«“¡√—∫º‘¥™Õ∫

client (n.) ≈Ÿ°§â“

paint (v.) √–∫“¬ ’

expensive (adv.) ·æß

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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Grammar Focus
1. I work just as hard as they do. ‡ªìπª√–‚¬§ Simple Tense ∑’Ë¡’ Adverb Clause

§◊Õ Clause ∑’Ë∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë¢¬“¬Õ“°“√ (Adverb Clause of Manner ∫àß∫Õ°«à“ ç©—π

∑”ß“πÀπ—°¡“°°«à“‡¢“é ‚¥¬ —ß‡°µ§”«à“ as hard as.

2. Usually, the rooms look great when Iûve finished mywork.

‡ªìπª√–‚¬§ Present Perfect Tense ‡π◊ËÕß®“°‡ªìπ‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë‡æ‘Ëß®∫≈ß„À¡àÊ À√◊Õ

·¡â®–®∫π“π·≈â« ·µà¬—ß¡’º≈ΩíßÕ¬Ÿà„π„®ºŸâæŸ¥

3. It would be impossible for me to do my job on my own. ‡ªìπª√–‚¬§ Future

Simple Tense ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ°“√§“¥§–‡π«à“‰¡àπà“®–‡ªìπ‰ª‰¥â∑’Ë©—π®–∑”ß“π‰¥â‚¥¬≈”æ—ß

§π‡¥’¬«
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1.

all my friend seem to earn more than I do.

I suppose itûs easier if youûre empolyed in a

regular 9 to 5 job. I work on peopleûs house

and manage construction sites all day. I stay

pretty fit doing that. Then in the evening

and on weekends, I have to make phone

calls about jobs and do paperwork. It never

seems to end!

2. 

It would be impossible for me to do my job

on my own. The musician I work with are

extremely talented, and they rely on  me to

make sure they sound as good as possible.

We often work evenings and weekends, and

travel a lot. Working with a large number of

other people can be challenging and it really

bothers me if someone is moody because it

effects everyone else.
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3 .

My friends say my work is less demanding

than theirs, but I think I work just as hard

as they do. I spend a lot of time alone

because my job canût begin until all the

construction work is completed. Usually, the

rooms look great when Iûve finished my

work. Sometimes, though customer choose

really ugly wallpaper and absolutely horible

colors, but I have to do what they want.

4.

Working for yourself is hard  because you

are responsible for everything. If no one

calls you and asks you to work for them,

you have to go out and look for work.

Luckily, I now have some regular clients. I

paint pictures for some expensive hotels.

Right now, Iûm doing some picture for the

rooms of a new hotel in Hawaii.
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1. self-employed builder

2. orchestra conductor

3. housepainter

4. freelance artist

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 16

Title : The Truth About Lying

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : §«“¡®√‘ß∑’ËµâÕß‚°À°

Directions : Read the passage then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : „ÀâÕà“π¢âÕ§«“¡·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Do you ever give excuses that are not really true? When and why?

It seems that everybody tells lies - well, not big lies, but what we call

çwhite lies.é The only real questions are about when we lie and who

we tell lies to. A recent study found that in conversation people

frequently stretch the truth. Here are some ways they do it.
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1. Lying to hide something :

People often lie because they want to hide

something from someone. For example, a

son doesnût tell his parents that he is dating

a girl because he doesnût think they will like

her. Instead, he says he is going out with

the guys.

2. Giving false excuses :

Sometimes people lie because they donût

want to do something. For example, someone

invites you to a party. You think it will be

boring so you say that you are busy and

canût come.

3. Lying to make someone feel good :

Often we stretch the truth to make someone

feel good. For example, your friend cooks

dinner for you, but it tastes terrible. Do you

say so? No! You probably say, çMmm, this is

delicious!é

4. Lying to hide bad news :

Other times we donût want to tell someone

bad news. For example, you have just had

a very bad day at work, but you donût

want to talk about it. So, if someone asks

about your day, you just say everyting was

fine.
Telling white lies isnût really all bad. Most

of the time people do it because they want

to protect a friendship.
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

white lie °“√‚°À°∑’Ë‡ªìπ‡∑Á®‡≈Á°πâÕ¬

terrible (adj.) √â“¬·√ß

frequently (adv.) ∫àÕ¬Ê

delicious (adj.) Õ√àÕ¬

stretch (v.) ¬÷¥

friendship (n.) ¡‘µ√¿“æ

excuse (n.) ¢âÕ·°âµ—«

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
°√‘¬“∑’Ëµ“¡À≈—ß seem ‡√“®–„™â°√‘¬“∑’Ë¡’ to (infinitive) ‡™àπ‡¥’¬«°—∫°≈ÿà¡§”‡À≈à“π’È offer,

agree, refuse, decide, plan, arrange, hope, aim, learn, deserve, afford, forget,

attempt, manage, fail, promise, threaten ‡™àπ They seem to have plenty of money.
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
Look at these situations. Are they examples of 1, 2, 3 or 4? More than one answer is

possible.

a) You borrowed a friendûs motorcycle and scratched it. You are having it painted.

   The friend wants the motorcycle back. You say the engine didnût sound right and

   you are having it checked.

b) Your friend gives you an ugly vase for your birthday. You say, çOh! Itûs beautiful!é

c) Someone you donût like invites you to a movie, so you say, çIûve already seen it.é

d) Youûre planning a surprise party for a friend.

    To get her to come over at the right time, you ask her to stop by to see your new

   video player.
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a. 4

b. 3

c. 2

d. 1

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 17

Title : Weather Forecast

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : æ¬“°√≥åÕ“°“»

Directions : Read the passage and then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : Õà“π∫∑Õà“π·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Weather forecasts
North : Morning fog and dense fog in some places : cold in the upper part, min

  temp. 13 - 15 c. Northerly winds 10 - 25 kph.

Northeast : Morning fog and light fog in some places : cold in the upper part, min

  temp. 15 - 17 c. Elsewhere : cool Northeasterly winds 10 - 30 kph.

Central : Cool and morning light fog. Northeasterly winds 20 - 40 kph.

East/Coast : Cool and morning light fog. Northeasterly winds 20 - 40 kph. Moderate

  seas occasionally rough off - shore. Wave height about 2 meters.

Southeast : Very cloudy with almost widespread thundershowers and isolated

  heavy fall.

Southwest : Cloudy with scattered thundershowers and isolated light falls in the

  lower part. Northeasterly winds 15 - 30 kph. Slight seas, moderate offshore.

  Wave height 1 - 2 meters.

Bangkok : Cool with light morning fog. Northeasterly winds 15 - 35 kph. Min temp. 3°C.
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

North (n.) ¿“§‡Àπ◊Õ

Northeast (n.) ¿“§µ–«—πÕÕ°‡©’¬ß‡Àπ◊Õ

Central (n.) ¿“§°≈“ß

East / Coast (n.) ™“¬Ωíòß¿“§µ–«—πÕÕ°

Southeast (n.) ¿“§µ–«—πÕÕ°‡©’¬ß„µâ

Southwest (n.) ¿“§µ–«—πµ°‡©’¬ß„µâ

Bangkok (n.) °√ÿß‡∑æ¡À“π§√

fog (n.) À¡Õ°

dense (density) (adj.) Àπ“·πàπ

cold (adj.) ‡¬Áπ

upper part  à«π∫π

min (minimum) (n, adj.) µË” ÿ¥

temp. (temperature) (n.) Õÿ≥À¿Ÿ¡‘

kph. (kilometre per hour) Àπà«¬«—¥§«“¡·√ß¢Õß≈¡

light fog À¡Õ°‡®◊Õ®“ß

elsewhere (adv.) ∑’ËÕ◊ËπÊ

wind (n.) ≈¡

moderate sea §≈◊Ëπ≈¡Õ¬Ÿà„π√–¥—∫ª“π°≈“ß

occasionally rough off shore ∫“ß‚Õ°“ æ—¥ÕÕ°®“°™“¬Ωíòß

wave (v.) §≈◊Ëπ

very cloudy ‡¡¶¡“°

widespread (adj.) ·ºà¢¬“¬

thundershower and isolated

heavy fall ΩπøÑ“§–πÕß µ°Àπ—°‡ªìπÀ¬àÕ¡Ê

cloudy with scattered

thundershowers °≈ÿà¡‡¡¶æ—¥≈Õ¬°√–®—¥°√–®“¬

light fall Ωπµ°‡∫“∫“ß

slight seas moderate offshore §≈◊Ëπ∑–‡≈æ—¥ÕÕ° Ÿà™“¬Ωíòß√–¥—∫ª“π°≈“ß

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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Exercise
1. Where will it be the coldest?

a. north b. Bangkok

c. central d. The report doesnût say.

2. Which direction will most wind be coming from today?

a. northeast b. southeast

c. south d. north

3. Where will waves probably be the highest?

a. east / coast b. southwest

c. southeast d. Bangkok

4. Where wonût it be foggy?

a. Bangkok b. northeast

c. north d. southeast

5. Where is the warmest minimum temperature?

a. northeast b. southeast

c. north d. Bangkok

6. In which area will it rain the heaviest?

a. east / coast b. Bangkok

c. southeast d. southwest

7. Whatûs the best meaning for çoff - shoreé?

a. strong b. inland

c. on the beach d. out to sea

8. çIsolatedé thundershower means. .......

a. occasional b. everywhere

c. very heavy d. not everywhere

9. Which of the following indicates the measurement of wind speed?

a. kph. b. F

c. C d. metres.

10. Where will the thickest fog be?

a. north b. central

c. southwest d. northeast
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1. a

2. a

3. a

4. d

5. a

6. d

7. d

8. d

9. a

10. a

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 18

Room service Snacks and drinks can
be ordered from Room Service. Dial 5.
Tea and coffee There are tea-and
coffee-making facilities in all our rooms.
Night porter The night porter is on duty
between 22.00 and 07.00.
Car parking There is a car park at the rear
of the hotel.
Shoe-cleaning service Shoes should be left
outside your room before midnight.
Laundry A-same-day laundry service is available.
Please contact reception.
Doctor In an emergency dial 0 and ask reception
to call the doctor.
Theatre tickets For our theatre booking service,
please contact reception.
Car hire For car hire, please contact reception.
Valuables Please deposit your valuables in the
safe in the managerûs office.
Cashier The cashier can cash cheques and
exchange foreign currency and your travellerûs
cheques.

FIRE INSTRUCTIONS Please read the Fire Notice
on display in your room.

Welcome to the

Mayfair Hotel

Title : Welcome to the Mayfair Hotel

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ¢ÕµâÕπ√—∫‡¢â“ Ÿà‚√ß·√¡‡¡¬å·ø√å

Directions : Study the following text and do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“∫∑Õà“πµàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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Room service ∫√‘°“√µ“¡ÀâÕßæ—°

snacks (n.) Õ“À“√«à“ß

drinks (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕß¥◊Ë¡

dial 5 ‚∑√œ ‰ª∑’ËÀ¡“¬‡≈¢ 5

to be on duty Õ¬Ÿà√–À«à“ßªØ‘∫—µ‘Àπâ“∑’Ë

a car park ∑’Ë®Õ¥√∂

a same - day ¿“¬„π«—π‡¥’¬«°—π

a same - day laundry service ∫√‘°“√´—°√’¥ ‡ √Á®¿“¬„π«—π‡¥’¬«

emergency (n.) °√≥’©ÿ°‡©‘π

booking service ∫√‘°“√®Õß (ÀâÕßæ—°)

car hire ∫√‘°“√√∂‡™à“

night porter ∫√‘°“√æπ—°ß“π¢π°√–‡ªÜ“ ™à«ß‡«≈“°≈“ß§◊π

to cash cheques π”‡™Á§‰ª‡∫‘°‡ß‘π

to deposit (v.) Ω“°

valuables (adj.) ∑√—æ¬å ‘π∑’Ë¡’§à“

a safe (n.) µŸâπ‘√¿—¬

to exchange currency ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π °ÿ≈‡ß‘π

at the rear of ∫√‘‡«≥¥â“πÀ≈—ß

to contact (v.) µ‘¥µàÕ

a cashier (n.) æπ—°ß“π√—∫ - ®à“¬ ‡ß‘π

tea - and - coffee -

making facilities ∫√‘°“√™ß‡§√◊ËÕß¥◊Ë¡ ™“ - °“·ø

fire notice ª√–°“»·®âß‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°√≥’‡°‘¥‡Àµÿ‡æ≈‘ß‰À¡â

on display µ‘¥ª√–°“»·®âß„Àâ∑√“∫

to be available ¡’‰«â∫√‘°“√·≈â«, ¡’·≈â«

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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Directions : Write T if the following statements are true and write F if they are false.

§” —Ëß : ®ß‡¢’¬π T ∂â“ª√–‚¬§µàÕ‰ªπ’È‡ªìπ®√‘ß ·≈–‡¢’¬π F ∂â“ª√–‚¬§π—Èπ‰¡à‡ªìπ®√‘ßµ“¡

  ‡π◊ÈÕ§«“¡„π∫∑Õà“π

 1. In case of an emergency, you dial 0 or 5.

 2. If you want to keep your valuables, you can contact the reception.

 3. At Mayfair hotel, you can have your clothes washed within the same day.

 4. There is an auto service for free.

 5. At Mayfair hotel, you donût have to clean your own shoes.

 6. At Mayfair, snacks and drinks can be served at your own room.

 7. You can exchange foreign currency at Mayfair.

 8. There is a fire notice in each room.

 9. There is a health club and a theatre in Mayfair.

 10. You can call a doctor by dialling 0.
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1. F

2. F

3. T

4. F

5. T

6. T

7. T

8. T

9. F (There is only a theatre)

10. T

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 19

Title : What and Where?

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : Õ–‰√ ·≈–Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ë‰Àπ?

Directions : Study the following passage and do the exercise A and B.

§” —Ëß : ®ß»÷°…“‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕßµàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥ A ·≈– B

A.

Write the names of the place in the map.

Brownary is a small island in the Pacific Ocean.

Itûs capital, Sealo, is on the south coast, and

the Marino Canal runs from Sealo to Pantino,

the second largest city, on the east coast.

The second canal, the Amigo Canal, joins

Sealo to Amerito in the north coast. Two

miles south-east of Amerito is Cancola

Mountain, and south-west of Amerito is Pangon

Airport. The islandûs fourth city, Benitiga, is

halfway between Pantino and Cancola.

B.

Drew a box around each appositive noun

phrase and draw an arrow to indicate the

noun it modifies.
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

  1. §”»—æ∑å‡°’Ë¬«°—∫∑‘»∑“ß ‰¥â·°à

north ∑‘»‡Àπ◊Õ

south ∑‘»„µâ

east ∑‘»µ–«—πÕÕ°

west ∑‘»µ–«—πµ°

northeast ∑‘»µ–«—πÕÕ°‡©’¬ß‡Àπ◊Õ

southwest ∑‘»µ–«—πµ°‡©’¬ß„µâ

  2. §”»—æ∑å‡°’Ë¬«°—∫™◊ËÕ∑“ß¿Ÿ¡‘»“ µ√å ‰¥â·°à

coast ™“¬Ωíòß∑–‡≈

mountain ¿Ÿ‡¢“

island ‡°“–

ocean ¡À“ ¡ÿ∑√

canal §≈Õß

capital ‡¡◊ÕßÀ≈«ß

city ‡¡◊Õß

airport ∑à“Õ“°“»¬“π

  3. §”»—æ∑å‡°’Ë¬«°—∫µ”·Àπàß ‰¥â·°à

between √–À«à“ß

half way between...and... °÷Ëß°≈“ß√–À«à“ß

to join....to.... ‡™◊ËÕ¡√«¡....‡¢â“°—∫....

to run from....to æ“¥ºà“π®“°....∂÷ß....

a box (n.), a frame (n.) °√Õ∫ ’Ë‡À≈’Ë¬¡, °≈àÕß

to modify (v.) ¢¬“¬, ¢¬“¬§«“¡

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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≈—°…≥–∑“ß‰«¬“°√≥å

Appositive noun phrase

§◊Õ π“¡«≈’∑’Ë„™â°”°—∫§”π“¡∑’Ëπ”Àπâ“À√◊Õµ“¡À≈—ß‡æ◊ËÕ™’È∫àß À√◊Õ∑”„Àâ§”π“¡π—Èπ ¡’§«“¡™—¥‡®π ·≈–

¡’§«“¡À¡“¬§√∫∂â«π¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ appositive noun phrase µâÕß°”°—∫¥â«¬‡§√◊ËÕßÀ¡“¬ ,......, ‡ ¡Õ

§”π“¡∑’Ë¡’ appositive noun phrase °”°—∫ ¡—°‡ªìπ™◊ËÕ‡©æ“– À√◊Õ§”π“¡∑’Ë¡’§«“¡À¡“¬™—¥‡®π

 ¡∫Ÿ√≥å„πµπ‡ÕßÕ¬Ÿà·≈â« ¥—ßπ—Èπ appositive noun phrase ®÷ß‰¡à„™à à«π¢¬“¬¢Õß§”π“¡ (adjective)

µ—«Õ¬à“ß ‡™àπ

 Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand, is one of the biggest cities in the world.

 Most of us know Liverpool, one of the favorite football team, but we never visit

 Liverpool, the city in England.
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‡©≈¬

A Name of Places in the maps

1. Amerito

2. Cancola

3. Benitiga

4. Pangon Airport

5. Patino

6. Amigo canal

7. Marino canal

8. Seato

B. Appositives noun phrase

- Itûs capital, Sealo

- ...to Pantino., the second largest city,

- The second canal, the Amigo Canal,

- The islandûs fourth city, Benitiga,
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Number your top three (Ist, 2nd, 3rd).
for my job to study         
to travel to meet people 
to translate
to understand songs/films 
other (what?)  

12. Tick ✔ . Do you need to...?

listen  speak  read  write 

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 20

Title : Why Do You Want to Learn English?

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ∑”‰¡§ÿ≥∂÷ßÕ¬“°‡√’¬π¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…

Directions : Study the form then complete it.

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“·∫∫øÕ√å¡π’È ·≈â«°√Õ°·∫∫øÕ√å¡„Àâ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å

English File survey
How old are you?

Are you married?

Iûm thirty-five.

1. Surname

2. First name

3. Nationality

4. Town / City

5. Address

6. Phone no.

7. Marital status : single  married 

8. Age

9. Occupation

10. Languages
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Surname (n.) ™◊ËÕ °ÿ≈ = family name, last - -  - name

First name (n.) ™◊ËÕ

Marital status (n.)  ∂“π¿“æ°“√ ¡√ 

Occupation (n.) Õ“™’æ

Phone no. (n.) À¡“¬‡≈¢‚∑√»—æ∑å = Telephone - - number

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
need  “¡“√∂„™â‰¥â 2 ·∫∫ §◊Õ

need + to + V. ́ ÷Ëß∫Õ°∂÷ß§«“¡®”‡ªìπ∑’Ë®–µâÕß∑”...‚¥¬ª√–∏“π¢Õßª√–‚¬§®–µâÕß‡ªìπ∫ÿ§§≈

(‰¡à„™à —µ«åÀ√◊Õ ‘Ëß¢Õß)

‡™àπ I need to take more exercise.

need + V. ing „™â°—∫ ‘Ëß¢Õß∑’Ë®”‡ªìπµâÕß∂Ÿ°°√–∑”

‡™àπ The batteries in the radio need changing.
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
„Àâ°√Õ°·∫∫øÕ√å¡ª√–«—µ‘ à«πµ—«„π·∫∫øÕ√å¡∑’Ë„Àâ

(Fill your bio-data in the form as given.)
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 21

Title : Will Technology Replace Schools?

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’®–¡“·∑π∑’Ë‚√ß‡√’¬π®√‘ßÀ√◊Õ?

Directions : Study the following passage and then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : »÷°…“∫∑Õà“πµàÕ‰ªπ’È·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

Will technology replace schools?
Some people believe that soon schools will no longer be necessary. These people say

that because of the Internet and other new technology. There is no longer any need for

school buildings, formal classes, or teachers. Perhaps this will be true one day, but it is

hard for me to imagine a world without schools. In fact, we need to look at how we

can use new technology to make schools better - not to eliminate them.

We should invent a new kind of school that is linked to libraries, museums, science

centers, laboratories, and even corporations. Corporations ought to create learning

programs for schools in their area of expertise. Independent experts could give talks on

video or over the Internet. TV networks and local stations could develop programming

about things are actually studying in school. Laboratories could set up Websites to

demonstrate new technology so students could view it on the Internet.

Is this just a dream? No. Already there are several towns where this is beginning to

happen. Blacksburg, Virginia, is one of them. Here the entire city is linked to the Internet,

and learning can take place at home, at school, and in the office. Businesses provide

programs for the schools and the community. The schools provide computer labs for

people without their own computers at home. Because every one has Internet access,

older people participate as much as younger ones, and everyone can visit distant

libraries and museums as easily as nearby ones.

How will this new kind of school change learning? It is too early to be sure, but it is

very exciting to think about. Technology will change the way we learn, schools will

change as well, and we will all learn something in the process.
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   to believe (v.) ‡™◊ËÕ«à“

   necessary (n.) ¡’§«“¡®”‡ªìπ

   technology (n.) ‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’

   building (n.) µ÷°

   to imagine (v.) «“¥À«—ß

   in fact (n.) ‚¥¬¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß

   better (adj.) ¥’¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ

   eliminate (v.) ∑”≈“¬

   invent (v.) °àÕµ—Èß

   a new kind of school (n.) ‚√ß‡√’¬π√Ÿª·∫∫„À¡à

   library (n.) ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥

   museumes (n.) æ‘æ‘∏¿—≥±å

   science (n.) «‘∑¬“»“ µ√å

   laboratory (n.) ÀâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√

   corporation (n.) ‚¥¬§«“¡√à«¡¡◊Õ

   expertise §«“¡™”π“≠

   network (n.) ‡§√◊Õ¢à“¬

   link (v.) ‡™◊ËÕ¡‚¬ß

   develop (v.) ª√—∫ª√ÿßæ—≤π“

   take place (v.) ‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ

   actually (adv.) Õ¬à“ß·πàπÕπ

   set up (v.) µ‘¥µ—Èß

   website (n.) ‚§√ß¢à“¬

   demonstrate (v.) · ¥ß°“√ “∏‘µ

   view (n.) ¿“æ

   provide (v.) ®—¥„Àâ

   community (n.) ™ÿ¡™π

   nearly (adj.) √–¬–„°≈â‡§’¬ß, ·∂«Ê π’È

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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Grammar Focus (®ÿ¥‡πâπ∑“ß‰«¬“°√≥å)

1. We should invent a new kind of school that is linked to libraries. museums, science

center, laboratories, and even corporations.,

2. Independent experts could give talks on video or over the Internet.

§”°√‘¬“∑’Ëµ“¡¥â«¬°√‘¬“™à«¬ ®–µâÕß‡ªìπ infinitive without to ‡ ¡Õ ‡√“®÷ß„™â§”«à“

should invent, could give

3. We should invent a new kind of school that is linked to libraries, museums, science

centers, laboratories, and even corporations.

‡ªìπª√–‚¬§ Present Simple Passive

(V. to be + §”°√‘¬“™àÕß∑’Ë 3)
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
Read these statements, check the ones you think the author would agree with.

Õà“π¢âÕ§«“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«‡≈◊Õ°¢âÕ§«“¡„¥¢âÕ§«“¡Àπ÷Ëß∑’Ë∑à“π§‘¥«à“ºŸâ‡¢’¬π‡ÀÁπ¥â«¬°—∫¢âÕ§«“¡‡À≈à“π’È

1. Schools are not necessary.

2. New technology will replace schools.

3. The use of new technology is positive.

4. Corporations should get involed.

5. Learning should take place only in schools.

6. Education is important for people of all ages.

7. The fact that schools will change is positive.
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1. There is no longer any need for buildings, formal classes, or teachers.

2. We should invent a new kind of school that is linked to libraries, museums, science

center, laboratories, and even corporations.

3. Infact, we need to look at how we can use new technology to make schools better-

not to eliminate them.

4. Corporation ought to create learning programs for schools in their area of expertise.

5. Students are actually studying in school.

6. The School provide computer labs for people without their own computers at home.

Because everyone has internet access, older people participate as much as younger

ones, and everyone can visit distant libraries and museums or easily as near by ones.

7. Technology will change the way we learn; schools will change as well ; and we will

all learn something in the process.

‡©≈¬
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°“√„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…„π™ÿ¡™π·≈– —ß§¡®”‡ªìπµâÕß„™â«‘∏’°“√·≈–√Ÿª·∫∫

∑’ËÀ≈“°À≈“¬‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡À¡“– ¡°—∫ ¿“æ°“√≥å ∫ÿ§§≈ ∫√‘∫∑∑“ß —ß§¡ ·≈–

®ÿ¥ª√– ß§å¢Õß°“√„™â

¿“…“°—∫§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å
°—∫™ÿ¡™π·≈–‚≈°µÕπ∑’Ë 4

 “√– ”§—≠¢Õß¡“µ√∞“π∑’Ë 4.1
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1. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…„π°“√¥”√ß™’«‘µÕ¬Ÿà„π™ÿ¡™π·≈– —ß§¡Õ¬à“ß

¡’§«“¡ ÿ¢

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ„π°“√¢¬“¬·≈–‡æ‘Ë¡æŸπ§«“¡√Ÿâ

„π™ÿ¡™π·≈– —ß§¡Õ¬à“ß¡—Ëπ„®

º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë§“¥À«—ß (µ.4.1)

°“√„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…„π°“√ ¡—§√ß“π ª√–°Õ∫Õ“™’æ

·≈–°“√∑”ß“π√à«¡°—∫ºŸâÕ◊Ëπ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß √â“ß √√§å

 “√– ”§—≠¢Õß¡“µ√∞“π∑’Ë 4.2
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1. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…„π°“√ ¡—§√ß“π‰¥â

2. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…„π°“√ª√–°Õ∫Õ“™’æ ·≈–°“√∑”ß“π√à«¡

°—∫ºŸâÕ◊Ëπ‰¥â

3. ºŸâ‡√’¬π “¡“√∂„™â¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ… „π°“√»÷°…“µàÕ‰¥â

º≈°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑’Ë§“¥À«—ß (µ.4.2)

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 1 Letter Writing

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 2 Penguin Joke

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 3 Personal Letter

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 4 Personal Wanted

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 5 Reading and Writing

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 6 Talking About Learning from

Community Learning Center

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 7 Winston David

¢Õ∫¢à“¬‡π◊ÈÕÀ“
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 1

Title : Letter Writing

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : °“√‡¢’¬π®¥À¡“¬

Directions : 1. Look at these openings to letters. Which person is.

§” —Ëß : 1. „Àâæ‘®“√≥“¥Ÿ«à“ª√–‚¬§¢÷Èπµâπ¢Õß®¥À¡“¬µàÕ‰ªπ’È‡ªìπ¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈„¥

  „Àâ‡≈◊Õ°Õ—°…√ a - e ‰ª‡¢’¬π°”°—∫‰«âÀπâ“¢âÕ 1 - 5

a. selling something?

b. applying for a job?

c. enquiring about places to stay?

d. writing to an old friend?

e. replying to a friendûs letter?

1. Dear Jane,

   Many thanks for your letter

   how nice to hear from you.

2. Dear Mr. Bailey,

   I saw your advertisement in the

   Nursing Times for staff nurses in Canada.

3. Dear Richard,

  You may be surprised to get a letter

  from me after such a long time.
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   4. Dear Sir/ Madam,

Iûm writing to ask you for information

about accommodation in Scotland.

5. Dear Ms. Anne,

  Thank you for your letter of 15th May,

  enclosing a cheque for 50 dollars.
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2. Which of these sentence do you think continues each letter?

∑à“π§‘¥«à“ª√–‚¬§„¥µàÕ‰ªπ’È “¡“√∂π”‰ª‡ªìπª√–‚¬§µàÕ‡π◊ËÕß°—∫ª√–‚¬§¢÷Èπµâπ¢Õß®¥À¡“¬·µà≈–

©∫—∫„π¢âÕ 1

a. Iûm glad to hear that youûre all well and that the children are fine.

b. Unfortunately the jumper you ordered cost 60 dollars including postage.

c. Iûve been meaning to write for ages, but somehow 2 never quite got round to it.

d. Iûm thinking of staying there this summer, probably on the west coast.

e. I would like to apply for the job, and enclosed a curriculum vitae.

3. Now look at the ending. Which opening in First 1 could they go with?

„Àâæ‘®“√≥“¥Ÿ«à“ à«π∑â“¬¢Õß®¥À¡“¬¢âÕ„¥∑’Ë “¡“√∂π”‰ª‡¢â“§Ÿà°—∫ª√–‚¬§¢÷Èπµâπ¢Õß®¥À¡“¬„π¢âÕ 1

A. I hope youûll be able to give me

   the information I need.

   Yours faithfully,

B. Well, thatûs all for now.

   Hope to hear form you soon.

   Love,

C. I look forward to hearing from you.

   Your sincerely,
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

job (n.) ß“π

to apply (v.)  ¡—§√ß“π

to enquiry (v.)  Õ∫∂“¡

to reply (v.) µÕ∫®¥À¡“¬

advertisement (n.) ª√–°“»‚¶…≥“

nurse (n.) π“ßæ¬“∫“≈

staff (n.) æπ—°ß“π

to surprise (v.) ª√–À≈“¥„®

information (n.) ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈

accommodation (n.) ®—¥∑’Ë„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà

to enclose (v.) ·π∫¡“æ√âÕ¡

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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¢âÕ 1
1. e

2. b

3. d

4. c

5. a

¢âÕ 2
a. 1

b. 5

c. 3

d. 4

e. 2

¢âÕ 3
A. 5

B. 3

C. 1

‡©≈¬
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One day a man and his wife were walking down the street

when they came across a penguin.

ùOh!û exclaimed the man. ùWhat a surprise! û1

ùI know,û said his wife. ùWeûll ask a policeman.û

So they found a policeman and explained .2

ùMmm,ûsaid the policeman, ùI think û3

ùWhat a good idea!û said the woman. ùWeûll go there straight

away.û

The next morning 4 when he saw the couple

again with the penguin. ùI thought I told you to take that

penguin to the zoo,û the policeman said. ùWell, 5

said the man. ùWe took it to the zoo and we all had a really

good time. So this afternoon ______________6, and this

evening 7 in a fish restaurant.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 2

Title : Penguin Joke

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ‡√◊ËÕß¢∫¢—π¢Õßπ°‡æπ°«‘π

Directions : Study the following passage and then do the exercise.

§” —Ëß : ®ß»÷°…“‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕßµàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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a couple (n.) §Ÿà “¡’¿√√¬“

to come across (v.) æ∫‚¥¬∫—ß‡Õ‘≠

to exclaim (v.) Õÿ∑“π

to explain (v.) Õ∏‘∫“¬

to have a really good time to have a very good time  =  πÿ°¡“°

to have a meal √—∫ª√–∑“πÕ“À“√

the same street ∂ππ “¬‡¥‘¡

straight away (adv.) immediately, at once = ∑—π∑’∑—π„¥, Õ¬à“ß‰¡à√Õ™â“

joke (n.) ‡√◊ËÕßµ≈°

what a surprise! ·ª≈°®—ß (ª√–‚¬§Õÿ∑“π ∑’Ë„™â∫àß∫Õ°§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°¥â“π¥’)

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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Directions : Choose the best answer to complete the above passage

§” —Ëß : ®ß‡≈◊Õ°§”µÕ∫∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡∑’Ë ÿ¥¡“‡µ‘¡≈ß„π‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕß

1. a. Whose bird is this?

b. Why is it here?

c. What kind of bird is it?

d. What shall we do with it?

2. a. what would we do?

b. what we would do.

c. what happened.

d. what had happened.

3. a. the best thing is to take it to the zoo.

b. to take it to the zoo is the best thing.

c. it is best to take it to the zoo.

d. taking it to the zoo is that.

4. a. the policeman walked down the same street.

b. the policeman was walking down the same street.

c. the couple walked down the same street

d. the couple were walking down the same street.

5. a. we did not

b. we did

c. we thought

d. we realized
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6. a. we took it to the zoo

b. we took it to the cinema

c. we are going to take it to the zoo

d. we are going to take it to the cinema

7. a. weûre going to have a meal

b. we went to have a meal

c. we had had a meal

d. we are having a meal
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1. d

2. d

3. a

4. b

5. b

6. d

7. d

‡©≈¬
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Alan
I didnût realise there would be so much paperwork.

First, you have to register with the police, and then thereûs

the endless business of getting a residentûs permit. I think

Iûve spent half my time in the past month standing in

queues! It must be terribly difficult for people who donût

speak the language - itûs really complicated and all of the

forms are in German. Mine was pretty rusty when I arrived,

but itûs all coming back now.

Working hasnût been a problem. The ùofficeû is a

spare bedroom containing one (old) word - processor and

one (new) fax machine, which is all I need to keep in

touch with the publishers back home.

The main difference about living here is that because

itûs much warmer, youûre outside a lot more. For example.

Iûve bought an old bike (new ones get stolen!) for getting

around the city - Iûm hardly using the car at all. And there

are freshwater lakes nearby where the waterûs warm enough

to swim in (theyûre good for sailing, too - but we havenût

got a boat yet). Best of all, youûre just up the road from

the Alps. Weûve been quite a few times at the weekends:

you take the cable car to the top of the mountain (where

thereûs always a place you can have coffee!) and then

walk down.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 3

Title : Personal Letters

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ®¥À¡“¬ à«πµ—«

Directions : Here are parts of three letters to friends. The writers are

  Alan, Katrina and Jim.

§” —Ëß : µàÕ‰ªπ’È§◊Õ à«πÀπ÷Ëß¢Õß®¥À¡“¬ 3 ©∫—∫ ∑’Ë Alan, Katrina ·≈– Jim ‡¢’¬π∂÷ß‡æ◊ËÕπ
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Katrina

You wouldnût believe the amount of stuff Iûve

accumulated over the years. Iûve thrown away all the

administrative papers, but have kept all the books and

teaching materials - you never know, I might need them

again. So there are now four crates and ten large boxes

sitting in the front room. So Iûve got a great excuse if anyone

asks me to do any work: I canût get across the room to my

desk! It is cluttering the place up a bit, but it looks as if two

of the children may be moving out over the next few months,

so when that happens Iûll just put it all into one of their

rooms.

The best thing is that now Iûve actually got enough

time to do what I want to do. Like lying in bed in the

mornings, instead of jumping up and getting dressed at 7

oûclock. And doing a full 15 minutes of exercise every morning

instead of the usual 3. And going into town in the afternoon

and just wandering around and going into bookshops, and

buying books that I like (rather than books that I need). And

of course thereûs the theatre: Iûve been to three operas and

two plays in the last two weeks alone. And itûs great to have

time at last to get in touch with old friends. Itûûs so easy to

lose touch.
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Jim

The motorbikeûs great for getting around London in

heavy traffic (though the insurance is incredibly expensive).

I had a bit of a problem at first carrying the horn on the

back, because it was wider than the bike, and I kept

taking the wing mirrors off cars. So now Iûve had the horn

cut in two, so I can carry it around in two bits and then

screw it back together again when I arrive. It sounds just as

good as it did before - to me at any rate.

Not much luck so far with the flat - hunting. All the

places I like seem to be ridiculously expensive. Once you

get further out towards Heathrow, there are some great

places going quite cheap, but when you visit them you

realise why - you can just about see the people waving

from the planes as they go past. So Iûm still looking.

Otherwise, thereûs not much going on. We donût finish

till late most evenings, so the social lifeûs suffering a bit. And

thereûll be no time - or money - to go on holiday this year.

But as someone once said, ùHolidays are for people who

donût like work.û
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Exercise
1. Choose an occupation for each of the writers.

   „Àâæ‘®“√≥“‡≈◊Õ°«à“ºŸâ‡¢’¬π·µà≈–§π¡’Õ“™’æÕ–‰√ ‚¥¬æ‘®“√≥“®“°§”∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„Àâ„π™àÕß ’Ë‡À≈’Ë¬¡

actor musician teacher

publisher translator bookseller

climber secretary writer
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2. According to the letters, who has I have...

  (®“°®¥À¡“¬¥—ß°≈à“« „§√‡ªìπºŸâ¥”‡π‘π°“√„π‡√◊ËÕßµàÕ‰ªπ’È ¢âÕ a - f)

a. ..... recently moved?

b. ..... recently retired?

c. ..... been getting fit?

d. ..... been looking for somewhere to live?

e. ..... been working in the evenings?

f. ..... been going out a lot in the evenings?
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3. Mark these statements T (= true), F (= false) or canût tell.

   („Àâ‡¢’¬π T „πª√–‚¬§∑’Ë∂Ÿ°µâÕß ·≈– F „πª√–‚¬§∑’Ë‰¡à∂Ÿ°µâÕß À√◊Õ canût tell

    „πª√–‚¬§∑’Ë‰¡à “¡“√∂∫Õ°‰¥â)

a. Alan is German.

b. Alan has rented an office to work in

c. Alan enjoys being in the open air.

d. Katrina lives alone.

e. Katrina is fond of reading.

f. Katrina hasnût got enough space at home.

g. Jim bought his motorbike second - hand.

h. Jim wants to live near Heathrow Airport.

i. Jim enjoys his work.
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¢âÕ 1
1. Alan - writer

2. Katrina - teacher

3. Jim - musician (horn player)

¢—Õ 2
a. Alan

b. Katrina

c. Katrina, Alan

d. Jim

e. Jim

f. Katrina

¢âÕ 3
a. F

b. F

c. T

d. F

e. T

f. T

g. canût tell

h. F

i. T

‡©≈¬
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Urgently Required

ACCOUNTANT
* Min.3 years and past experience in Silver or Jewelry

  Company is preferred

* Bachelor in Account & Finance

* Good command of spoken and written English

Please send resume with covering letter to :

RIOL CORPORATION CO., LTD.

35/10, 15 Moo 4, Soi Sailomnivej

Bangna-Trad Rd., Bangna BKK.10260

contact K.Sunee tel : 01-845-1745,02-399-1988-90

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 4

Title : Personal Wanted

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : ª√–°“»√—∫ ¡—§√ß“π

Directions : Study the advertisement below.

§” —Ëß : „Àâ»÷°…“„∫ª√–°“» ¡—§√ß“π¢â“ß≈à“ßπ’È
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accountant (n.) æπ—°ß“π∫—≠™’

jewelry (n.) ‡§√◊ËÕßª√–¥—∫

bachelor (n.) ª√‘≠≠“µ√’

resume (n.) ª√–«—µ‘ à«πµ—«

urgently (adv.) Õ¬à“ß‡√àß¥à«π

min. (adj.) Õ¬à“ßπâÕ¬ (¬àÕ¡“®“° Minimum)

located (n.) ∑’Ëµ—Èß

job (n.) ß“π

to apply (v.)  ¡—§√ß“π

applicant (n.) ºŸâ ¡—§√

field (n.)  “¢“∑’Ë‡√’¬π®∫

to contact (v.) µ‘¥µàÕ

in case of „π°√≥’∑’Ë

information (n.) ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢à“« “√

require (v.) µâÕß°“√

„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

®ßµÕ∫§”∂“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È ·≈–‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫°—∫¢Õß‡æ◊ËÕπÊ

1. Where is the company located?

2. Can you apply for the job, why?

3. How long have the applicants had experience in jewelry company?

4. In what field did the applicants have to finish?

5. Where will the applicants send resume to?

6. Whom do the applicants contact with in case of getting more information?
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1. The company is located on 35/10, 15 Moo 4, Soi Sailomnivej, Bangna - Trad Rd.

   Bangna, BKK. 10260

2. Yes or No

3. 3 years

4. accountant

5. RIOL CORPORATION CO., LTD.

   35/10, 15 Moo 4, Soi Sailomnivej,

   Bangna - Trad Rd. Bangna, BKK. 10260

6. Contact with Sunee  tel. 0-1845-1745, 0-2399-1988-90

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 5

Title : Reading and Writing

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : Õà“π·≈–‡¢’¬π

Directions : Fill in the blanks in the paragraph with the most appropriate word(s)

 chosen from the word(s) given belows.

§” —Ëß : „Àâ‡≈◊Õ°§”∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡·≈–∂Ÿ°µâÕß ∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„Àâ‡µ‘¡≈ß„π™àÕß«à“ß¢Õß∫∑Õà“πµàÕ‰ªπ’È

1. coffee shop, shop

2. drink, soft drinks

3. Chidlom Street

4. well - decorating, well - decorated

5. people, students

6. fruit juice, beer

7. sandwiches, steak

8. something else, something

9. the hall way, the windows

10. well - to - do, well - known

11. snacks, meals

12. well - done, well - prepared

13. small, large

14. cheap, expensive

Sunny is a good (1)............. to have (2)............. and snacks with friends. It is located on

(3)............. . This place is clean and (4)............. (5)............. like to sit having .............(7).............

or .............(8)............. and chatting after class. They enjoy looking at people walking

outside through (9)............. . This place is (10)............. because there are various kinds of

(11)............. which are (12)............. by skillful cooks. There is always a (13)............. choice

and the prices are not (14).............
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Exercise
Fill the appropriate blanks in the paragraph with the list of given words below.

garden The Piano House restaurant

eastern recommended

cooks snacks

nice...comfortable western food

light music flowers

Sukhumvit Street drinks

listening to fair

lunch dinner

(1)............. is a good place to have drinks and meals with friends. It is on (2)........... .

This restaurant is (3)............. and (4)............. inside. Men and women like to sit having

(5)............. and chatting after working. They enjoy (6)............. Soft (7)............. . The veranda

outside is where they like to sit and enjoy looking at (8)............. in the (9)............. . This

place offers various kind of food (10)............. and (11)............. but above all the western

food here is highly (12)............. because varied dishes are well - prepared skillful (13)............. .

There is always a large choice and the prices are always (14).............
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1. The Piano House restaurant

2. Sukhumvit Street

3. nice

4. comfortable

5. lunch, snacks

6. listening to

7. light music

8. flowers

9. garden

10. eastern

11. western food

12. recommended

13. cooks

14. fair

‡©≈¬
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‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 6

Title : Talking About Learning from Community Learning Center

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : æŸ¥§ÿ¬‡√◊ËÕß°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ®“°»Ÿπ¬å°“√‡√’¬π™ÿ¡™π

Directions : Study the following conversation.

§” —Ëß : „Àâ»÷°…“∫∑ π∑π“µàÕ‰ªπ’È

Winai : Do you want to take classes for the next semester at the community

  learning center?

Jinda : Well, hereûs the course catalog for the next semester. Take a look.

Jinda : Hmm. Theyûve got a lot of subjects - Thai language, Life skill (Art),

  English language, Science or Agricultural subject. What the two subjects

  would you like to learn?

Winai : Um, actually, I think Iûd rather take Thai language and Agriculture?

Jinda : Me too. See you.
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„∫§«“¡√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å·≈– ”π«π∑’Ë§«√√Ÿâ

§”»—æ∑å §«“¡À¡“¬

semester (n.) ¿“§‡√’¬π

community (n.) ™ÿ¡™π

course catalog (n.) √“¬°“√ √“¬«‘™“

actually (adv.) Õ¬à“ß·πàπÕπ, ®√‘ßÊ·≈â«

enroll (v.) ≈ß∑–‡∫’¬π‡√’¬π

Agriculture (n.) ‡°…µ√°√√¡

see you ·≈â«æ∫°—π

attempt (v.) §«“¡æ¬“¬“¡

ûd rather would rather

ûd prefer would prefer

™Õ∫...¡“°°«à“ (‡¡◊ËÕ¡’µ—«

‡≈◊Õ°¡“°°«à“ 1}
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‚§√ß √â“ß‰«¬“°√≥å
°“√„™â would rather ·≈– would prefer

çWould ratheré ®–µ“¡¥â«¬√Ÿª·∫∫°√‘¬“æ◊Èπ∞“π (V ™àÕß∑’Ë 1)

 ”À√—∫ ç Would preferé ®–µ“¡¥â«¬ gerund À√◊Õ infinitive ∑—Èß

çWould ratheré ·≈– Would preferé ‡¡◊ËÕ‡ªìπªØ‘‡ ∏ ®–µ“¡¥â«¬ not
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·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥

®ß‡µ‘¡√Ÿª·∫∫¢Õß°√‘¬“∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡®“°∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„π™àÕß ’Ë‡À≈’Ë¬¡≈ß„π∫∑ π∑π“  À≈—ß®“°π—Èπ„Àâ

ºŸâ‡√’¬πΩñ°°“√ π∑π“‚¥¬°“√®—∫§Ÿà

1. Winai :  Would you rather (1)............. a course in language or science?

   Jinda :  Iûd prefer (2)............. for an Agriculture course because itûs more

  useful for me.

2. Winai :  Would you rather (3)............. English in U.S.A. or England?

   Jinda :  I think I prefer (4)............. in England.

3. Winai :  Would you prefer (5)............. a craft or (6)............. a new sport?

   Jinda :  To tell you the truth, Iûd rather not (7)............. either.

   Iûd prefer (8)............. T.V.

take learn study register

watch attempt do enroll
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1. take

2. enroll

3. learn

4. study

5. learn

6. attempt

7. do

8. watch

‡©≈¬
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Wisnton David, thirteen years old, works at a neighbourhood

supermarket on Saturday. He starts stocking the shelves at

eight and after the store opens at nine, he wheels trolleys

out to customers cars in the car park and sometimes to

nearly houses.

He likes delivering the groceries because he usually

gets some tips but he doesnût enjoy stocking shelves so

much.

Itûs easy but boring. I prefer talking to customers. Winston

likes working. I enjoy earning money. I make10 dollars a day.

Iûm saving up for a good camera.

‡√◊ËÕß∑’Ë 7

Title : Winston David

™◊ËÕ‡√◊ËÕß : «‘π µ—π ‡¥«‘¥

Directions : Read the passage and do exercise.

  Õà“π∫∑Õà“π·≈â«∑”·∫∫Ωñ°À—¥
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Exercise
Directions : Answer the questions

§” —Ëß : µÕ∫§”∂“¡µàÕ‰ªπ’È

1. How old is Winston?

2. Where does he work?

3. What does he do in the store?

4. What else does he do?

5. What does he like best?

6. How much does he earn?

7. What does he do with his earning?
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1. thirteen years old

2. a neighbourhood supermarket

3. checking stock on the shelves

4. He wheels trolleys out to customerûs car.

5. He likes delivering the groceries.

6. He earns 10 dollars a day.

7. He buys a good camera.

‡©≈¬
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·À≈àß°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ
°“√®—¥°“√»÷°…“µ“¡À≈—°‡°≥±å·≈–«‘∏’°“√»÷°…“πÕ°‚√ß‡√’¬π À≈—° Ÿµ√°“√»÷°…“¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π

æÿ∑∏»—°√“™ 2544 ¡ÿàß àß‡ √‘¡„ÀâºŸâ‡√’¬π¡’‚Õ°“ ‡√’¬π√Ÿâ¥â«¬µπ‡Õß ‡√’¬π√ŸâÕ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕßµ≈Õ¥™’«‘µ
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